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S P E C I A L  L IBRARIES A S S O C I A T I O N  
Putting Knowledge to Work 
OFFICERS DIRECTORS 
President WILLIAM K. BEATTY 
WILLIAM S. BUDINGTON Northwestern University Medical 
The John Crerar Library, Chicago, Illinois School, Chicago, lllinois 
President-Elect HELENE DECHIEF 
ALLEEN THOMPSON Canadian National Railways. 
General Electric Company, San Jose, California Montreal, Quebec 
Advisory Council Chairman JOAN M. HUTCHINSON (Secretary) 
LORNA M. DANIELLS Research Center, Diamond Alkali 
Harvard Business School, Boston, Massdchusetts Company, Painesville, Ohio 
Advisory Council Chairman-Elect KENNETH N. METCALF 
HERBERT S. WHITE Henry Fwd  Museum and Green- 
NASA Facility, Documentation, Inc., Bethesda, Maryland field Village, Dearborn, Michigau 
MRS. ELIZABETH B. ROTH Treasurer Standard Oil Company of Cali- 
JEAN E. FLEGAL fornia, San Francisco, California Union Carbide Corp., New York, New York MRS. DOROTHY B. SKAU 
Immediate Past-President Southern Regional Research Lab- 
MRS. MILDRED H. BRODE oratory, U.S. Department of Agri- 
David Taylor Model Basin, Washington, D. C. culture, New Orleans, Louisiana 
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR: BILL M. WOODS 
Special Libraries Association, 31 East 10 Street, New York, New York 10003 
MEMBERSHIP 
Dues: Sustaining-$100 ; Active--$20 (Paid For Life-$250) ; Associate 
-$20; Affiliate-$1 5 ; Student-$2 ; Emeritus-$5. For qualifications, 
privileges and further information, write Special Libraries Association. 
PUBLICATIONS 
Aviation subject headings, 1949 . . . . . .  $1.75 National insurance organizations in the 
A checklist for the organization, opera- United States and Canada, 1957 . . . .  3.50 
tion and evaluation of a company li- *Picture sources, 2nd ed., 1964 . . . . . .  6.75 
brary, 1960 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  2.00 :"LA directory of members, as of July 
Contr~butions toward a special library 15, 1964, 1964 . . . . . . . . . .  .members 2.50 
glossary, 2nd ed., 1950 . . . . . . . . . . .  1.25 nonmembers 10.00 
Correlation index document series & PB SLA directory of members, as of Octo- 
reports, 1953 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  10.00 ber 15, 1962, 1962 . . . . . . .  .members 2.50 
Creation & development of an insur- nonmembers 6.00 
ance library, rev. ed., 1949 . . . . . . . .  2.00 Source list of selected labor statistics, 
Dictionary of report series codes, 1962 12.75 rev. ed., 1953 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  2.00 
Directory of business and financial sew- Sources of commodity prices, 1960 . . . .  5.00 
ices, 1963 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  6.50 Special Libraries Association personnel 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Directory of special libraries, 1953 . . . .  5.00 survey 1959, 1960 1.00 
Guide to metallurgical information (SLA *Special libraries: how to plan and equip 
Bibliography no. 3 ) ,  1961 . . . . . . . . .  4.00 them (SLA Monograph no. 2) ,  1963 5.55 
Guide to Russian reference and Ian- Subject headings for aeronautical engi- 
guage aids (SLA Bibliography no. 4) ,  neering libraries, 1949 . . . . . . . . . . . .  4.00 
1962 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  4.25 Subject headings for financial libraries, 
Handbook of scientific and technical 1954 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  5.00 
awards in the United States and Can- *Subject headings in advertising, market- 
ada, 1900-1952, 1956 . . . . . . . . . . . . .  3.00 ing, and communications media, 1964 5.95 
*Literature of executive management Translators and translations: services and 
(SLA Bibliography no. 5),  1963 . . .  4.25 sources, 1959 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  2.50 
Map collections in the U. S. and Can- U.S. sources of petroleum and natural 
11 ada; a direttoq, 1954 . . . . . . . . . . . .  3.00 gas statistics, 1961 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  6.00 * Latest publications 
SCIENTIFIC MEETINGS-Subscription, $7.00; Foreign, $8.00 
SPECIAL LIBRARIES-Subscription, $10.00; Foreign, $11.00; Single copies, $1.50 
TECHNICAL BOOK REVIEW INDEX-Subscription, $10.00 ;Foreign, $1 1.00 ;Single copies, $1.50 
UNLISTED DRUGS-Subscription, $20 ; Single Copies, $2.00 
SLA serves as the US. sales agent for selected Aslib publications 
SPECIAL LIBRARIES is published by Special Libraries Association, monthly Se tember to April, 
bimonthly May to August, a t  73 Main Street, Brattleboro, Vermont 05302. Editorial 0Wces: 31 East 10th 
Street. New York. New York 10303. Second class oostaee mid  a t  Brattleboro. Vermont. 
- .  
POSTMASTER: Send Form 3579 to Special Libraries Association, 
31 East 10 St., New York, N. Y. 10003 
OUT-OF-PRINT 
BOOKS now available in . . . 
RUSSIAN.. . 
SOUTHEAST ASIA.. . 
ECONOMICS.. . 
GENEALOGY.. . 
New Republishing Programs Offer Selected Important 
Reference Books a t  Reduced Prices 
RUSSIAN HISTORY 
Fifth series in Micro Photo's program for 
republishing basic Russian books. Selections 
made from Paul L. Horecky's Basic Russian 
Publications, published by the University of 
Chicago Press. Previous four offerings 
covered Bibliographies, General Reference 
Aids, Geography, The People (Anthropology 
& Demography). 
ECONOMICS 
Selections made from Series 11 of the survey 
prepared by members of the Economics De- 
partment of Johns Hopkins University, 
recommending books which should be part 
of every library's basic economics collection. 
Our selected list of out-of-print books pre- 
pared by Professor Mark Perlman, Senior 
Research Associate, Center for Regional 
Economics Studies, University of Pittsburgh, 
consists of titles which are not available 
through any other source. 
SOUTHEAST ASIA 
Beginning a new program to republish out- 
of-print Southeast Asia reference books 
selected from Southeast Asian History-A 
Bibliographical Guide by May and Case; and 
An Annotated Bibliography by Cecil Hobbs. 
List reviewed and approved by Professor 
John Cady, Department of History, Ohio 
University, head of the Committee on South- 
east Asia for the Association of Asian Studies. 
GENEALOGY 
Books from the genealogical bibliography 
used for many years at the Institute of Gene- 
alogical Research in Washington, prepared 
by Meredith B. Colket, Director of Western 
Reserve Historical Society, Cleveland. 
SEND FOR COMPLETE DETAILS AND PRICES 
ON THESE REPRINTING PROGRAMS MICRO PHOTO 
Any out-of-print book is available through our 
BELL & HOWELL 
DUOPAGE reprinting program. Let US know your Division .OMPAN, 
needs. Send for free catalog listing over 3,000 "0° Avenue Cleve'and' Ohio 44112 
out-of-print book titles. 
NOVEMBER 1964 
How to find 
more space in your 
library 
It's there - but you can't see it. 
Those bulky files of old news- 
papers  a n d  news magazines 
a r e  in the way. 
Why not start getting them out 
of the way ... with a file of The 
New York Times on Microfilm? 
As a space saver, it beats every- 
thing. 
And it .'s so convenient to use! 
You put your reel in a microfilm 
reader, and in no time at all you 
are reading the news story you 
are seeking. It's always there.. . 
because in The New York Times 
you get the complete p- news- 
paper. 
And your news files are always 
up to date. A new reel is mailed 
to you every 10 days. 
You can start your file of The 
New York Times on Microfilm at 
a cost of $265-the price of a one- 
year  subscription beginning 
with the current (or a future) 
month. 
As your file of reels grows, so 
will your enthusiasm for this 
space-saving, time-saving serv- 
ice. Why wait any longer to or- 
der it? 
- 
P. S. For your information, every issue of The New 
York Times since its founding in 1851 is available 
to you on microfilm. We'll b e  glad to send you a 
complete price list for the back years. 
The New York Times 
Library Services 
Department 
Times Square,  New York, N. Y. 10036 
SPECIAL LIBRARIES 
ARE YOU BOXED IN 
BY BOOK ORDERS? 
NOW . . . ONE DEALER COVERS 
ALL YOUR BOOK ORDERS! 
-
It is no longer necessary to box yoursel, 
in. CONSOLIDATED BOOK SERVICE 
clears vour wav to more efficient librarl 
- .  
management by taking the book loac 
off your shoulders. 
NOW CONSOLIDATED BOOK 
OFFERS 'YOU A ONE STOP, ONE 
SOURCE service for any and all of your 
book requirements. 
SEND FOR OUR MAXIMUM 
DISCOUNT SCHEDULE 
( CONSOLIDATED BOOK SERVICE INC. 
20 East 30th Street 
I New York, N. Y. 10016 212 MU 4-5717 
SLA 
Directory of Members 
As of July 15,1964 
The Only Name Directory 
-
of Special Librarians 
in the United States and Canada 
Contains the names, addresses, and 
Chapter, Division, and Section afilia- 
tions of all SLA members, plus infor- 
mation about Special Libraries Associ- 
ation. 
The alphabetical listing of 5,962 indi- 
vidual and Sustaining members of 
SLA, addresses, titles, company names 
or home addresses, and codes identify- 
ing members' Association affiliations 
and classes of membership are accurate 
as of July 1 5 ,  1964. 
Supplementary information includes 
lists of SLA's 1964-65 Board of Di- 
rectors, Chapter Presidents, Division 
and Section Chairmen, Committee 
Chairmen, Special Representatives, 
1964 Sustaining members, Association 
Headquarters staff, Hall of Fame 
members, Professional Award winners, 
and Association Past-Presidents. The 
Bylaws are also reproduced in full. 
144 pages 
Members $2.50 
Nonmembers $1 0.00 
(Specify Member's Name When Ordering) 
Special Libraries Association 
31 East 10th Street, New York 10003 
SLA is United States Sales Representative for 
Selected Aslib Publications 
NOVEMBER 1964 
ATezcl Volume 
LANBOLT - BOERNSTEIN 
ZAHLENWERTE UND FUNKTIONEN 
Sixth Edition 
NEW SERIES: 
Group VI 
Astronomy, Astrophysics and Space Research 
Volume I 
Astronomy and Astrophysics 
$78.50 
Also Published Recently: 
MAIN SERIES: 
Volume IV 
TECHNIK 
Part 2b 
Stoffwerte und Verhalten von Metallischen Werkstoffen 
Bound $132.50 
m FOUNDED I N  NEW YORK 7 8 7 2  
LONDON / PARIS / STUTTGART / BOGOTA 
31 East 10 Street / New Yark 3. N. Y. 
. . .  throughout the world 
AUSTRALIA FRANCE INDIA SWITZERLAND 
BELGIUM GERMANY ITALY U. K. 
CANADA HOLLAND SWEDEN U .  S. A. 
EXPRESS TRANSLATION 
SERVICE 
meets the demands of science and industry at fixed, compet- 
itive rates 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  e.g. from: RUSSIAN $16.80 per 1000 words of original text 
. . . . . . . . .  FRENCH, GERMAN $14.70 per 1000 words of original text 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  JAPANESE* $16.80 per I000 Japanese characters 
All our translators and editors possess high academic qualifications and experience in their 
respective fields. We handle all European languages, Russian and Japanese* in science and 
technology, with particularly good coverage in Chemistry, Metallurgy, Geology, Physics, 
Electronics, Biology, Medicine, Pharmacology, and related subjects. 
In Japanese our coverage is limited to Chemistry and related subjects. 
FOR BROCHURE AND PRICE LIST PLEASE WRITE TO: 
EXPRESS TRANSLATION SERVICE 
2 8  A L E X A N D R A  R O A D ,  L O N D O N ,  S . W . 1 9 ,  E N G L A N D  
Telephone : WIMbledon 8876 
SPECIAL LIBRARIES 
SCIENCE CITATION INDEX 
hiladelphia Pa 19106 
NOVEMBER 1964 
Part 1 
Part 2 
Part 3 
Part 4 
Part 5 
Part 6 
Part 7 
1964 WESCON Technical Papers 
Now Available 
Volume 8 Com$lete Set-7 Parts-71 Papers $38.50 
Antennas and Microwaves Sessions #1, 6, 16 $6.50 
Circuit Theory Sessions #2, 18 $4.00 
EIectron Devices Component Parts Sessions #7, 12, 17 $4.00 
Automatic Control Electronic Computers, Information Theory 
Sessions #3, 4, 8, 13 $8.50 
Communications Space Electronics Sessions #11, 19 $4.00 
Instrumentation Session #14 $2.50 
Power Sessions C, 5, 9, 10, 15, 20 $9.00 
Exclusive Distributor: 
WESTERN PERIODICALS CO. 
North Hollywood, California 
TRiangle 5-0555 
13000 Raymer Street 
STate 2-2192 
WHERE ? ? ? ? ?  
"too recent for abstracts 
. . . and too specific in any case 
for easy finding. . . ." 
BRITISH TECHNOLOGY INDEX 
Pinpoints target subjects 
Current subject guide to 400 British technical journals 
Invaluable for current awareness and for keeping marginal 
interest subjects in sight 
Complete service (12 monthly Parts & Annual Volume) $50 
Annual Volume $30 
LIBRARY ASSOCIATION, CHAUCER HOUSE, MALET PLACE, 
LONDON W.C. 1. ENGLAND 
SPECIAL LIBRARIES 
30 Day Trial Offer! 
Try the new Mark IV 
Microfiche Reader 
at our expense! 
For a limited time, we are offer- 
ing to  send you a Mark IV micro- 
fiche (fi lm card) reader that you 
can examine and use in  your 
library for up  to 3 0  days. If you 
decide to  keep the Mark IV, you 
may remit  the purchase price 
($350.00 fob West Salem, Wis- 
consin). If you wish to return 
the reader, you pay only the 
cost of shipping! If you do not  
have any material published in 
microfiche form, we will include 
a sample fiche. You will also 
receive a catalog of tit les pres- 
ently available on microfiche. 
We make this offer because 
we're sure you' l l  want to  keep 
the Mark IV. Once you're ac- 
quainted with its easy operation, 
bril l iant image projection, and 
rugged durability, you'll recog- 
nize this reader as the outstand- 
ing  per former  i n  microfiche 
reading equipment. Operating 
from a standard wall outlet, the 
Mark IV offers you a large 9%" 
x 11" screen, all metal inter- 
nal components, maximum bril- 
liance at  the viewing screen, 
and a host of convenient use 
features. You gain access to  the 
wide range of materials on  mi -  
crofiche including the technical 
reports of AEC, NASA, OTS. 
Don't take our word for i t .  . . 
try the Mark IV yourself by con- 
tacting Dept. K11, Microcard 
Corporation, West Salem, Wis- 
consin. If you are interested in  
the opaque Microcard@, the 
same 30-day trial applies to  the 
Microcard Mark VII Reader 
($450.00 fob West Salem, Wis- 
consin). These offers apply only 
in the continental United States. 
MICROCARD" 
CORPORATION 
- 
MANUFACTURERS OF MICROFORMS ' WEST SALEM, WISCONSIN 
NOVEMBER 1964 
Now being reprinted 
The New York Times Annual Index 
With the completion of these 1951-61 
volumes in November, you'll be able to 
place on your reference shelves reprinted 
Annual Indexes to The New York Times 
from 1930 right up to 1961 ... 
The 1930-50 volumes a re  now ready- 
a t  $44.50 per Annual Index, with some 
years in one volume, others in two. If 
you have not yet ordered these, you 
can do so now-and receive them with- 
in two weeks. 
The 1951-61 Annual Indexes, coming 
in late November, will be priced the 
same... 
Three decades of news that is vital 
to an understanding of our times ... 
The  1930-61 volumes have been re-  
printed first to give scholars, researchers, 
students and teachers a Master Key to 
news reports in The Times during the 
years that shaped the political, social and 
economic changes  we're experiencing 
today. These volumes are  unique-they 
classify and summarize the news alphabet- 
ically by subjects, persons, organizations 
and geographic locations ... and clzronologi- 
cally under each topic-giving you each 
day's headlines in The Times that  pertain 
to that  topic. 
Bowker will reprint all back 
volumes to The Times Index- 
from 1851 through 1961 ... 
The 1913-29 volumes will follow-at the 
same price, $44.50 per Annual Index. The 
1851-1912 volumes will be reprinted, a s  
well, but prices and number of volumes 
have not yet been determined. 
For  further information-and to order the 
volumes you need, write to : 
R.R. Bowker Company 
1180 Avenue of the Americas, 
New York, hTew York 10036 
SPECIAL LIBRARIES 
Duplicate your catalog cards 
for about 5 cents apiece.. . 
48-hour service 
no retyping 
no proofreading 
photo-exact 
Let us duplicate your catalog cards on durable, top-grade stock. Duplicates 
are the same size as your originals, are precision-punched and trimmed, and 
returned to you in the same order as your file.. . within as little as 48 hours of 
receipt! Cost? About a nickel each, depending on quantity. Cl Special mailers 
for your convenience. Samples on request. Branch offices in principal U. S. 
and Canadian cities. Call the branch office nearest you, 
or write Xerox Corporation, Rochester, New York 
14603. In Canada, Xerox of Canada Limited. XEROX 
NOVEMBER 1964 
Reference Works in Applied Botanical Sciences 
BIOGRAPHICAL NOTES UPON BOTANISTS 
Compiled by John Hendley Barnhart 
Maintained in The New York Botanical Garden Library, this is a biographical file on some 46,000 
botanists from early times to the present. The entry for each name includes the botanist's dates, 
education and professional activities. 
Approximately 46,000 cards, 3 volumes 
Prepublication price; $20~~.00;  ~ ~ f t e r  January 31, 1965: $250.00 
U. S. Department of Agriculture 
BOTANY SUBJECT INDEX 
Entries in this index, which is world-wide in scope, are arranged aIphabetically both by subject and 
by scientific name, with many subdivisions. Pertinent literature, records of voyages and travels, text- 
books and biographies are also indexed. 
320,000 cards, 15 volumes Price: $900.00 
Dictionary Catalogue of the 
YALE FORESTRY LIBRARY 
Largest forestry library in the U. S., the Yale collection covers all aspects of the science of forestry 
and its history in America. 
218,000 cards, 12 volumes Price; $765.00 
INDEX T O  GRASS SPECIES 
Compiled by Agnes Chase and Cornelia D. Niles 
This index is an alphabetical list of the world's genera, species and varieties of grasses, covering 
grasses described from the time of Linnaeus to 1962. The index is maintamed in the Museum of 
Natural History, Smithsonian Institution. 
Approximately 62,400 cards, 3 volumes Price: $225.00. 
Dictionary Catalog of the Library of the 
MASSACHUSETTS HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY 
All aspects of gardening practice are covered in this catalog. For many years the Society's acquisi- 
tions policy has been to add every American publication on horticulture and the best of the foreign 
material in the field. 
43,700 cards, 3 volumes Price; $1 63 .OO 
10% additional charge on orders outside the U .  S. 
Descriptive material on each of these titles and a complete catalog of publications 
are available on request. 
G. K. HALL d CO. 70 Lincoln Street, Boston, Mass. 021 11 
SPECIAL LIBRARIES 
When it comes to multi-tier stack 
. . . you'll do well to call on Aetna, producers of AETNASTAK Steel 
Library Equipment, a company with a 60-year background in the fab- 
rication and installation of products for building interiors*. 
For detailed information on AETNASTAK Multi-tier 
Library Bookstack, write Department SL 
AETNA STEEL PRODUCTS CORPORATION 
730 Fifth Avenue, New York 19, N. Y .  
-1 the new standard of excellence in library equipment. 
'Other Aetna products: Aetnawall Steel Partitioning Systems Aetnapak Steel Doors and Door 
Frames, Aetna Marine Furniture and  Casework. 
NOVEMBER 1964 
e Heckman method takes many 
ands of all types . . . many fine 
materials . . . and many machines 
. . . By combining all these 
things and using them properly, 
Heckman offers these plus values 
. . . Precise skill and know-how 
. . . Low cost by putting hand- 
crafted skills on a uniform, high 
volume basis . . . regularly 
scheduled pickup and delivery 
service . . . most modern methods 
. . . greatest protection through 
controlled shipments, fireproof 
plant, and adequate insurance . . . 
most durable, highest quality 
binding materials . . . and a guar- 
tee that you must be satisfied . . . 
Interested? . . . call or write now. 
HECKMAN 
B I N D L P . Y . I N C  
A few copies available of "For the Lack 
of A Stitch" a brief history of bookb~nd- 
ing. A new book "It  Takes Many Hands- 
Materials and Machines" ready soon. 
Aslib Publications 
Available from SLA 
Faceted Classification 
B. C. Vickery 1961 $1.62 
Survey of Information/Library Units 
in Industrial and Commercial 
Organizations 
Campbell and Hanson 1960 $1.62 
The Foreign Language Barrier 
C. W. Hanson 1962 $1.56 
Handbook of Special 
Librarianship, 2nd ed. 
W. Ashworth 1962 $8.19 
Film Cataloguing Rules 1963 $4.14 
Index to Theses Accepted for Higher 
Degrees in the Universities of 
Great Britain and Ireland 
Vol. 10 1959-60 $3.25 
Vol. 11 1960-61 $3.25 
vol. 12 1961-62 $3.25 
Aslib Directory, 2 vols. 1957 $17.58 
Amendment No. 1, 1960-61 Free 
with above 
Report of an Investigation of Litera- 
ture Searching by Research Scien- 
tists 
John Martyn 1964 $.97 
Special Libraries Association 
31 East 10th Street, New York 10003 
SPECIAL LIBRARIES 

MEDICAL LIBRARY ASSOCIATION PUBLICATIONS 
Serials: 
VITAL NOTES ON MEDICAL PERIODICALS $ 5.00 year 
Records births, deaths, and title changes 
3 times a year 
BULLETIN OF THE MEDICAL LIBRARY ASSOCIATION $12.00 year 
Articles of interest to all librarians [single nos. $3.50) 
4 times a year 
Monographs: 
DEVELOPMENT OF MEDICAL BIBLIOGRAPHY $ 5.00 
by Estelle Brodman. 1954 
An important contribution in the history of 
science bibliography 
HANDBOOK OF MEDICAL LIBRARY PRACTICE $10.00 
edited by Janet Doe. 2d ed. Chicago, 
American Library Association. 1956 
Discusses problems common to a11 libraries 
Indexes: 
BULLETIN OF THE MEDICAL LIBRARY ASSOCIATION 
V. 1-40, 1911-1952 $ 3.50 
V. 41-50, 1953-196,Z $ 2.00 
MEDICAL LIBRARY ASSOCIATION 
919 North Michigan Avenue, Chicago, Illinois 60611 
- -  - 
Announcing Additional Reprinted Volumes of 
Royal Society of London 
I PHILOSOPHICAL I 
I TRANSACTIONS ( 
S o w  .4vailable The Unabridged edition 
Vols. 1-46. London 1665-1 750 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Cloth bound set .$485.00 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Per volume, paper bound 14.00 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  General index to Vols. 1-70 paper bound 25.00 
Available December 1964 
Vols. 47-70. London 1751 -1 780 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Cloth bound set .$675.00 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Paper bound set 600.00 
VO~S. 47, 52-66, 69-70 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Per volume, paper Imund 25.00 
Vols. 48-51, 67, 68 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Per 1-olume, paper boutld 35.00 
JOHNSON REPRINT CORPORATION 11 1 Fifth Ave., N. Y., N. Y. 10003 
JOHNSON REPRINT COMPANY LTD. Berkeley Square House, London, WI England 
SPECIAL LIBRARIES 
The H. W .  Wilson Company takes pleasure in announcing the 
first issue o f  Biological & Agricultural Index, the new successor to 
Agricultural Index. A detailed subject index to 146 periodicals 
published in the United States, Canada, and the British Cornrnon- 
wealth, Biological & Agricultural Index begins publication this 
month and is expected to be of  great value to libraries that need 
ready reference to magazines in the fields of: 
agricultural chemicals 
agricultural economics 
agricultural engineering 
agricultural research 
agriculture 
animal husbandry 
biology 
botany 
dairying & dairy products 
ecology 
entomology 
feeds 
forestry & conservation 
genetics 
horticulture 
microbiology 
mycology 
nutrition 
physiology 
plant science 
poultry 
soil science 
veterinary medicine 
zoology 
Periodicals were selected for indexing in Biological & Agricul- 
tural Index by the subscribers to Agricultural Index and include 
78 publications oriented toward biology and 68 oriented toward 
agriculture. The form of  indexing is similar to that used in most 
of  the other Wilson indexes, with subject headings based on those 
used in the dictionary catalog of the Library of Congress, and 
numerous subheadings and cross references to facilitate quick 
reference. Entries include the title of the article, author, periodical, 
volume, inclusive paging, and date; bibliographies, illustrations, 
tables, graphs, and diagrams are also noted. 
Biological & Agricultural Index will be published monthly except 
in September, with bound annual cumulations, and is available 
by annual subscription on the H.  W .  Wilson service basis. Each 
subscriber will be charged only for the indexing of those periodicals 
received by his library. For a quotation of your service basis rate, 
write today. 
THE H .  W .  WILSON COMPANY 
9 5 0  UNIVERSITY A V E N U E ,  BRONX,  NEW YORK 10452 
NOVEMBER 1964 
BRITISH 
MEDICAL JOURNAL 
Read the best British journal for complete coverage of research in medi- 
cal science and trends in clinical medicine throughout the world. 
Published weekly. Annual Subscription $15.00 
The British Medical Journal publishes also a number of specialist journals the 
following of which are listed below for your particular attention. 
JOURNAL OF NEUROLOGY, NEUROSURGERY AND PSYCHIATRY publishes orin- 
- 
inal articles on all aspects of its subject matter by investigators and specialists throughout the 
world. The highest standards are maintained, both in the choice of material selected for pub- 
lication and in the reproduction of illustrations. Annual Subscription (six issues a year), $13.50. 
ARCHIVES OF DISEASE IN CHILDHOOD is devoted to all aspects of child health and 
disease, with emphasis on clinical paediatrics. Original articles by paediatricians and other 
specialists throughout the world. Annual Subscription (six issues a year), $13.50. ANNALS 
OF THE RHEUMATIC DISEASES publishes original articles by authorities in the U.K., 
U S A .  and elsewhere on every manifestation of the rheumatic diseases. Annual Subscription 
(six issues a year), $13.50. BRITISH JOURNAL OF PREVENTIVE AND SOCIAL MED- 
ICINE publishes original articles on the biological needs, interactions, disabilities and poten- 
tialities of human beings living in social aggregates. The journal also covers numerical, struc- 
tural and functional changes of human beings in their biological and medical aspects. Pub- 
lished quarterly. Annual Subscription, $IO.QO. 0 MEDICAL AND BIOLOGICAL ILLUS- 
TRATION sets out to describe and evaluate all methods of visual presentation for research 
and teaching in the medical and biological sciences. Published quarterly. Annual Subscrip- 
tion, $10.00. 
JUST PUBLISHED 
a JOURNAL OF MEDICAL GENETICS. A new journal 
publishing articles on clinical, statistical, pathological, cytologi- 
cal and biochemical aspects of medical genetics. (First issue 
published: September 1964.) 
Published Quarterly. Annual Subscription $10.00. 
These famous journals should be included in every medical library. 
ORDER YOUR SUBSCRIPTION NO W 
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Subscription orders only: 
BRITISH MEDICAL JOURNAL 
80 Brighton Avenue, 
Boston, Mass. 02134 
All enquiries to The Publisher, 
BRITISH MEDICAL JOURNAL 
B.M.A. House, Tavistock Square, 
London, W.C. 1, England. 
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How students at Arizona State 
use the University of Michigan Library. 
Arizona S t a t e  i s  building the i r  l ibrary 
f rom the University of Michigan Under- 
graduate Library shelf ist. Whenever they 
need books on any subject, they check the 
shelflist to see what books the University 
of Michigan is using. Then they can order 
the same books for  themselves. 
The University of Michigan Library is 
considered the finest undergraduate collec- 
tion in the country. With funds provided 
by a foundation grant, a staff of librarians 
spent years reviewing more than 400,000 
books before 57,000 were finally selected. 
A costly book-selection project like this 
i s  out  of t h e  question f o r  a n  individual 
school such as  Arizona State. But with the 
UM shelflist, i t  is possiblefor them to  offer 
the same 57,000 carefully selected titles. 
What Arizona State is doing, any college 
can do. If you're s t a r t i n g  o r  expanding 
your library, it's a sure way to get the best 
books on every subject. Without screening 
thousands of books yourself. 
At  University Microfilms, all 57,000 file 
cards  f rom the University of Michigan 
shelflist are  available. For $100, you can 
get the entire file on 35 mm. microfilm. For  
$875, you can get bound volumes with six 
cards to a page. Or you can get 3" x 5" file 
cards in shelflist order for $1900. 
If you have any questions on starting or 
expanding your library-or for more infor- 
mation about the University of Michigan 
shelf ist, please write : 
u UNIVERSITY MICROFILMS, INC. 
11 313 NORTH FIRST STREET, ANN ARBOR, MICHIGAN m 
A mbsidiaru of Xerox Corporation. 
Preparation of a Book Catalog 
ERIK BROMBERG, G. A. DUBINSKI, and DONN REMINGTON 
T HE LIBRARY of the United States Depart- ment of the Interior in Portland, Oregon, 
offers service to nearly 5,000 employees scat- 
tered from northern Alaska to southern Cal- 
ifornia. These employees are kept apprised 
of new acquisitions by means of the usual 
"New Publications in the Library" list, which 
they receive a half dozen times a year. But 
how can they best take advantage of the main 
collection built up over the past 25 years? 
The answer, of course, is to produce and dis- 
tribute a book catalog. 
Library Procedures 
Like most traditional librarians we knew 
little about machine-produced catalogs, but 
we had certain assets-a company computer 
center and a large reproduction shop, both 
interested in the challenge of a new problem. 
W e  went into the literature,l and we inter- 
viewed two pioneers in book catalogs-King 
County Library and the Washington State 
Library. In time we were able to frame a 
series of points for discussion. 
What should go into the catalog? W e  de- 
cided on books of reasonably recent vintage 
or importance, latest edition only. 
What should be the form of the catalog? 
We started, intending to produce a diction- 
ary catalog but ultimately decided that aes- 
thetically this form was impossible and fur- 
ther, for ease of use, separate author, title, 
and subject listings appealed to the non- 
librarians in our group. 
What should be the form of the entry? 
Author, title, date of publication, and Dewey 
number. The author's last name and initials 
were used, no subtitles were listed, and oc- 
casionally a title was shortened. 
At this point we were able to set up an 
order of work in the library. First, typed lists 
of all subject headings, "see" references, and 
"see also" references were prepared. Second, 
author cards were prepared for the key-punch. 
To prepare the "see" and "see also" lists 
a typist went through each drawer of our 
60-drawer catalog. Needless to say, this was 
a tedious and slow process. The lists had to 
be checked for obvious cataloging errors that 
have crept into the catalog over the years" 
and for typing mistakes. Once prepared and 
corrected, the lists were turned over to key- 
punch operator and cards were produced. 
Then a similar list of subject headings was 
prepared. This was closely edited for our 
book catalog was to reflect book holdings 
only and the list included headings for cer- 
tain reports and ephemeral material. 
The final product was turned over to the 
programmer who by machine assigned each 
subject a six digit number.3 The subjects 
were listed in alphabetic order, and the dig- 
its were 1 2  numbers apart so that room was 
left for expansion. For instance, Electric Con- 
duits was 19308 and Electric Connectors 
19320. With the punched-cards now at hand 
a code book (including "see" and "see 
also") of subject headings and their num- 
bers was printed. This code book was issued 
to incorporate changes. 
At this point author cards of all books in- 
tended to be included in the catalog were 
pulled. (Our shelf cards do not bear tracings 
so could not be used.) Lightly, in pencil, we 
entered the code-number for each subject- 
u p  to six-assigned to the book. Also long 
titles were edited by use of the slash mark. 
Corporate entries were reduced to initials. 
The cards were then turned over to the 
keypunch operator with instructions to punch 
I )  author's surname and initials, 2) titles, 
omitting the initial article and dropping sub- 
titles, 3) date, 4) Dewey decimal number, 
and 5) the coded subjects. 
T h e  three authors of this article worked together 072 the project described and are associ- 
ated with the U.  S. Department of the Interior in Portland, Oregou. Mr. Bromberg is the 
Librarian; Mr. Dubinski is Manager of the Bo?z?zez~dle Power Administration Computer 
Center, and Mr. RemP'ngton is Head of the Reproduction Section. 
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The machine now had all the information 
the library could supply. An author list was 
turned out for us, proofread, and returned 
for correction. When the author list was fi- 
nally acceptable, a subject listing was pro- 
duced and edited. Now our work was nearly 
over. W e  had only to draw up a list of ab- 
breviations and write a brief introduction 
and the job was done. 
Looking back we must admit that the 
job took much more library time than we 
had bargained for. Frankly, there is much 
hard, time-consuming work involved, and 
this must be recognized by any librarian with 
limited staff contemplating a book catalog. 
Of course, the work is done as far as we 
are now concerned. Each year we shall issue 
a new edition simply by feeding cards for 
recently acquired books to the computer and 
printing out the resultant new catalog. 
Computer Procedures 
In this program we utilized the Bonne- 
ville Power Administration Computer Center 
in Portland, Oregon, and its IBM 1401-7040 
magnetic tape computer system and IBM 
407 complement of card processing equip- 
ment. The original data was punched on 
cards; this information was then placed on 
magnetic tape to construct the master files. 
Through sorting and merging of the master 
tapes, the information for the three sections 
of the catalog was assembled and a master 
copy printed. The output was reduced in 
size, reproduced by offset printing, and 
bound in book-form by the BPA printiilg 
and reproduction shop. 
The volume was: 
Subject master file: 7241 items (8625 cards) 
Author-title master file: 4375 items (9300 
cards) 
Subject catalog, 195 pages: (printed front 
and back) 
Author catalog, 75 pages: (printed front and 
back) 
Title catalog, 75 pages: (printed front and 
back) 
The cost of the systems analysis, program- 
ming, key punching, and processing of the 
initial library catalog master copy follows 
(reproduction costs are not included) : 
IBM 1401," 28  hours $ 380 
IBM 7040, 2 hours 185 
Card processing machines 350 
(includes key punch) 
Labor for machine operation, 
system analysis, programming 
and card punching 1,600 
Related overhead 985 
TOTAL $3,500 
We estimate that the future processing 
time for updating, merging and sorting, and 
printing of the annual catalog will be: 
1401 4% hours 
7040 1% hours (sorting) 
Page and Line Structure 
The dimensions below allowed 128 lines per 
page printed at eight lines per inch, each line 
116 characters in length. After considera- 
tion for heading, spaces between lines and 
multiple line entries, we found we could 
list approximately 60 books per page. 
For the author-title lines, 54 spaces were 
reserved for title, 20 spaces for author, and 
24 spaces for the date and Dewey decimal 
number. Provisions were incorporated to han- 
dle up to ten lines per entry; however, every 
effort was made to keep the entries as short 
as possible. Ninety-three percent of the en- 
tries were single line; none exceeded three 
lines. The subject description line used 116 
spaces; up to six lines of description were al- 
lowed for a single subject. 
Within the author and title catalogs a 
"key word" was printed to facilitate scan- 
ning. This word consisted of the first ten 
characters of the author or title for the re- 
spective catalog and was printed on the out- 
side edge of the bound page for every tenth 
entry. 
Stock Vellum with carbon back 20poundbond 
Stock size 14 x 17 inches 8.5 x 11 inches 
Print area 11.6 x 16 inches 7.25 x 10 inches 
Reduction ratio 1 0.625 
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A Sample of the Printed Author Catalog 
L E L L E R .  M  Y B 4 S I C  M A T H E M ~ T I C S I  r YORKBOOX 1 9 4 8  5 1 0 . 2  1 2 9 8  
L E L L E Y ,  Y  P  A L K A L I  S O I L S  1 7 5 1  6 3 1 . 4 5  K 2 9 A  
KELLOGG. C  E  S O I L S  THAT SUPPORT US 1 9 4 1  6 3 1 . 4  1 2 9 5  
KELLOGC. M Y  D E S I G N  OF P I P I N G  SYSTEMS 1 9 5 6  6 2 0 . 1 1 2 8 3  1 2 9 0 2  
K E L L S ,  L  fl ELEMENTLRV O I F F E R E N T I A L  E Q U A T I O N S  1 9 4 0  5 1 1 . 3 8  K 2 9 E 5  
K E L L Y .  Y  H  I N D I A N  A F F A I R S  AND THE I N D I A N  R E O R G 4 N l Z A T l O N  4CT 1 9 5 4  9 7 0 . 5  U 5 8 1  
KEMBLE. E  C  FUNOLMENTLL P R I N C I P L E S  OF O U I N I U F  MECHANICS,  W I T H  
ELEMENTARY A P P L I C A T I O N S  1 9 5 8  
5 3 0 . 1  K 3 L F  KEMRLE. E  
B I G S B E E .  E  M 
DUMMER. G  Y A  
FLOOOS H O Y l .  Y  G  
8ARRDYS. H K 
O A V I S .  R  J 
FYO8ERG. P  A 
C O L L I N S .  R  E 
FORD. L  R  
A Sample of the Printed Title Catalog 
F I V E - P L A C E  M A T H E M A T I C S  T A B L E S  
F I X E D  AN0 V A R I A B L E  C A P A C I T O R S  
FLOODS 
FLOODS, T H E I R  HYDROLOGY A N 0  CONTROL 
FLORA OF l O 4 H O  
FLORA OF 1HE ROCKY MOUNTAINS AND ADJACENT P L A I N S  
FLOW OF F L U I D S  THROUGH POROUS M A T E R I A L S  
F L O Y S  I N  N E T U D R I S  
A Sample of the Printed Subiect Catalog 
C L C C T H I C  S U O S I d T I O h S  
SEE ALSO - U.S. B O N N E V l L L E  POYER A O M I N I S T R A T I O N -  S U B S T A T I O N S  
C I R R I  1 H S U B - S T A l  I O N  P R A C T I C E  
P I K E .  C  H  S U 8 S T l T l O N  P L A N T  AND EQUIPMENT 
E L E C T R I C  SURGE - SEE 1 R A N S l E N r S  ( E L E C T C I C I T Y )  
E L E C T R I C  S Y I I C H E S  - SEE E L E C T R I C  S Y I T C H G E L R  
E L E C T R I C  SYITCHGEAR 
SEE l L S O  - E L E C T R I C  CONTACTORS I E L E C T R I C  CUT-OUTS I E L E C T R I C  R E L A Y S  
AUGER. R  W R E L A Y  G U I D E  
BRACKEN. E  F  SUITCHGEAR.  V O L l A G E  R E G U L A T I O N  
C h L I Y E L L .  5  H  SW!TCMIN; C 1 R C U : T i  4MO L O G I C A L  D E S I G N  
Subject Description Punched Card 
The subject description cards were 
punched without code numbers from a type- 
written list prepared by the library. These 
cards were then loaded on magnetic tape on 
the 1401-7040. The first subject was coded 
"12" and subsequent subjects by increments 
of 12. "See" entries were assigned unique 
codes, while "see also" entries were given 
the code of the associated subject. At this 
point a subject master deck was punched, 
and a listing printed. The listing was manu- 
ally edited by the library personnel, (This 
procedure was followed only for the original 
setup.) 
Author-Title Punched Card and Catalog 
Processing 
The author-title master cards were 
punched from the library catalog cards. Each 
book required a minimum of two cards (title 
card and author card) ; however, provisions 
were made for up to six continuation cards 
for lengthy titles. To correlate the author and 
title cards, the D C  number was used. 
To reduce the card punching labor we 
made no effort to split words when overflow- 
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ing to a continuation card, and we did not 
verify the cards. The punched cards were 
listed for editing by the library personnel. 
The master author-title card file was 
loaded on the author-title magnetic tape. The 
tape was sorted (Dewey decimal number/ 
card continuation code/card type) to place 
the multiple card entries for each book in 
proper position for construction of the print 
lines. A "character scan" on author and title 
was performed to assure that multiple lines 
would have the correct spacing. The next 
step was to convert the card image to the 
print line image, character by character, elim- 
inating split words and unwanted blank 
spaces. At this point the author-title master 
tape had one entry properly edited for each 
book. The tape was then sorted (author/ 
title/Dewey decimal/line) and the author 
catalog printed. Following this the same tape 
was resorted (title/author/Dewey decimal/ 
line) and the title catalog printed. 
Subject Catalog Processing 
The subject description master card file 
was placed on magnetic tape and sorted by 
subject code. The author-title tape was then 
used to construct the multiple author-title 
subject tape. This tape had one author-title 
entry in print image form for each of the 
subject codes assigned to a single book. Next 
the multiple author-title subject tape was 
sorted (subject code/author/title/Dewey dec- 
imal number/line) and merged with the 
sorted subject description master tape, using 
only subjects for which there were author- 
title entries. An exception listing of books 
for which there were no subjects was made 
so that the library might assign proper sub- 
ject codes. The subject catalog was then 
printed. 
We did not retain the magnetic tapes; the 
card master files are the permanent record. 
The author-title card file is in Dewey decimal 
order, while the subject card file is in sub- 
ject code order. 
KWIC and Easy? A 
CITATIONS 
1. There is little "how-to-do-it" literature in the. 
field. The best articles were Phyllis A. Richmond's 
"A Short-Title Catalog Made with IBM Tabulat- 
ing Equipment" (Library Resources and Tech- 
fziral Seuoires, Winter 1963, p. 81-90) and W .  A. 
Wilkinson's "A Machine-Produced Book Catalog; 
Why, How, and What  Next" (Special Libraries, 
March 1963, p. 137-43). There is a recent com- 
pilation of articles on the subject in Book Catalogs 
edited by Robert E. Kingery and Maurice F. 
Tauber (New York: The Scarecrow Press, 1963).  
2. T o  produce a precisely accurate book catalog a 
thorough, painstaking revision of the card catalog 
should be the first order of business. W e  were not 
staffed to undertake this formidable enterprise. 
3. The sixth or right hand digit was not used at 
this time but was reserved for subsequent insertion. 
4. The 1401 is a purchased machine; the 7040 is 
leased. 
Librarian's View 
of a computer-~ased Technical 
Reports Announcement System 
PAULA M. STRAIN 
M ORE LIBRARY admin- istrators are consid- 
ering the problems and 
rewards of installing a 
computer-produced index- 
ing and announcement 
system than are actually 
using one, although the idea was first pro- 
posed as long ago as 1959. The Information 
Retrieval and Library Services Project of 
IBM's Space Guidance Center (SGC) made 
15 computer-produced indexes on special 
materials and subjects between 1960 and 
1962. In May 1963 the SGC began to use 
such an index regularly as a weekly an- 
nouncement element in a unified system for 
cataloging, announcing, and doing reference 
with & c h & d  reports. . . . 
The KWIC* method was not adopted for 
the technical announcement bulletin earlier 
because a manually produced bulletin was al- 
ready in use and a Selective Dissemination of 
Information (SDI) system for announcing 
* The Keyword-In-Context index, commonly called 
KWIC, is the most familiar variety of the con- 
cordance-type index in  which words judged to  
be meaningful are listed in some relation to ad- 
jacent words in the bibliographic description of 
the item being indexed. The meaningful word is 
listed in context with adjacent words in  the citing 
entry, which is most often part or all of the title 
of the work. The various meaningful words in the 
citing phrase are all made index words in turn 
so that each phrase will have as many appearances 
in the index as there are important words in it. 
The indexed phrase is accompanied by a code 
number that refers the searcher to a full biblio- 
graphic citation identifying the work indexed. 
Thir article is  extracted from a paper presented to the Metals Division at the 55th Special 
Libraries Association Convention i n  St. Louis, June 8 ,  1964. Miss Strain is Technical Li- 
brarian, Space Guidance Center, IBM, Owego, N e w  York .  
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current material to key personnel had been in 
operation for some time. About 100 user 
profiles are included in the SDI system, and 
most of these cover the subject interests of 
an entire department or project, not just one 
man. However, the accessioning process re- 
quired keypunching bibliographic citations 
for the SDI routine and typing the same ma- 
terial for the accessions bulletin and the card 
catalog. There was also the clerical cost of 
adding to the card catalog, maintaining the 
card catalog of technical report holdings, and 
the familiar difficulty of staffing to handle 
increasing acquisitions. For these reasons a 
more economic operation using the skills, 
personnel, and equipment available was nec- 
essary. 
In 1963 we merged the input operations 
for the SDI routine and the accessions bulle- 
tin to completely cover cataloging require- 
ments for technical reports. From this system 
a complete announcement, cataloging, and 
reference system was derived for all tech- 
nical reports added to our holdings after the 
installation of the system. W e  are able to in- 
clude other library material in the system 
when we wish, with the benefit of adminis- 
trative economies. 
Our present technical report announce- 
ment bulletin is a weekly KWIC index. Each 
issue contains between 150 and 200 different 
bibliographic items of which only about 10 
per cent are produced internally. The 90 per 
cent external reports produced outside SGC 
pose acquisition and accessioning problems, 
particularly in weeding duplicates and relat- 
ing units of a series. However, because a 
number of them are already listed in existing 
catalogs, such as the Technical Abstracts Bul- 
letin, some cataloging time can be saved, 
particularly in the assignment of descriptors. 
The original KWIC format used for most 
indexes produced so far, has a computer- 
produced identifying control number tying 
the index entry to the bibliographic citation. 
Documentalists call this the reference code 
number. At the SGC the reference code 
number is not computer-generated; it is an 
existing control number derived from a con- 
sistently used report numbering system that 
identifies the year of receipt, the number of 
the SGC department originating or holding 
the report, and an accessions number. 
Operating Steps 
The first step in producing the KWIC 
index begins with the receipt of a report in 
the Technical Reports Center. A search is 
made to determine whether the report is a 
first copy or a duplicate. If it is a first copy 
from a foreign source, a report number is as- 
signed ; first copies produced in-house should 
have their report numbers already. 
The new report is forwarded to a cataloger 
who develops a descriptive summary of the 
report's contents from its existing abstract or 
from the conclusions or prefatory remarks. 
Descriptors are assigned from the second 
edition of the Defense Documentation Cen- 
ter (DDC) thesaurus. These descriptors en- 
rich the title if that is necessary; they assure 
reports on like subjects will be found under 
a common entry so that literature searching 
and bibliography preparation can be done 
with standard terminology; and they are re- 
quired for the SDI matching of profiles. The 
use of the DDC thesaurus permits us to use 
descriptors appearing in the government re- 
port indexes, thereby saving cataloging time 
on reports just as we do on books by using 
Library of Congress cards. This is not to say 
we do not assign our own descriptors as nec- 
essary to suit our special reference needs; we 
do. We have a large and growing file of de- 
scriptors and modifiers peculiar to our own 
subject needs that we use in addition to the 
DDC terms. 
The descriptors to be used are listed by 
the cataloger on an informal work sheet that 
accompanies the report through its next han- 
dling. While the report is still in his pos- 
session, the cataloger also assigns a major 
subject or category code, one of 17 major 
categories of broad subject range, such as 
guidance, computers and computation, optics, 
materials, or space sciences, which cover the 
subject fields of particular interest to SGC. 
One of these category numbers is added to 
the work sheet; it later appears on the 
punched cards as an element of the control 
number, preceding the true report number, 
but it is not added to the number on the 
report itself. 
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The report and its informal work sheet go 
at once <o the descriptive cataloger, whots 
one of two or three members of the staff 
trained to operate the key punch. This cata- 
loger transcribes the bibliographic informa- 
tion on the document into the standard for- 
mat used for descriptive report cataloging 
and translates it into language the computer 
can manipulate. One card punch serves our 
entire operation, but under normal circum- 
stances no one operator works on it all day. 
The data keypunched includes the report 
number with its major category code number 
prefixed, the originating agency, the full title 
with any explanatory annotations that have 
been added, the names of individual authors, 
publication date, series information, contract 
numbers, project numbers, any report num- 
bers other than SGC numbers. classification 
level or handling limitations, descriptors, and 
the abstract or annotation. An average report 
requires 12.9 IBM cards. 
Each day's card punching is verified visu- 
ally at the end of the work day or the be- 
ginning of the next work day. Everything is 
verified except the control coding in each 
card essential to the computer program proc- 
essing. After verification, the cards are added 
to the other cards produced that week and 
are interfiled by major subject to facilitate 
searching the week's accessions to prevent 
duplicate recording of incoming repork 
Control coding of the week's keypunching 
is checked by an edit program that is run 
once a week by the IBM 1401 data process- 
ing system. After this edit is run, the IBM 
7090 data processing system produces the 
KWIC announcement bulletin and the SDI 
notifications for the week. (Programs for 
KWIC indexes are also available for other 
computer models.) 
During the preparation of the KWIC bul- 
letin, a "stop list" of about 600 words prohib- 
its the computer from indexing superfluous 
or non-significant words such as prepositions. 
The number of words is mentioned only as 
a curiosity, because each organization produc- 
ing a KWIC index adjusts the stop list to 
suit its own needs. The average stop list 
mentioned in KWIC literature contains 300 
to 400 words. In general, the fewer the words 
on the stop list, the more indexing entries 
and the bulkier the finished index. Con- 
versely, the more words prohibited, the 
shorter the finished KWIC index and the 
more limited the access provided. 
The print-outs from the computer are 
separated and the consecutive sheets are 
mounted with vellum pressure tape in double 
columns on a mounting sheet. During the 
mounting, a visual check of the print-out 
is made for errors; significant ones are cor- 
rected. The assembled pages then go to the 
printer for reduction and printing. 
The entire process of production is essen- 
tially clerical, except at the point of subject 
cataloging. Here, the change in method of 
operation permits more cataloging to be 
done by the same number of people, a sig- 
nificant economy in itself. 
The Bulletin 
The finished announcement bulletin is in 
two parts. The index section contains entries 
in alphabetic sequence for all the major 
components of the keypunched bibliographic 
entry: corporate author, individual authors, 
contract, project or special non-SGC report 
numbers, series name, permuted title entries, 
and descriptors. An average report has be- 
tween 15 and 18 entries in this section as 
compared to five to six entries per title com- 
mon to almost all other KWIC indexes re- 
ported to date. The reason for this increase 
is that our program indexes more compo- 
nents of the bibliographic entry than the con- 
ventional KWIC program does. 
The bibliographic section lists reports nu- 
merically by SGC report number in the 17 
categories representing major subject fields 
plus the ubiquitous miscellaneous. The cate- 
gory number that was prefixed to the true 
report number during cataloging and key- 
punching is responsible for separating the 
reports into these broad subject groups. Such 
division permits the reader, who wants to 
be familiar with all new material in a given 
subject area, to determine quickly all the 
reports received in his category. Since each 
citation contains the full bibliographic de- 
scription, plus an annotation/abstract, the 
reader may often compIete his search here. 
He need request only the reports whose an- 
notations indicate material he needs. 
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The KWIC bulletin is sent to any em- 
ployee who requests it. The present distribu- 
tion list has between 350-375 men, some 
of whom also represent transmittal points 
for more readers. It is thought that a SDI 
announcement or a KWIC technical an- 
nouncement bulletin goes directly to more 
than half of the engineering staff; the rate 
of secondary distribution is unknown, but 
requests for listed material is high. 
Reference personnel in the Technical Re- 
ports Center use the index portion of the 
weekly announcement bulletin for report 
identification, literature searches, the prepara- 
tion of bibliographies, and all the other 
purposes of a card catalog. In fact, the card 
catalog of report holdings with its multiple 
entries for each report is no longer main- 
tained. A single entry card is filed into a 
report number file similar to a shelf-list. 
During 1963 the weekly announcement 
bulletin was cumulated every six months. 
Experience showed search operations were 
burdenmme when each week's announce- 
ment bulletins had to be examined back to 
the latest cumulated edition. In 1964 a 
quarterly cumulation was introduced to sat- 
isfy complaints. A detached observer may 
find complaints about search difficulty are 
traceable to resistance to change and resent- 
ment of the unfamiliar; he also remembers 
that the heavy card trays housing the old 
catalog also presented difficulties of use. En- 
terprising readers report the major category 
bibliography sections satisfactory for current 
awareness. When more specific references are 
required, the index section with its multiplic- 
ity of tags for search is available. 
The quarterly cumulated edition of the 
weekly announcement bulletin is primarily 
a searching tool and a portable catalog of 
report holdings, whose value is particularly 
appreciated in some of the Center's remote 
operations. Analysis of the requests for the 
last cumulation show that it is sought as a 
book catalog of SGC report holdings. 
It is interesting to note that we have found 
it desirable to include in both the announce- 
ment bulletin and the SDI notices citations 
of individual papers from volumes of con- 
ference or symposia proceedings and selected 
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articles from current periodicals, if they deal 
with topics of interest to SGC. Each is as- 
signed a report control number indicating 
a servicing agency separate from that for 
reports. These selected citations and articles 
are then cataloged and assigned descriptors 
in the same way as reports, except abstracts 
may be omitted. In effect, this gives analytic 
entries for collections and proceedings with- 
out delay or introducing confusion in the 
card catalog for books. W e  do not, at this 
time, intend to use the KWIC method of 
cataloging and announcing books added to 
the collection, because we see no particular 
advantage. 
An administrator who plans to install any 
information processing system must know 
what he specifically wants to do, how much 
and what kinds of inputs he will have and 
how much and in what form and detail the 
output will be. Knowing these facts, he will 
be better able to talk to anyone who knows 
the data processing machines and to control 
the costs of installing the information system. 
Costs will not get out of hand because of 
later revisions to obtain results not provided 
for initially. If the library administrator and 
the data processing systems individual do 
not communicate adequately, costs grow un- 
expectedly. However, once the program is 
prepared and tested, costs will stabilize, en- 
abling budgets to be figured with realism. 
If a program already developed, such as 
those available in the SHARE library, is 
adopted, initial costs are reduced to the min- 
imum, but the product received may not be 
what is wanted for the particular situation. 
Costs 
How much does the KWIC method cost? 
Derek Black of IBM's World Trade British 
Laboratories information service has made 
the only estimate of comparative costs of in- 
dexing known.1 
Robert Kennedy of the Bell Telephone 
Laboratories reports the costs for his KWIC 
announcement, which is an index with 5-6 
entries per title, separate author, project or 
report number, and issuing department in- 
dexes, on a time per item basis: "From initial 
1. Aslib Proceedings, October 1962, p. 118. 
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INDEXING 
(e.g. UDC) 
Cost for 2,000 items £500 
(original KWIC format) ($1,500 U.S.) 
Efficiency 82 per cent 
editorial scan through the printing of copy 
for duplication, the sum of the times for 
each step has been found to average just 
about five minutes per item. This is as ex- 
perienced."z 
The Space Guidance Center estimates cost 
on a time per item basis also, but our cost is 
not comparable to Mr. Kennedy's because we 
are not producing a comparable KWIC in- 
dex. These figures are for the January-March 
1964 quarter: 
No .  OF 
PER REPORT TIME CARDS 
-- 
Accessioning 7.59 min. 
Cataloging 15.6 min. 
Keypunching 8.92 min. 12.9 cards 
per report 
PER WEEKLY RUN (1  50-200 Reports) 
1401 Edit 12.0 min. 2,100 cards 
7090 KWIC 8.8 min. 2,100 cards 
7090 SDI 
(Dual Cards) 28.8 min. 2,100 cards 
Our saving comes from one descriptive 
- 
and subject-classification cataloging and re- 
cording operation being used for all an- 
nouncement and reference and retrieval tasks. 
Once the initial processing is complete, all 
further preparation of library tools is by 
machine, with staff operations reduced to the 
minimum and concentrated where human in- 
telligence is best applied. W e  feel the re- 
sulting KWIC index is very easy to use- 
the engineer may search it using his own 
terminology, the library staff may search it 
using the standard terminology of established 
descriptors, or they may have the computer 
search the file to produce a bibliography. The 
multiplicity of tags permits locating from 
many angles in one alphabet, just as a dic- 
tionary catalog does. The division of the 
2. Library Application Permutation Indexing, 
Jotdrnal of Chemical Documenlation, vol. 11, no. 3, 
July 1962, p. 182-5. 
KWIC INDEXING 
KWIC INDEXING ON ON DATA 
IN-HOUSE CENTRE 
COMPUTER COMPUTER 
£ 200 f 350 
($600 US. )  ($1,050 U.S.) 
76 per cent 76 per cent 
bibliography section into broad subject cate- 
gories permits a convenient method of keep- 
ing up with particular subject fields by scan- 
ning. The inclusion of the annotation/abstract 
in the bibliography section reduces look-up 
by half in most cases. One ancillary advan- 
tage is that the upkeep of a card catalog is 
abolished, while its information is available 
at the desk of the user for instant consulta- 
tion. Another subsidiary advantage is that 
the computer can weed the index of with- 
drawn material. 
The chief drawback we notice to the index 
as a tool is the dificulty of reading it. 
Available printers do not produce print the 
quality of letterpress, and the necessary re- 
duction sometimes makes the permanent text 
difficult to read. Until printers improve, some 
of us are just going to have to wear glasses. 
The reference staff still complains about 
looking in 8-12 weekly indexes as well as the 
cumulated indexes to do a search if a search 
request happens to come at the wrong point 
in the cumulation cycle. However, they have 
the advantage of searching at their desks and 
not competing for space at the drawers of 
the card catalog. 
Summary 
An announcement bulletin that may also 
serve as a searching tool can be produced by 
a computer comparatively easily and quickly. 
Its economy may lie either in the reduction 
of skills required for its preparation, as most 
of the KWIC indexes published since 1959 
do, or in the reduction of personnel require- 
ments in other aspects of library operations, 
as in the SGC's KWIC index. The increased 
accessibility of information provided by the 
KWIC announcement bulletin, especially in 
improving access from offices remote from 
the central library collection, far outweighs 
its cost. We're for it until a better method 
comes along. 
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Putting the Catalog of a Small 
Company Library into the 
KWIC Index; A Pilot Study 
ALICE F. LAUBACH 
T HE AMERICAN Enka Corporation's library 
card catalog is a diction- 
ary catalog, into which 
are put books, pamphlets, 
and reports, by author, 
sub jec t -head ing ,  a n d  
sometimes title. Since the corporation is 
owned by a Dutch concern, Algemene 
Kunstzijde Unie, and contributes to its re- 
search, it receives reports from AKU. The 
card catalog is the only place in the company 
where these reports are indexed. Obviously 
an index to this information source is needed 
at other locations, and the KWIC index ap- 
pears to offer a reasonable means of making 
the library catalog available to the technical 
people in different divisions of the company. 
The project is the brainchild of the Op- 
erations Research Department. Wishing to 
extend the usefulness of the recently ac- 
quired IBM hardware, the staff studied the 
IBM pamphlet, Data Processing Tech~ziques, 
Keyword-ifz-Context ( K W I C )  Indexing. It 
was decided to make a dry run of the first 
drawer of a 60-drawer card catalog, contain- 
ing approximately 825  cards. Four cards 
were punched for each main-entry card: 
author, title, source, and abstract cards. The 
following print-outs were obtained: 
Bibliography listing, a main-entry type 
arrangement. 
A KWIC print-out, similar to that used 
by Chemical Titles. 
An author index. 
A run of "key" words used, and the num- 
ber of times they were used. 
The bibliographical listing turned out 
well. It was keyed to the first four letters of 
the author's name, his first initial, date, and 
first letter of the first three significant words 
of the title, as the IBM manual instructed. 
On the next run, the type of material-book, 
pamphlet, or report-will be added. 
The KWIC print-out needs considerable 
revision. An index is needed that will fit on 
a shelf and be easy to use and yet will give 
the desired information. The first drawer 
yielded a document 3/s of an inch thick. 
Something the size of a Webster unabridged 
dictionary is decidedly unhandy and, on the 
basis of the first drawer, this is what the 
catalog would become. On examination of 
the entries, many can be eliminated as they 
are meaningless in themselves; for instance, 
such words as according, acquired, addresses, 
analyzed, and many other generalities were 
picked up by the computer as keywords. 
Chemical Titles contains a list of non-signifi- 
cant words in each issue, but none of the 
above were included. This list helps elim- 
inate a number of terms, but the individual 
library must do its own weeding. There also 
were terms that are both meaningless and 
meaningful, for instance "report." Report 
Writing is a subject heading that should 
appear, yet "Report of Trip," or "Report of 
Visit" gives no information. The solution 
here is better titling of research reports and 
the education of research personnel as to 
what is required for this type of indexing. 
Some of the entries are meaningless be- 
cause of machine limitation. For instance, on 
permuting the title "Analysis of Nylon 6G 
Miss Laubach is Librarian of the American Enka Corporution, Enka, North Carolina. 
This is a  ond dens at ion of  a Paper she presented to the Paper and Textile Section of the 
Science-Technology Division at the 55th Special Libraries Association Convention in 
St. Louis, June 8, 1964. 
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Raw Materials. 11. Results of Analysis on a 
Second Shipment of BASF Nylon 66 Salt," 
the phrase "Results of the Analysis of Sec- 
ond Shipment of" was picked up. If the ad- 
ditional "BASF Nylon 66 Salt" could have 
been added, it would have made more sense, 
but there are only so many characters that 
can be fitted onto a line. The title can be 
improved on the next run by discarding the 
term "analysis." 
Mr. Bauer* used the left-hand side of the 
page instead of the center for his keyword. 
Probably we will make a run using this 
set-up. As the library is relatively small and 
has but one librarian to handle the many 
details, it was hoped that the machine might 
handle the indexing without further help, 
such as in preparing a listing of terms or 
making a thesaurus. However, when so many 
extra keywords showed up, I'm not sure 
that titles couldn't be entirely eliminated, 
and indexing done only by subject-heading. 
From the dry run of the first drawer, we 
have learned: I )  It will be worthwhile to 
continue the project. 2) A careful study must 
* BAUER, C. K. Practical Application of Automa- 
tion in a Scientific Information Center-A Case 
Study. Special Libraries, vol. 5 5 ,  March 1964, p. 
137. 
be made to eliminate non-significant words. 
As there are no "see" or "see also" refer- 
ences, the index must be inclusive, but bulki- 
ness in size of the document should be held 
to a minimum. 3) Many of the reports need 
more descriptive titles. 
The equipment used was a double pro- 
grammed keypunch machine 026, in Ameri- 
can Enka's Tabulating Department, IBM 
cards taped on a 1401 computer, KWIC run 
on a 1401 computer, and print-out on a 
1403 printer. 
The Operations Research Department esti- 
mated that the cost of putting the 60-drawer 
catalog into a KWIC index would be about 
$2,000. This covers the cost of renting a 
keypunch machine, hiring a temporary op- 
erator to work in the library, machine time 
of print-out, assembling and binding the 
results. 
It is planned to go ahead with the project 
and update the index every six months. As 
new material is received, a copy of the main 
entry card will be sent the Tabulating De- 
partment. This can be punched in spare time, 
and a complete print-out run semi-annually. 
These punched cards might also be used to 
assemble bibliographies, by author or by sub- 
ject, and for other information retrieval. 
Latest IBM Computing Equipment Systems 
The IBM System/360, which has operating 
speeds measured in billionths of a second 
and combines the latest advances in com- 
puter organization concepts, marks the first 
time in ten years that International Business 
Machines Corporation has redesigned the 
basic internal architecture of its computers. 
This system spans the performance range 
of all current IBM computers and includes 
in its central processors 19 combinations of 
graduated speed and memory capacity. In- 
corporated are more than 40 types of pe- 
ripheral equipment that store information 
and enter it into and retrieve it from the com- 
puter. The system can also schedule its own 
activities for non-stop computing and it can 
be made available to remote terminals. De- 
liveries of System/360 on a rental or pur- 
chase basis are scheduled for late 1965. 
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An IBM 709 data processing system, do- 
nated by International Business Machines 
Corporation, is translating English into 
Braille at the American Printing House for 
the Blind in Louisville, Kentucky. Texts to 
be produced in Braille are first reproduced 
on punched cards, which are fed into the 
709. The computer converts the English let- 
ters into the 245 characters of Grade I1 
Braille and then prints an interlinear trans- 
lation-matching Braille and English char- 
acters-which can then be easily proofread 
for accuracy. After a translation has been cor- 
rected, a special set of punched cards pro- 
duced by the computer operate the Stereo- 
graph, which embosses the metal plates used 
to prepare Braille pages. The Braille books 
will be distributed through the Library of 
Congress, educational institutions, libraries, 
and other channels. 
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Initiating a Mechanized Union 
catalog-for Medical Libraries in 
Metropolitan New York 
JACQUELINE W. FELTER 
T HIS IS A story about each location, however, that the machines are how to mechanize a fully utilized, or they are not the best for our 
union catalog without data, or the grants that support the installa- 
machines-that is, with- tion do not permit their use by outsiders, 
out machines on the even poor cousins. 
premises or even in the 
family. It has been done Investigations of Data-Processing Service 
Jamec P I L O ~ O  I n c .  by feeling the way; it Next: came a series of adventures in com- 
has been on-the-joblearning. mercial data-processing land. Following the 
The medical libraries of the New York 
~ ~ t i ~ ~ ~ l  Library of Medicine's approach to 
Metropolitan Area need a regional union MEDLARS, MLC submitted the problem to 
catalog of periodicals for the obvious Pur- a number of data processing service cornpa- 
pose of distributing m ~ e  widely and equita- nies, requesting proposals and cost estimates 
bly the interlibrary loan burden; the Me& for turning its input into the required output. 
ical Library Center needs a union catalog our innocence we thought that, unham- 
from which to dig out information to further pered by any technical limitations, we might 
its program of coordinating and expanding derive a better system. This free-wheeling 
the medical literature resources of the area. approach, however, was more confusing than 
Thus the Union Catalog of Medical Periodi- helpful. From the eight companies ap- 
cals is coming into being. Data processing proached, we received six proposals that 
equipment seemed to be a that ranged from a simple card storage system 
give the needed results-book catalogs and 870 D~~~~~~~ writer  printout and 
card reference files that can be printed and EAM sorts to an elaborate and expensive 
reprinted without error and revised easily high-speed computer system, between 
and special intelligence searched out of the were middle-sized systems, based on 
master But MLC does have funds the IBM 1401. The card system presupposed 
sufficient for a complete machine installation that we would lease equipment and work on 
Or prsonne1> it have work our own premises. While this would be con- 
envisioned to justify such an installation at ,,e,,;ent on one hand, it would be cumber- 
present. Therefore, XEKhines 2nd machine some 0, the .ther, because, while a Docu. 
have had be found ment Writer can produce printouts, our data 
The Center is sponsored by five medical is too massive to be retained in card storage 
schools, three other medical institutions, and and sorted on an 082 or 083, The high-speed 
the Department of Health of the City of computer system would produce our master 
New York, most of which have data process- file rapidly, but it would be expensive to 
ing centers. The first step was to ask our maintain, and the equipment is so complex 
"godfathers" for machine time. W e  found in that we should never be able to bring the 
As  the Director of the Unjoz Catalog of Medical Periodicals of the Medical Librar3, Cen- 
ter of N e w  York,  Mrs. Felter presented this report on work-in-progress to the Biological 
Scie~zces Division at the 55th Special Libraries Association Conwentioiz in  St. Louis, Jlme 
9, 1964. 
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program home to run ourselves. The 1401 
systems did seem possible; they provide tape 
storage, printout at good speed, and search- 
ing potential, and the cost appeared to be 
within our budget. 
The companies that proposed them, how- 
ever, work primarily on business applica- 
tions, for which patterns have been estab- 
lished, and they work most economically 
when they stick to their last. They were not 
averse to undertaking a new kind of project, 
but they tended to force our data into their 
mold, instead of molding a system around 
our data. The systems analysts and I spent 
hours in discussion. It was hard to convince 
them that we do not intend to analyze the 
contents of the periodicals and that we want 
information about them, not about what is 
in them. It seemed as if they had not read 
our carefully prepared description of input 
and output. W e  agreed that the UCMP 
staff should post the data and punch the in- 
put cards, because we are familiar with the 
periodical records. (And I had another rea- 
son-I wanted us to learn as much as we could 
of these new methods.) The aspect we could 
not agree on was the management of the 
periodical holdings. The service company 
representatives seemed to think it was impos- 
sible to list the holdings library by library 
whether complete or not, in the style of the 
Union List of Sevials. They wanted to cate- 
gorize the holdings for each title according 
to completeness: complete holdings in one 
pocket, incomplete in another, fragments in 
a third. This might show an interesting pat- 
tern of distribution of periodical literature, 
but as a finding list it would be hard to use. 
In most instances cost estimates were vague. 
In general it seemed dificult to establish the 
rapport that produces a good system. 
Though our sponsors do not have machine 
time for us, they do have data processing ex- 
perts who consented to serve as consultants 
and review the proposals. They were unani- 
mous in advising that our results would be 
better and our costs possibly lower, if we 
would employ a programmer and design 
the system ourselves; we should keep control 
of the job ; we should be independent. 
We went shopping for a programmer. The 
advertisement placed in The New York 
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Times brought a large selection of applicants 
for our part-time programming job. Moon- 
lighting in this field is welcome and fre- 
quent, but there are various degrees of com- 
petency, and it is not easy to interview 
applicants when one has little pertinent ex- 
perience, and references were hard to obtain. 
By a sort of customers' engineers' grapevine, 
we learned that the applicant who seemed 
to us most competent is a highly skilled 
mathematician and systems analyst-program- 
mer. So with the addition of Mr. D. S. 
Tjoeng* to the Union Catalog staff we finally 
went to work. 
Devising the System 
With Mr. Tjoeng's approval we decided 
to program for the IBM 1401. From our 
point of view the 1401 is the best computer 
for a peripatetic program because there are 
many installations. I t  is like choosing a Ford 
or Chevrolet, for which garages are every- 
where. From Mr. Tjoeng's point of view 
the 1401 can easily manage our data. Its 
variable length field takes care of the many 
variables in a union catalog-the titles of 
different lengths, the notes and the cross 
references needed, the complexity of hold- 
ings records; SPS, a language that the 1401 
understands, lends itself to the programming 
necessary; and the 1403 printer is adequate. 
The records with which we went to work 
represent the periodical and serial holdings 
of 70 libraries. The libraries range in size 
from large comprehensive collections to small 
specialized ones, and the diversity of the 
subject matter is increased by the inclusion 
of a number of nonmedical life science col- 
lections. The total number of titles is esti- 
mated at 35,000. Individual titles may be 
held by from one to 53 libraries. For various 
reasons all holdings are not complete. The 
raw material consists of photocopies of the 
serial records-shelflist or serials catalog 
and current checklist-of each contributing 
library-many little slips of paper. The first 
* Consulting Systems Analyst-Programmer, 611 
West 111th Street, New York City 10025. Mr. 
Tjoeng has supplemented his academic education 
overseas with a B.A. degree, Hunter College, 
New York, 1961, and intensive study at the IBM 
Programming School, Pouphkeepsie, New York. 
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program converts this mass of records to 
master tapes on which the titles are arranged 
alphabetically; for each title the holdings are 
listed library by library in a predetermined 
series. 
At the same time provision is made to 
alter and amend the master tapes. Six opera- 
tion codes, punched 00 to 05, take care of 
the file maintenance: 00 generates the master 
file; 01 adds a new title and holdings; 02 
deletes a title and its holdings; 03 adds one 
record of any kind; 04 changes any record; 
and 05 deletes one record of any kind but 
leaves intact the rest of the data pertaining 
to the journal. 
The first things we want from these tapes 
are printouts-finding lists-one to be put 
on Multilith mats for producing multiple 
copies of a book catalog to be distributed 
to the subscribers for the service, the other 
in card form to be retained in our office as a 
reference file. In the beginning we had 
thought of retaining the punched input cards 
as the reference file, but, with a separate 
card for each line of printout, this would 
have been an enormous file, requiring a 
large investment in filing equipment and 
allocation of a great deal of space, and it 
would not have been easy to read. Following 
a tip from Mr. Tjoeng, we found that the 
reference file could be printed on the con- 
tinuous form, pin-feed, tab-sized card stock 
that is used for checks. These are sold at 
$6.66 per box of 2,000, roughly one-third 
of a cent a piece. Utilizing the consolidated 
records on the master tapes, the maximum 
number of cards per title will probably be 
less than five. Thus the amount of filing 
space needed was reduced by 75 per cent. 
Book Catalog Considerations 
Designing a new system involves one de- 
cision after another, and the planning of 
the book catalog called for several. If we 
were to include the whole file of 35,000 
titles, the book catalog would have 6,000 
pages and be a three-volume set. Each re- 
vision would require a considerable invest- 
ment in computer time, paper, and Multilith 
mats. Would the old titles be sought often 
enough to be worth their weight in the bulky 
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book catalog? Wouldn't it impede one's 
progress to scan many old titles on the way 
to finding new ones? Would the alterations 
in holdings of inactive titles justify reprint- 
ing them every time new material is incor- 
porated ? The answers to these questions sug- 
gested that the book catalog should contain 
only the active, frequently used titles, and 
that the inactive, less-used journals should 
be recorded only in the central card-reference 
file. On occasions when a subscriber needs to 
find the less-used journals he can telephone 
MLC headquarters for his information. 
Because studies have shown that the use 
of periodicals declines ten years after publi- 
cation, 1950 might be the logical date to 
divide the active from inactive journals. 
Looking at the vital statistics of our periodi- 
cals during the decades 1930-40 and 
1940-50, however, we found that, with 
births exceeding deaths, the number of titles 
in the file would not diminish if we chose a 
recent cut-off date. Consequently we chose 
1930, and the book catalog will list journals 
in existence in and published since that year. 
Only this portion will be reprinted in revised 
editions, and to simplify the procedure the 
master tapes will be in two sets, one storing 
the records of 1930-plus journals, the other 
those that ceased before 1930. Some other 
less-used publications, such as nonscientific 
annual reports of institutions and organiza- 
tions and government documents that are 
published in series but are not periodicals, 
also will be excluded from the printed cata- 
log. 
The updating of the Union Catalog be- 
gan the moment the initial records were ob- 
tained from each library. The contributing li- 
braries report additions to and deletions 
from their journal lists continually, and up 
to now the alterations have been made by 
hand. There are about 175 such operations 
a month. When the machine system is com- 
pleted, probably it will be more economical 
to batch the new material and process it 
quarterly. At that time reference cards re- 
flecting the changes will be printed for the 
central file and supplementary sheets made 
for the book catalog. Complete revisions will 
be issued at longer intervals. 
By-products of System 
Output of secondary importance to be 
derired from the tapes includes lists of 
journals categorized by country of origin, 
language, and subject. These will be studied 
to determine the distribution and adequacy 
of the periodical resources in the New York 
~e t ropo l i t an  Area and serve as bases for the 
combination of fragments into consecutive 
complete sets and the acquisition program 
of the Medical Library Center and other li- 
braries. The input is being coded to bring out 
these lists. It will also be possible to print 
out the holdings of an individual library. 
We are indebted to several sources for 
the codes. The lists of countries and lan- 
guages are those formerly used by the Serial 
Record Division of the Library of Congress, 
and they have been revised to keep up with 
national developnlents. The subject code is 
that of Washington University School of 
Medicine's PHILSOM project, augmented to 
accommodate our paramedical subject matter. 
For library symbols we have relied on the 
National Union Catalog, which has supplied 
on request symbols for libraries not previ- 
ously listed in Uuio~z List of Serials and 
Nezc Serial Titles. 
The card and tape format Mr. Tjoeng has 
designed is admirably suited to the many 
variables in a union cita~og. The housekeep- 
ing fields of the input cards utilize 19 col- 
umns, leaving 61 for printable data. Eight 
card types accommodate title, place of publi- 
cation, dates and frequency of publication, 
miscellaneous notes, title history, cross ref- 
erences between titles, library holdings, and 
codes for scanning: Each card type may have 
up to 99 cards, if necessary, for runovers. 
Each reel of tape is limited to 75,000 input 
cards at the beginning to allow for expan- 
sion in sequence as the file grows. The Am- 
puter time for generating the master file and 
producing the first card reference file and 
catalog is expected to be 31% hours. 
At this time most of our programs are as- 
sembled, tested, and debuGed: Soon there 
will remain to be solved-only the biblio- 
graphical editorial problems that occur when 
one reconciles the diverse records that result 
from 70 different ways of cataloging and 
keeping periodical records. This w e  must do 
for the machine. 
Contracting for Computer Time 
W e  have had one last brush with the 
computer business world. W e  do not need 
prime computer time, because we can plan 
our work in advance. Therefore, we thought 
we should be able to buy time at less than 
the standard rate, if we could find a company 
with a computer that is not used during 
"off" hours. W e  had, however, one unusual 
requirement. Mr. Tjoeng has designed a 
system that he can teach us to run ourselves, 
but to make it foolproof he programmed it 
to utilize the 1407 typewriter, a device that 
converts the punched message cards into 
printing when the computer communicates 
with the operator. This device is regularly 
a component of a large computer but in- 
frequently is part of a 1401. To locate bar- 
gain time we again advertised in the news- 
paper. The replies came in quantity. Many 
service companies of the type we first con- 
tacted called us; others were companies that 
do contract programming but rent time them- 
selves instead of tying up money in their 
own equipment, and at the same time act as 
brokers for other time seekers. Competition 
is so keen that they "promise anything" but 
cannot always deliver the equipment needed, 
in our case, the 1407. After following a 
false lead or two, Mr. Tjoeng and I decided 
to make the alterations necessary in our pro- 
grams to eliminate the 1407 typewriter, so 
that we can rent time at a reasonable rate 
in a reputable programming school that has 
plenty of time available and an interest in 
other educational enterprises. W e  shall just 
have to learn to run our programs expertly. 
Our experience has taught us at least two 
things: First, to obtain good programs, em- 
ploy a good programmer-one with imagina- 
tion, ingenuity, and eagerness to accept chal- 
lenges, and one who listens and explains. W e  
learned, also, that it is best to know definitely 
at the beginning what hardware is available; 
it is better to have a framework within which 
to work and to keep the requirements simple. 
Mechanizing a union catalog can be done 
without machines, if one just knows how. 
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11 members of the Board of Directors attended the Fall Board Meeting, held at the A Belmont Plaza Hotel in New York City, September 24-25, 1964. The Chapter and 
Division Liaison Officers, Finance Committee Chairmen, several Committee Chairmen, 
and some additional Association officers were also on hand for all or parts of the dis- 
cussion. Thursday evening the staff at Association Headquarters hosted a dinner for the 
Board and approximately 20 other guests attending the Meeting, giving all an oppor- 
tunity to become acquainted with each other and to inspect the Headquarters office. 
I n view of the current concern with civil rights in the United States, the Board unanimously confirmed the Association's long-standing non-discrimination policy: 
The Board o f  Directors reaffirms the policy of Special Libraries Association that member- 
ship and participation i n  the Association and its units i s  not limited in any respect by 
rdte, creed, color, or national origin. I n  pavticuldr, all meetings ure conducted so as to 
insure compliance with this policy. T h e  Association participates in  joint meetings only 
with other organizations having the smne olicy. This  nod i~cr im ina t ion  policy also 
applies to the employment of As.sociation s ta la sd  corrtrait personael. 
D r. Frank E. McKenna, Division Liaison Officer, presented a preliminary report on a proposed re-alignment of Division and Section structure in which these units 
would be organized according to form and function, e.g., reprography, education, classifi- 
cation, or translation and transliteration, as well as by subject interest. As a first step, the 
Board felt it should learn from the present Divisions what they thought their scope and 
purpose should be. The Division Liaison Officer was directed to ask each Division to 
define its interests, programs, general scope, relationships with other groups, and responsi- 
bilities as well as to state if it felt a need for an organizational change, and if so, how it 
would affect the Division and the Association as a whole. It was further suggested that 
an ad hoc committee, which would include a member of the former Goals Committee, 
study the proposals with an eye to the future. 
T h e  Ad Hoc Committee on Association and Unit Relationship with Government, 
Kenneth Metcalf, Chairman, recommended that: 1 )  the Governmental Relations Com- 
mittee be responsible for recommending over-all policy on the relations of the Association 
to governmental agencies; 2) other Association committees dealing with government 
agencies, e.g., Translations Activities Committee, should send copies of correspondence 
and reports to the Governmental Relations Committee; and 3 )  the Governmental Rela- 
tions Committee be encouraged to establish a sound liaison with the Library Services 
Division of the Office of Education, Department of Health, Education and Welfare. The 
Board approved these recommendations but tabled the proposal that the Sci-Tech Divi- 
sion's Committee on Government Information Services be elevated to the status of an 
Association committee, pending further discussion with the Science-Technology Division. 
gnes Brite, Chairman of the Professional Standards Committee, presented the A "Objectives and Standards for Special Libraries," which have been prepared by the 
consultant, Ruth S. Leonard and reviewed by the Committee. They were approved by the 
Board and will be published in the December issue of Special Libraries and as a separate 
for free distribution. The Board also ap roved the recommendation that Miss Leonard 
prepare four "profiles" of typical special Yibraries for later ~ublication in the iournal and 
S L A ' s  represenntive to the ADI-SLA Joint Operating Group, Eugene 8. Jackson, 
reported on the proposal that the two groups sponsor the publication of a newspaper 
of information science to be published at regular intervals. The Board approved the ex- 
penditure of an amount equal to that contributed by ADI, but not to exceed $500, for the 
production of a pilot issue. Other SLA representatives are exploring with representatives 
of AD1 other possible areas of cooperation and coordination of mutual interests. 
s recommended by the Public Relations Committee, Marian G. Lechner, Chairman, A the Board agreed that the Association order and sell charm bracelets featuring the 
SLA insignia. The profits earned will be divided equally between the Scholarship and 
Student Loan Fund and the Motion Picture Fund. 
T h e  Finance Committee, Janet Bogardus, Chairman, presented the 1964-65 budget. 
In the general operations budget, income is estimated at $242,363 and expenditures 
at $242,309. The Special Classifications Center has a budget of $11,718, based on an 
anticipated National Science Foundation grant, and the SLA Translations Center has a 
budget of $79,556, based on an anticipated National Science Foundation grant and con- 
tract with the Clearinghouse for Federal Scientific and Technical Information (formerly 
Office of Technical Services). The Board approved these budgets as well as the establish- 
ment of a Soviet Exchange Fund and a handling charge of $1.50 for each paid subscrip- 
tion to Special Libraries. All Divisions will receive an allotment equal to five per cent 
of the dues paid by their members, while Chapters will receive 15 per cent of the dues 
paid by their members; the minimum allotment for both Chapters and Divisions will be 
$150. A summary of the budget follows, with comparative 1963-64 figures. The January 
1965 News nnd Notes will include the detailed report of the Treasurer. 
Dues 
Interest on Savings 
Transfer from other Funds 
Scientific Meetings 
Special Libraries 
Technical Book Review Index 
Unlisted Drugs 
Addressing Service 
Convention 
Miscellaneous 
Income 
1963-64 
$1 18,098 
1,275 
7,388 
7,620 
41,674 
18,465 
1,300 
5,000 
15,000 
400 
Chapters 
Divisions 
Committees 
General Operations 
Salaries 
News and Notes 
Scientific Meetings 
Special Libraries 
Technical Book Review Index 
Unlisted Drugs 
Convention 
Retirement Program 
Miscellaneous 
Total $216,220 
Expenditures 
$ 15,906 
6,005 
10,544 
32,853 
62,376 
1,190 
7,945 
39,868 
12,930 
1,300 
7,000 
7,840 
12,870 
Total $214,546 
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T he Chairman of the Ad Hoc Committee to Study Advisory Council Meeting Schedule, Robert W.  Gibson, Jr., recommended: I )  that a half-day meeting for in- 
coming Chapter Presidents and Division Chairmen be scheduled for Sunday afternoon 
preceding the 1965 Convention in Philadelphia at which the Chapter and Division 
Liaison Officers would preside; 2 )  that beginning in 1966 the Mid-Winter Meeting of 
the Advisory Council be held at the end of January during a week not conflicting with 
the ALA Mid-Winter Meeting (This suggestion will be discussed by the Council at its 
February Meeting.) ; 3) that Chapter Presidents and Division Chairmen be "actively and 
enthusiastically" encouraged to attend all Board Meetings; 4) that Mid-Winter Meetings 
be held in large cities (This was rejected, and the current policy of holding the Mid- 
Winter Meetings in smaller cities where Chapters cannot support an annual Convention 
was reaffirmed.) ; 5 )  that the Board should specify areas that the Council should consider 
regularly; and 6) that the Board consider a change in the composition of the Advisory 
Council in which the membership would consist of counselors elected b the Chapters and 
Divisions to serve overlapping and multi-year terms. (This recornmen ation was referred 
to an ad hoc committee that will report in February.) 
B 
T he Board approved the membership of the 1965-66 Nominating Committee: Rosemary Demarest, Price Waterhouse & Co., New York; Miss SafTord Harris, 
Gilbert Price Memorial Library, Georgia Institute of Technology, Atlanta; Robert J. 
Havlidc, Library Services Division, Office of Education, U. S. Department of Health, 
Education and Welfare, Washington, D. C.; Alvina Wassenberg, Kaiser Aluminum & 
Chemical Corporation, Spokane; and Chairman, Lois W. Brock, Research Department, 
General Tire and Rubber Company, Akron. 
T he recommendation of the Ad Hoc Committee to Study the Need for a Committee to Meet with Publishers, Ellis Mount, Chairman, that an SLA committee meet reg- 
ularly with representatives of the American Book Publishers Council was approved. 
T hree new professional consultants were approved, and the Board agreed that an Ad Hoc Committee to Re-evaluate the Consultation Service, particularly its relation- 
ship with the Placement Service and the Special Classifications Center, be appointed. 
nne L. Nicholson, Chairman of the 1965 Convention, reported on the plans being A made for the Philadelphia conference. As in the past, the Metals/Materials Division 
will sponsor an event for the benefit of the Scholarship and Student Loan Fund. The 
Documentation Division will be given space outside the official exhibit area for a non- 
commercial display of mechanized applications of library techniques, and the Forestry 
Librarians will be permitted to meet during the Convention if their schedule does not 
conflict with that of the Biological Sciences Division. The following registration fees 
have been set: member pre-registration for entire Convention-$8; for entire Convention 
--$lo members, $15 nonmembers; d a i l y 4 4  members, $6 nonmembers. 
T he Translations Activities Committee is pleased to announce that the SLA Transla- tions Center now has almost 100,000 scientific and technical translations on deposit, 
plus information on the availability of many more. In the national interest of avoiding 
expensive duplication, the Center encourages ever wider use of its materials so that more 
funds will be free for translating material not already available in English. Continuing and 
regular contributions of translations make the Center possible. A contributor may I )  
deposit translations, 2 )  lend them to the Center for photocopying, or 3) advise the Cen- 
ter of their availability. The Center removes all identifying marks so the anonymity of 
both contributors and requestors is preserved. The next time you need a translation or 
have one to deposit, call 312-225-2520 or TWX 312-431-1758 or write SLA Translations 
Center, The John Crerar Library, 35 West 33rd Street, Chicago 61606. 
T he Mid-Winter Meetings of the Advisory Council and Board of Directors are scheduled for February 11-13, 1965, at the Marrot Hotel in Indianapolis. 
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T he deadline for receipt of nominations for the 1965 SLA Professional Award has been moved back to December 1, 1964, to give Cha ters, Divisions, and individual P members more time to prepare supporting statements or their nominees. Forms for 
submitting nominations are available from Association Headquarters. All nominations 
should be mailed to Ethel S. Klahre, Chairman of the SLA Professional Award and Hall 
of Fame Committee, and Librarian, Federal Reserve Bank of Cleveland, P.O. Box 6387, 
Cleveland, Ohio 44101. 
T he biennial SLA Directory of Members as of July 15, 1964, has been published by the Association. The bulk of the 144-page Directory is devoted to an alphabetical 
listing of 5,962 individual and Sustaining members with their titles, company names or 
home addresses, and codes identifying their classes of membership and Association affilia- 
tions. This information is based on data supplied by the members themselves and is ac- 
curate as of July 15, 1964. Supplementary information includes lists of the Association's 
1964-65 officers, Past-Presidents, 1964 Sustaining members, SLA Professional Award 
winners, Hall of Fame winners, and the Association's bylaws. Co ies may be purchased 
for $2.50 by members (be sure to specify name on the order) and P 10 by nonmembers. 
S even John Cotton Dana Lectures are being presented this fall as the fourth in a series intended to acquaint library school students and faculty with the various as ects 
and philosophy of special librarianship. These lectures are given at accredited li I! rary 
schools in the United States and Canada under the sponsorship of the Association and have 
been arranged by the Chairman of the Recruitment Committee, Herbert S. White. 
Burton E. Larnkin, Manager, Development Library, IBM, General Products Division, 
San Jose, California, presented the first lecture, entitled "Education, Attitudes, and Chal- 
lenges of Special Librarianship," at Atlanta University on October 1. "What Are Special 
Librarians Made Of ?" was the topic of the lecture at the University of California, Berke- 
ley, by \Villiam E. Jorgenson, Librarian, Navy Electronics Laboratories, San Diego. 
Efren Gonzalez, Director of Technical Communications, Grove Laboratories, St. Louis, is 
scheduled to speak to students in the Department of Library Science at the University of 
Kentucky, and Robert G. Krupp, Librarian, Bell Telephone Laboratories, New York City, 
addressed the School of Library Service, Columbia University, on October 21 with "The 
Ghosts of John Cotton Dana: Past, Present, Future." The Department of Library Science 
at the University of Michigan learned about "The Challenge of Special Librarianship" from 
Eugene B. Jackson, Research Laboratories, General Motors Corporation, Warren, Mich- 
igan, on October 28. Marjorie Griffin, IBM, Advanced Systems Development and Re- 
search Library, Los Gatos, California will speak at School of Librarianship at the Uni- 
versity of British Columbia on November 26, and Mrs. Helen Redman, Librarian, Los 
Alamos Scientific Laboratories, Los Alamos, New Mexico, lectured on "Science, Govern- 
ment Information and the Librarian" at the School of Library Science, Texas Woman's 
University, late in October. 
C h a p t e r  visits scheduled by SLA President William S. Budington for 1964-65 are: 
Wisconsin-October 2 6  Oklahoma-December 11 
Pacific Northwest-November 7 Texas-December 12 
San Francisco-November 9 Rio Grande-January 29 
Colorado-November 1 2  Southern California-February 1 
San Diego-February 3 
A l e e n  Thompson, President-Elect, will visit: 
 levela and-November 12 Toronto-November 30 
Washington, D. C.-November 18 Michigan-March 24  
Western New York-November 2 1 Illinois-March 26 
Connecticut-November 23 Pittsburgh-March 29 
Nominating Committee Report 1964-1965 
The Nominating Committee presents to the Board of Directors the following candidates for office, all 
of whom have accepted nomination: 
President 
ALLEEN THOMPSON, Librarian 
Atomic Power Equipment Department 
General Electric Company 
P. 0. Box 254 
San Jose, California 
President-Elect 
ROBERT W.  GIBSON, JR., Head FRANK MCKENNA, Supervisor 
Technical Processing Central Research Department 
Thomas J. Watson Research Center Information Center 
P. 0. Box 218 Air Reduction Company, Inc. 
Yorktown Heights, New York Murray Hill, New Jersey 07971 
Chairman of the Advisory Council 
HERBERT S. WHITE, Director 
NASA Facility 
P. 0. Box 5700 
Bethesda, Maryland 
Chairman-Elect of the Advisory Council 
MARGARET E. MADDEN, Librarian ELIZABETH M. WALKEY, Manager 
Technical Information Center Library Services 
Monsanto Chemical Company Bell & Howell Research Center 
800 N. Lindbergh Boulevard 360 Sierra Madre Villa 
St. Louis, Missouri 63166 Pasadena, California 
Directors 
(Elect One) 
RUTH NIELANDER, Librarian ELEANOR TAFEL, Librarian 
Lumbermens Mutual Casualty Company General Information Department 
4750 Sheridan Road The Free Library of Philadelphia 
Chicago, Illinois 60640 Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 
(Elect One) 
ELIZABETH J. FABRY, Head PHOEBE F. HAYES, Director 
Circulation Department Bibli~gra~hical Center for Research 
The Library Denver Public Library 
The University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee Denver 3, Colorado 
Milwaukee, Wisconsin 532 11 
Members continuing to serve on the Board of Directors for 1965-1966 will be the Immediate Past- 
President, William S. Budington; Treasurer, Jean E. Flegal; and Directors, William K. Beatty, 
Helene Dechief, Kenneth Metcalf, and Mrs. Dorothy B. Skau. 
Further nominations, accompanied by written acceptance of the nominee, may be entered by petition 
of 25 voting members and shall be filed with the Executive Director at least three months prior to 
the annual meeting. 
Respectfully submitted, 
AGNES BRITE, MARY C. DUNNIGAN, KENNETH H. FAGERHAUGH, 
SOPHIA FURMAN, and ALVINA WASSENBERG, Chairman 
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DIVISION BULLETINS 
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TITLE 
What's New h Ad- 
uertising and Market- 
ing 
ISSUES 
PER Y R  PRICE 
$3.50 SLA 
PAY CHECK TO AND 
SUBSCRIPTION FROM 
- 
Advertising DivisionX 
Mrs. Ruth Grava, Res. Ln. 
Wamick L I.cgler, Inc. 
375 Park Ave. 
New York 10022 
DIVISION EDITOR COVERAGE I FORMAT 
Elin J. Christianson, Ln. 
J. Walter Thompson Co. 
410 N. Michigan Ave. 
Chicago, Ill. 60611 
Advertising, media, and mar- 
keting publications ; consumer 
surveys and bibliographies ; pre- 
~ u b l i c a t i o n  anuouncements : 
8 pages 
Offset membere 
$5.00 
nonmembers 
analyses of important hooks, 
services, and periodicals 
Bdvertidng Division 
Bulletin 
Mae A. Keenan 
Advertising Federation of Amer- 
ica 
655 Madison Ave. 
New York 10021 
Free to  
membera 
$2.00 
nonmembers 
Report from Chairman; Com- 
mittee reports; news of mem- 
bers and membership change8 ; 
membership directory ; special 
features on professional topics 
Advertisine DivisionX Various pages 
and 
supplements 
Offset 
Biological Sciences Division 
aee editor 
The Remi* Free to  
members 
$2.00 
nonmembers 
News notes; official notices; 
original articles 
Ann ~ r t o r ,  Mich. 
15-30 pages 
Offset 
Dorothy Kasman 
Lybrand, Ross Bros. an< 
Montgomery 
60 Broadway 
h'ew York 10004 
B Z L S Z ~ ~ ~ S S  and Finance 
Division Newsletter 
Mrs. Lulu B. Hardesty 
Akron Public Libmrv 
Summit & East Market Sts. 
Akron, Ohio 44308 
Free to  
members 
$1.00 
nonmembers 
Division nevs;  brief notes of 
members' activitieat 
Abraham I. Leibowitz 
Asat. to  Chief 
Library Services 
Division of Technical Informa- 
2 pages 
Offset 
Documentation, Prop 
l e a  
Members free Division news ; descriptions of 
mechanized library systems DOCUMENTA- TION 
8-12 pages 
Offset 
tion 
USAEC 
Washington, D. C. 20645 
Ellen L. Freeman 
319% North Lincoln St. 
Bloomington, Indiana 
Panla M. Strain, Tech. Libn. 
IBU Corporation 
Space Guidance Center 
Omego, N. Y. 13827 
Professional articles ; Division 1 28-36 pages 
news : book reviews : bibliwra- Offset 
Geography and Map 
Division Bulletin members $4.00 
nonmembera 
phies '; project repor& ; member- 
ship lists ; cartographic or geo- 
graphic hibliographical news 
10 
Annual 
index 
Insurance Litwature 
(formerly Insurance 
Book Reviews) 
Annotated listings of current 
literature of all types in the 
field of insurance 
Xarian C. Lechner, Ln. 
Connecticut General Life In- 
surance Co. 
IIartford, Conn. 06116 
4 wgps 
Offset 
Mrs. Jean French Ln. 
Nationwide ~eneia.1 
Insurance Co. 
246 N. High St. 
Columbus 16. Ohin 
Free to  
members 
News items Insurance Division 
Bulletin 
. - 
Virginia M. Bersagel, Asst. Ln. 
Institute of Life Insurance 
488 Madison Ave. 
Sew York 10022 
Metals/Materiab DQi. 
sion News 
Mrs. Marion S. Veath 
General Electric Go. Library 
Appliance Park 
Louisville 1 ,  Kv. 
Free to  
members 
Division news; annual reports ; 
Fall meeting and convention 
programs ; membership changes 
Add "Special Libraries Association" to Division name when making out checks. 
+ R i h l i r a r o n h i ~  w n l ~ ~ ~ t i n n s  nf hnainws a~rvices. directories. etc.. will be nroduced as senaratee and charzed for 
8-12 pages 
Off& 
TITLE EDITOIR COVERAGE FORMAT 1 d%F 
d l i l i t a ~  Lib~arianuDi- John J .  Asero Kews notas; o5cial notices 
vision Bulletin Various 11975 Andrew Street 
Wheaton off set 
PAY CHECK TO AND 
PRICE SUBSCRIPTION FROM 
Free t o  
/ Silver Spring. Md. I I I 
Museum Division Jack S.  Goodwin 
-7 Division news Special Libran'a 223 Pennsylvania Ave. S.E. 1 a (-various Association Bulletin Washington 3, D. O. Free t o  membere I 
none-utilizes Library Bulletin issued by American Newspaper Publishers Association 
Mrs. Minna Breuer 
143 Melrose Ave. 
Albany, N. Y. 12203 
Division news ; bibliographies ; 16-20 pages 
articles. book reviews mem- Offset 
berahip ' list ; project ieports ; 
abstracts 
Division news ; articles on li- 4-5 pages 
braries ; memberahip news ; Offset 
want lists 
Free to  
members 
$2.00 
nonmembers 
Picture Division, SLA 
3 1  East 10th St. 
New York, N. Y. 10008 
- 
Publishing Division 
Bulletin 
Muriel Fuller, Ln. 
Funk & Wagnalls Go. 
360 Lexington Ave. 
New York 10016 
h t o  
membera 
$1.00 
nonmembers 
h u  Iiotaling 
Newsweek 444 Madison Library Ave. 
New York 10022 
Division and Section news and 1 30-80 omen Sci-Tech News Gordon E. Randall 
IBM Research Library 
P.O. Box 218 
Yorktown Heights, N. Y. 
10598 
Free to 
members 
$2.00 
nonmembers 
Walter A. Eee 
25017 Woodfield Rd. 
Damascus, &Id. 20750 
annual reports. bibliogra& ~rin't.4 - 
digest documehation digest. 
new &a1 titles ; editorials an6 
articles 
Proceedings in Pn'nt Barbara A. Spence 
Avco-Everett Reaearch 
Ribliographic data about pro- 50 pages 
ceding.; &Iult~lith 
Index 
Aerospace Section* 
Naurice Rahilly, Uusines: 
Manager 
Avco Corp. Research & Ad 
vanced Development Div 
201 Lowell St. 
Wilmington, Mass. 
Laboratory 
2385 Revere Beach Pkwy. 
Everett, Mass. 02149 
Paper Culls rC- Teztile 
Y a m  
Fred Battell 
Minnesota & Ontario Paper Go. 
Xinneapolis, Miml. 
Free t o  
Members 
List of new drugs and compo- 11-13 PWe8 
sitions with reference to  source photo-reduced 
offeet 
Winifred Sewell 
336 Howard Ave. 
Rockville, Md. 
Special Libraries 
Asmciation 
31 East 10th Street 
New York 10003 
Pharmaceutical Section 
Mra. Alma S. Roman 
Bnsineas Mgr., Copnip List 
Lederle Laboratories 
Pead River, N. Y. 
SCI-TBCH 
PHARMA- 
CEUTICAL 
SECTION 
COPNZP List Urn. Theodora Andrews, Phar- 
macy Ln. 
Purdue University 
Lafayette, Ind. 
Listing of current free indue- 5-6 pages 
trial or institutional pamphlet Mimeo 
material of an informative na- 
ture 
Eleanor Tafel 
919 South St. Bernard St. 
Philadelphia 43, Pa. 
SOCIAL 
SCIENCE 
TUN& 
PORTATION 
Bulletin of  Social S c i  
encs Division Division news ; membership Various lists; articles 
Free to 
members 
The BuUetin, T~aaas- 
portation Divisian, 
8LA 
Division news and business; Various 
Convention programs Mimeo 
Lois Zearing Dir. 
National ~ a f d t y  Council Library 
425 N. Michigan Ave. 
Chicago 60611 
Free to 
members 
SLA Sustaining Members 
The following organizations are supporting the activities and objectives of Special Libraries Association by 
becoming Sustaining Members for 1964. This list includes applications processed through October 6, 196.1. 
ABBOTT LABORATORIES LIBRARY 
RICHARD ABEL & COMPANY, INC. 
AEROJET-GENERAL CORPORATION 
AETNA STEEL PRODUCTS CORPORATION 
AMERICAN CAN COMPANY 
AMERICAN CANCER SOCIETY, INCORPORATED 
AMERICAN CYANAMID COMPANY 
AMERICAN ELECTRIC POWER SERVICE CORP. 
AMERICAN GAS ASSOUATION 
AMERICAN HERITAGE PUBLISHING COMPANY 
AMERICAN IRON AND STEEL INS~ITUTE 
AMERICAN TOBACCO COMPANY 
AMPEX CORPORATION 
ARGONNE NATIONAL ABORATORY 
ATLAS CHEMICAL INDUSTRIES, INC. 
BASIC ECONOMIC APPRAISALS, INCORPORATED 
BELL & HOWELL RESEARCH CENTER 
BELL TELEPHONE LABORATORIES 
BETHLEHEM STEEL COMPANY 
BOEING COMPANY 
BOSTROM CORPORATION 
R. R. BOWKER COMPANY 
BRIDGEPORT PUBLIC LIBRARY 
BUSINESS AND PROFESSIONAL WOMEN'S 
FOUNDATION LIBRARY 
CARRIER CORPORATION 
CHEMCELL IMITED 
CHIVERS BOOKBINDING COMPANY 
CIBA PHARMACEUTICAL COMPANY 
COLORADO STATE UNIVERSITY LIBRARIES 
CONSOLIDATED BOOK SERVICE, INCORPORATED 
CONSOLIDATED ISON COMPANY OF NEW YORK 
CONSOLIDATION COAL COMPANY 
CONTINENTAL CARBON COMPANY 
CORNELL UNIVERSITY LIBRARY 
CORNING GLASS WORKS 
DALLAS PUBLIC LIBRARY 
DEFENSE DOCUMENTATION CENTER 
Dow CHEMICAL COMPANY 
Dow CHEMICAL IBRARY 
E. I. DU PONT DE NEMOURS & COMPANY 
Lavoisier Library 
E. I. DU PONT DE NEMOURS & COMPANY 
Technical Library 
EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY 
ESCUELA DE ADMINISTRACION DE NEGOCIOS 
Esso RESEARCH & ENGINEERING COMPANY 
F. W .  FAXON COMPANY, INC. 
FEDERAL RESERVE BANK OF NEW YORK 
FIRST NATIONAL BANK OF BOSTON 
FIRST NATIONAL BANK OF CHICAGO 
FORD FOUNDATION 
FORD MOTOR COMPANY 
GENERAL ELECTRIC OMPANY OF SCHENECTADY 
GENERAL FOODS CORPORATION 
GENERAL MOTORS CORPORATION 
Public Relations Library 
GENFRAL MOTORS CORPORATION 
Research Laboratories 
GLICK BOOKBINDING CORPORATION 
B. F. GOODRICH RESEARCH CENTER 
HARVARD GRADUATE SCHOOL OF BUSINESS 
ADMINISTRATION 
HONEYWELL, INC. 
IDAHO STATE UNIVERSITY LIBRARY 
INDIANA STATE LIBRARY 
INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS MACHINES CORPORATION 
JOHNS-MANVILLE RESEARCH & ENGINEERING 
CENTER 
WALTER J. JOHNSON, INC. 
KAISER ALUMINUM & CHEMICAL CORPORATION 
LIBRARY AFL 5643 APO 238, NEW YORK 
ELI LILLY AND COMPANY 
LOCKHEED MISSILES & SPACE COMPANY 
LYBRAND, ROSS BROTHERS & MONTGOMERY 
MCGRAW-HILL PUBLISHING COMPANY 
MARATHON OIL COMPANY 
MARQUETTE UNIVERSITY MEMORIAL IBRARY 
MAXWELL SCIENTIFIC INTERNATIONAL, INC. 
MELLON NATIONAL BANK AND TRUST COMPANY 
MINNESOTA MINING & MANUFACTURING 
COMPANY 
NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF ENGINE AND BOAT 
MANUFACTURERS 
NATIONAL BANK OF DETROIT 
NATIONAL CASH REGISTER COMPANY 
NATIONAL EAD COMPANY 
NATIONAL PUBLICATIONS COMPANY 
NEW YORK LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY 
NEW YORK PUBLIC LIBRARY 
NEW YORK TIMES 
NORTH AMERICAN AVIATION, INCORPORATED 
PENNSYLVANIA STATE LIBRARY 
PENNSYLVANIA STATE UNIVERSITY 
PEOPLES GAS LIGHT & COKE COMPANY 
PITTSBURGH PLATE GLASS COMPANY 
PITTSBURGH PLATE GLASS COMPANY 
Chemical Division Research Library 
PORT OF NEW YORK AUTHORITY 
C. W. POST COLLEGE 
PURE OIL COMPANY 
RADIATION, INc. 
RADIO CORPORATION OF AMERICA LABORATORIES 
RAND CORPORATION 
REPUBLIC AVIATION CORPORATION 
ROCKEFELLER OFFICE LIBRARY 
ROHM & HAAS COMPANY 
ROYAL BANK OF CANADA 
ST. JOHN'S UNIVERSITY LIBRARY 
SHAWINIGAN CHEMICALS LTD. 
SHELL DEVELOPMENT COMPANY 
SPACE TECHNOLOGY LABORATORIES, INC. 
SQUIBB INSTITUTE FOR MEDICAL RESEARCH 
J. W. STACEY, INCORPORATED 
STANDARD OIL COMPANY (NEW JERSEY) 
STANDARD OIL COMPANY OF CALIFORNIA LIBRARY 
STAUFFER CHEMICAL COMPANY 
STECHERT-HAFNER, INC. 
STERLING-WINTHROP RESEARCH INSTITUTE 
SUFFOLK COOPERATIVE LIBRARY SYSTEM 
SUN OIL COMPANY 
SYSTEMS DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION 
TECHNICAL BOOK COMPANY 
TEXAS GAS TRANSMISSION CORPORATION 
J. WALTER THOMPSON COMPANY 
TIME INCORPORATED 
UNION ELECTRIC OA~PANY 
UNITED AIRCRAFT CORPORATION 
UNITED COMMUNITY FUNDS & COUNCILS OF 
AMERICA, INC. 
UNITED STATES AIR FORCE ACADEMY 
IJNITED STATES TEEL CORPORATION 
UNIVERSAL OIL PRODUCTS COMPANY 
UNIVERSITY OF CONNECTICUT 
~JNIVERSIN OF MARYLAND 
UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA LIBRARY 
UNIVERSITY OF OKLAHOMA LIBRARY 
City of Commerce's "Special" 
PU blic Library 
PHYLLIS A. GRAY 
T HE CITY of Com- merce, which was in- 
corporated on January 28, 
1960, is located seven 
miles southeast of Los 
Angeles, comprises six 
and one-half square miles, 
and encompasses a highly industrialized area. 
There are only 10,600 residents, but during 
the day the population increases to about 
80,000 with the people who come into the 
city to work. In the spring of 1961 the City 
of Commerce decided to establish a library 
and hired the librarian to begin work on 
June 1, 1961. When she arrived there were 
no books and no staff, but there was an 
empty rented building. It was decided that 
the first priority was to establish a general 
collection for the 10,600 residents. After 
getting this part of the library started, it was 
necessary to initiate a library service to the 
over 1,000 industries located within the city 
limits. 
Business Library Services 
The companies range from small electronic 
firms, grocery and food distributors, ware- 
housing facilities, and oil companies to such 
large companies as Fluor Corporation, Reyn- 
olds Aluminum, Continental Can, U. S. 
Rubber, Ford, Chrysler, Lever Brothers, and 
U. S. Steel. Almost every major corporation 
has a branch or subsidiary located here. Many 
of them have some form of library service of 
their own, but the greatest number do not 
have company libraries. It was felt that since 
the major share of the money to support the 
City came from business and industry, the 
City, in turn, should provide the very best 
technical and resource library for their needs. 
Phyllis A. Gray is the librarian and orga- 
nizer of the Commerce Public Library, Los 
Alzgeles, California. 
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The library is thus called upon to serve vary- 
mg interests and a wide scope of needs. 
Investment, tax, and business services were 
known to be in great demand, so efforts were 
first expended in these areas. Business serv- 
ices subscribed to were: Commerce Clearing 
House series (State T a x  Reporter, Corporation 
Lnw Guide, Govenzment Co~trar t s  Reporter, 
U .  S. Supreme Court Bzllletin); Bureau of 
National Affairs T a x  Managemezt; and 
Prentice-Hall series (Corporation, Person~zel 
Manageme~t ,  Executive Report, Capital A d -  
jzistments). Financial services purchased in- 
cluded Moody's and Standard and Poor's. 
Standards and specifications of all kinds were 
quickly added, among them: American So- 
ciety for Testing Materials Standards, the 
American Standards Association Americatz 
Sta~zdards, and the Index to Military Speci- 
firatiom. 
Requests for information on such miscel- 
laneois subjects as marketing, currency, eco- 
nomic conditions, taxation, European Common 
Market, exporting and importing, operation 
of small businesses, setting up foreign sub- 
sidiaries abroad, forms for negotiable instru- 
ments, presidential executive orders, and de- 
preciation allowances have shown the wisdom 
of acquiring these services. 
Patrons using the business and technical 
services of the library cover a wide range of 
knowledge and skills. They vary from the 
unskilled and the youngsters wishing begin- 
ning technical treatises to department heads 
and executives of industrial concerns seeking 
help in aspects important to the success of 
the company. Many patrons come during 
company business hours, at lunch time, and 
an increasing number are found in the library 
during the evening at the end of the business 
day. Many also call the library for informa- 
tion that can be supplied quickly. 
In three years, the collection has grown rap- 
idly to about 32,000 volumes. An augmented 
and basic reference materi- 
als a t  the City of Commerce's 
new library syst,em. 
staff of librarians orders materials known to 
be useful and works with the individual men 
and company representatives to learn their 
fields of interest and the materials they feel 
are necessary for their work. There is an ade- 
quate budget to work with. Many times it 
is possible to acquire materials and have 
them within a day or two to satisfy special 
needs. At the outset, interlibrary loans were 
frequently requested to serve patrons' needs 
when a book or publication could not be 
purchased expeditiously. With the growth of 
the collection, it is less necessary to borrow 
from other libraries; in fact, the Commerce 
Library has now developed some subject 
areas to the point where interlibrary loans re- 
quested of this library exceed those borrowed. 
A small but extremely useful law collection 
has been developed to serve the corporation 
lawyers and business executives, and since it 
is planned that the library will be more of a 
regional resource collection, this also will 
serve lawyers of the entire surrounding area, 
saving them a trip to downtown Los Angeles. 
This collection contains such material as 
Deerings Codes, U. S.  Codes, T h e  U.  S. Su- 
preme Court Reporter, Federal Reporter, 
Opinions of the Attorney General, and others. 
The current periodical collection totals 
about 200 periodicals, and this will increase 
to possibly 300 as the library is able to de- 
termine the fields of interest and any addi- 
tional titles needed. Recently a number of 
city directories and telephone books from 
principal California and other United States 
cities were acquired. 
Copying equipment for expediting service 
to individuals and to industries is being ac- 
quired. A reader-printer and an electrostatic 
copying machine have been purchased, and 
copies are provided at minimum cost. The 
library has also provided a l6mm film pro- 
jector, which is lent for film showings. An 
overhead projector is available on loan for 
use in conducting training programs. An- 
other service offered to companies is that of 
acquiring or renting films for their use. The 
library will gradually build its own collection 
to best service company needs. 
The Model Library 
Commerce is very proud of its motto, 
"The Model City," and is giving the library 
a great deal of cooperation and financial sup- 
port to realize the "Model Library." The 
biggest problem has been to make- the ex- 
istence and the services of the library known, 
but, of course, this is a daily project and one 
that is being worked at constantly. Mailings 
of flyers describing the library's-services as 
well as technical booklists are sent to local 
companies. The best approach, however, is 
the face-to-face contact with the actual user 
who goes back to his company and tells the 
other people about the library. This word-of- 
mouth advertising is the most productive of 
all. It is found that visits to the companies, 
describing the library's services, is also use- 
ful. This will be done more and more as the 
augmented professional staff finds time. 
The City of Commerce has an Industrial 
Council (similar to a Chamber of Com- 
merce), which works with the city and the 
industries and is most helpful in disseminat- 
ing information about library activities and 
services to industry, particularly new ones. 
Initially, the library staff included one 
librarian, a secretary, and three clerks. There 
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is now a staff of 25 people, four of them 
professional librarians, one secretary, and the 
remainder clerks and pages. The library pres- 
ently operates out of three locations, two of 
them temporary until they become a part of 
the Central Library in its new Civic Center 
site. The old City Hall has been remodeled 
into an attractive, delightful branch library 
to serve one of the residential areas. Since 
the residential areas are distinct and widely 
separated, another temporary branch has 
been established in a mobile trailer that will 
be replaced by a permanent building some- 
time in the future. Thus, within another year 
a central library and two permanent branches 
will serve the residents and industries of the 
City of Commerce. 
Plans and Developments 
The architect's original plans for the cen- 
tral library at the new Civic Center allowed 
for an area of 15,000 square feet, but in 
September 1964, the library moved into its 
new quarters with an allotment of 16,000 
square feet. The Civic Center is situated in 
the center of the city within easy reach of all 
companies. It plans to share some of the 
other city facilities, for example, the City 
Council chambers as a lecture hall and a place 
where programs for businessmen can be con- 
ducted. Several smaller rooms, to provide 
meeting or discussion group facilities, or for 
quiet study, have been provided in the new 
building. 
The central library will serve community 
residents as well as the technical and business 
needs of industry and commerce. It is felt 
that the combination of these collections, 
housed in one building, will not only serve 
industry but will help city residents to bet- 
ter themselves and improve job skills. 
It has been an exciting, interesting, and 
challenging three years to watch the growth 
and progress of a small city that feels it has a 
destiny to fulfill. It shows what can be done 
through proper planning, cooperation, and a 
high order of teamwork. 
Building and developing a new library in 
such a unique and dynamic situation is a 
very real challenge. I t  gives the staff ample 
opportunity for using new ideas to make this 
the ideal library for the "Model City." 
SPOTTED 
Computers and humans are put on equal 
footing in the new term, GINGOUT, which 
meansGarbage IN Garbage OUT Some 
special libraries seem more specialized than 
others. At the Arthur D. Little Company in 
Boston, a user can go to a "library of smells." 
After he has sniffed and categorized the 
smell he wants, he can go to numbered in- 
dexed trays and sniff all the smells until he 
finds the same one, which also has data on 
its chemistry. The National Voice Library at 
Michigan State University has a collection of 
approximately 16,000 voices and sounds 
ranging from a speech by Teddy Roosevelt 
to the blast from the bugle blown at the 
charge of the Light Brigade. Look, Ma, 
no hands, or how to catch a thief. To prevent 
and also to detect theft, some libraries are 
using the "Sentronic" book detector, which 
is a magnetized piece of metal placed in the 
binding. The librarian who checks out the 
book also demagnetizes the metal, but for 
those who sneak past the desk and try to 
leave, the magnetized book activates an in- 
strument inside the turnstile or door and 
automatically locks it. When you open 
a publication from the University of Okla- 
homa Press, look for the colophon where the 
life expectancy of the paper used will be 
given. No  need to worry about reordering as 
some of the paper will last 300 years. 
Archibald MacLeish, who was once a librar- 
ian himself, understands some of their prob- 
lems. He feels that they have done well get- 
ting books for readers; they must learn now 
how to get readers for books. Swifties 
may be passe but they are persistent: "I love 
to catalog," she said, dewey-eyed. A 
librarian in England has advice for prospec- 
tive librarians: i f  you have a mathematical 
bent and good analytical sense, you will un- 
doubtedly be a good librarian; if you love to 
sit around and read, do it on the other side 
of the chargeout desk. A librarian's lot 
is not a happy one-in India. Here's a quote 
from a review of the book, "The Library of 
the Nawabs of Avadh": ". . . Also does it 
throw light on the stock, its nature and disinte- 
gration through rats, loot, fire, and sale by li- 
brarian to meet the expenses of his daughter's 
marriage." Symposium: a gathering 
for professional purposes often used for iob- 
hunting, drinking, assignations, and the like. 
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Newspaper Library 
Reference Collections 
EVELYN E. SMITH 
HE SCHOOL of Jour- 
T n a l i s m  at Syracuse 
University coope ra t ed  
with me in sending a 
questionnaire to the ed- 
itors of 200 randomly se- 
lected small daily news- 
- - 
to 100,000. W e  received 1% replies, a won- 
derful response. 
The questionnaire was composed of 14 
parts; for example, we listed 31 reference 
books and asked the editors to check the 
ones in their libraries. Believe me, I was 
both horrified and delighted with the answers. 
Two other questions were: "Do you (the ed- 
itor) feel the newspaper library is valuable?" 
and "Is the role of newspaper libraries in- 
creasing or decreasing?" These are some of 
the typical replies: "Vital," "Essential," 
"Value of newspaper library is in direct 
ratio to its quality," "I don't know how 
anyone could properly publish without a 
library," "They are of prime value for sta- 
tistical, factual reference on staff developed 
stories and editorials," "Absolutely essential 
and must have a competent, news-oriented 
librarian," "Could be much more valuable 
than most are if properly managed and fully 
used," and "Vital-but requires a skilled li- 
brarian and staff awareness of library's 
value." 
Only one newspaper reporting had no li- 
brary, and this editor replied, "but we wish 
we could." H e  also wrote, "Most newspaper 
libraries I've seen are of limited value either 
because of scant material or such a glut of 
unclassified material they are frustrating." 
My first reaction to this was very real anger, 
then as I thought about his and some of the 
other replies, I wondered. Running through 
most of the answers was the idea that news- 
paper libraries are "vital" IF they have the 
right person as librarian, IF they have proper 
management, IF the reporters are aware of 
the library assets, IF they have proper refer- 
ence resources. 
Earlier I mentioned I was both delighted 
and horrified at the reference books i i  the 
libraries surveyed. Can you imagine a li- 
brary, any library, without a dictionary? Yet 
some of those surveyed did not own one. 
I was delighted that 123 had Bibles but 
dismayed that 72 of the 123 didn't have a 
Concordance. What happens in those 72 li- 
braries when a reporter wants to know in 
what chapter and verse a certain passage can 
be found ? 
If a reporter came to your library and 
asked for the latest estimated United States 
population figures (not the 1960 census fig- 
ures), could you find this on the double? 
The best place to look for current informa- 
tion would be the New Y o ~ k  Times Index, 
still, only 14 newspapers out of the 130 re- 
plying subscribed to this invaluable index. 
Here are some of the other outstanding 
- 
omissions discovered through the question- 
naire (the number indicates those not re- 
ceiving titles) : 
Biographical dictionaries (47) 
Booh of Stater (80) 
Since this costs only $9, I'm surprised more 
libraries don't have it. It's a directory of major 
state officials with much useful data given on 
recent legislation, taxation, finance, and the like. 
Dedl ine  Data on Fowign Afainr (18) 
Since this service is expensive ( $ 2 5 0 ) ,  I 'm 
amazed that so many subscribed. 
Miss Smith is Libra~ian at the recently dedicated School of Journalism Library of the 
Newhouse Communications Center, Spracme Uniuessity, Syracme, New York. She pre- 
sented the above paper to the Newspaper Division on June 11, 1964 at the 53th SLA 
Convention in St.  Louis. 
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Editorial Research Reports ( 6 6 )  
For $65 this is a great deal of information for 
the money. I t  arrives daily and weekly. A bound 
volume including all sections is sent at the end of 
the year. Accounts of current controversial prob- 
lems are included. 
Encyclopedias (20)  
Facts on File (84) 
For $95 a year the New Y o r k  T imes  Index 
costs less, but it is about a month late in arriving 
-for instance, the Index for January 1-15 came the 
last of February. Facts on File appears weekly 
and includes indexes twice a month. At the year's 
end a yearbook of great value has accumulated. 
Lincoln Library of Essential Information ( 1 0 7 )  
About $35. Since only a very few libraries 
have this volume, I gather most have not found 
it useful, but it does contain about three million 
words, and its general index lists some 22,000 
subject headings. In content of specific facts it's 
superior to a number of the major encyclopedias. 
So if you can't afford an encyclopedia try this 
volume. 
Quotation books ( 15 ) 
Another mystery. 
State manuals ( 2 1 )  
This I cannot understand. These are free in 
some states, and I would think would be invalu- 
able. 
Stati~tical Abstract (42) 
Costs $3.50. Annual summary of statistics show- 
ing trends in trade, industry, and social progress. 
Wonderful information for the money. 
W h o ' s  W h o  i n  America ( 2 8 )  
Costs $29.50. Biographical sketches of notable 
living Americans. 
I know the basis of most of small news- 
paper libraries is the clipping file. Is too 
much emphasis placed on them? One of the 
participants in the workshop one year at 
Syracuse had a call from her editor some dis- 
tance away. One envelope of clippings was 
lost-did she know where it was, or could 
she remember the particular detail he 
wanted ? Now if that library had had a basic 
reference collection, would. such a call have 
been necessary? I'm not belittling clipping 
files, just saying they may need to be supple- 
mented with reference books. It is worth 
considering whether a good reference book 
might not take the place of some clippings. 
It could save time and money. 
With small libraries in mind I have pre- 
pared three lists of reference materials that 
can be purchased at $100, $200, and $500 
respectively. These lists have been compiled 
after examining many sources as well as 
from my close association for many years 
with the. publishing of the Syracuse univer- 
sity campus paper, The Daily Omnge. One 
of the sources was the Btllletiu of the New 
York  Stdte Society of Newspapev Edi tov~.  
While compiling the lists I discovered four 
new titles not well known as yet: 
AMORY, Cleveland and BLACKWELL, Earl. Celeb- 
f i t y  Register. New York: Harper & Row. $25. 
Provides brilliant and brief word and photo- 
portraits of 2,800 outstanding American notables. 
The Columbia Encyclopedia. 3rd ed. New York: 
Columbia University Press. $49.50. 
Complete general reference tool unrivaled for 
comprehensiveness, authority, and convenience. 
Especially good if you have an old encyclopedia. 
D E  SOLA, Ralph. Abbreziiutjons Dictioi2u~y. New 
York: Duel, Sloan & Pearce. $4.95. 
More than 17,000 entries with definitions, short 
forms, signs, symbols, and contractions used in 
technology, science, industry, and business. 
PARTRIDGE, ric. Code Numes Dictjoizury. Detroit: 
Gale Research Company. $15. 
Gives the meaning of 10,000 code words and 
nicknames of both world wars, Korean conflict, 
and current aerospace, atomic energy, and other 
scientific programs. 
In the following three lists of suggested 
reference materials it is assumed that the 
libraries possess a dictionary, atlas, and en- 
cyclopedia. The $200 and $500 lists include 
all the books mentioned for the $100 library, 
except where more expensive editions or 
more comprehensive works are substituted 
(indicated by*). 
Suggested R,eference Books for a Newspaper 
Library at  a Cost of $1 00 
( A  substituted rifle in the $200 aizd $SO0 lists 
is indicuted bl * )  
~BARTLETT, John. Shorter Burtlett Familiar Quotn- 
tion.(. New York: Pocket Books, Inc. $.50; or 
DAVIDOFF, Henry. Porketbook of Quotations. 
New York: Pocket Books, Inc. $.35. 
Collections of the more familiar quotations 
arranged by general subject with an author index. 
Book o f  State.(. Chicago: The Council of State 
Governments. $9. 
Biennial directory of major state officials and 
state legislatures contain:ng much useful data on 
recent legislation, taxation, and finance. 
*:CHASE. Harrison and William D. Chase's Cal- 
endar oj  Annuul Events. Flint, Mich.: Apple Tree 
Press. $1. 
Chronological list of special events listing 
name, date, and purpose. Includes holidays, re- 
ligious days, and major sports events. 
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College catalogs and yearbooks 
Foreign Language Dictionaries 
French-English 6 English-French Everybody's 
Pocket Dictionaries. New York: David McKay 
Co. 51.25. 
German-English 6 English-German Everybody's 
Pocket Dictioizaries. New York: David McKay 
Co. 5.95. 
Spanish-English 6 English-Spani~h Ezwybody's 
Pocket Dictionaries. New York: David McKay 
Co. $95. 
Holy Bible. New York: Thomas Nelson & Sons. 
$5. 
Maps 
Free from local gas stations. 
*MILLER, Hugh M. History of Music. New York: 
Barnes & Noble. pap. $1.75. 
N e w  York  Times Index. $60. 
Semi-monthly issues plus Index cost $95. 
*NICHOLSON, Margaret. Dictionary of American- 
English Usage. New York: Signet (New Ameri- 
can Library of World Literature) $.75. 
The primary authority on grammar and general 
usage of language. 
*Roget's Pocket Thesaurus. New York: Pocket 
Books, Inc. pap. $.35. 
Synonyms and antonyms, arranged by subject. 
SCHWARTZ, Robert J. Complete Dictionary of 
Abbreviations. New York: T .  Y. Crowell Co. 
$4.95. 
Over 25,000 abbreviations used in every field. 
*SMESLER, Marshall. American History at a 
Glance. New York: Barnes & Noble. $1.50. 
State manuals 
Can be had free in some states by contacting 
state officials. 
Statistical Abstract of the United States. Washing- 
ton, D .  C.: Bureau of the Census. Available from 
the Government Printing Office. $3.50. 
Information that agencies of the federal gov- 
ernment produce on various political, social, eco- 
nomic, and other aspects of US .  affairs. 
Telephone books of the area 
U S .  Directory of Post Ofices. Washington, D .  C.: 
Government Printing Office. $2.50. 
Lists all post offices alphabetically by states. 
Includes army posts, air force bases, etc., and a 
list of zip code numbers. 
U S .  Government Organization Manual. Washing- 
ton, D. C.: Government Printing Office. $1.75. 
Official organization handbook of U S .  govern- 
ment. An annual publication giving the history, 
chief officials, and the functions and activities of 
all current government departments. 
Oficial U.S. Congressional Directory. Washing- 
ton, D. C.: Government Printing Office. $1.75. 
Usually appears once during each Congressional 
session. It contains biographical sketches of cur- 
rent members of Congress and of principal of- 
ficers of the executive department. 
"Ves t  Pocket Dic t ion iq  of Farnous People. New 
York: Random House. $1.25. 
*.VINCENT, Jean Anne. Histolq oj Art. York: 
Barnes & Noble. pap. $1.75. 
"TVodd Almamc.  New York: N .  Y. World Tele- 
grdm and T h e  Sun. p a p  $1.10. 
The 1964 volume of nearly 900 pages presents 
a full review of important events of 1963. More 
than 90 per cent of its contents is new informa- 
tion, revised statistics. It provides a handy ref- 
erence to life in the U S .  
Suggested Reference Books for a Newspaper 
Library at a Cost of $200 
(Th is  library also contains all the books in the 
$100 library except where subrtitutions are in- 
dicazed by *) 
*BARTLETT, John. Bartlett's Familiar Quotntionr. 
Boston: Little. Brown. $10. 
Arranged by authors, chronologically. Fine in- 
dex. 
Bible Concordance of the Reoised Standard 
Version. New York: Thomas Nelson & Sons. 
$16.50. 
TARRUTH,  Gorton, ed. Enc)clopedia of Amrri- 
can Facts 6 Dates, 3rd ed. New York: T. Y. 
Crowell Co. $6.95. 
Up-to-date manual supplies facts. dates, and 
events from all aspects of American life from the 
year 1000 to date. 
City directory and/or suburban directory. Price 
varies. 
Current Biography. New York: H.  W .  Wilson 
Company. $6. 
Who's who in the news and why. Published 
monthly except August. This is the most important 
single source of biographical data on contemporary 
notables. Includes pictures. 
Famous First Facts. New York: H.  W .  Wilson 
Co. $18. 
Lists the dates and circumstances of "firsts" in 
a wide variety of fields. 
HART, James D .  T h e  Oxford Companion to Amer- 
ican Literature. 3rd ed. New York: Oxford Uni- 
versity Press. $10. 
A collection of several thousand entries ar- 
ranged alphabetically and chronologically on 
American authors of all periods. 
HARVEY, Paul. T h e  Oxford Companion to Eng- 
lish Literature, 3rd ed. New York: Oxford Uni- 
versity Press. $10. 
Covers English literature by an alphabetically 
arranged series of brief entries on authors, major 
books, characters of literature, etc. 
LANGER, William L. A n  Encyclopedia of W o r l d  
History. Boston: Houghton-Mifflin. $9. 
Ancient, medieval, and modern history chron- 
ologically arranged. 
*LOVELOCK, William. A Concise History of 
Music. New York: Frederick Ungar. $3.95. 
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*MORRIS, Richard B. Encyclopedia of American 
Hi~tory.  New York: Harper & Row. $8.95. 
In three parts: basic chronology, topical chro- 
nology, and 300 notable Americans, including 
biographical studies. 
*NICHOLSON, Margaret. A Dictionary of Ameri- 
can-English Usage. New York: Oxford Univ. Pr. $5. 
Considered by many to be THE authority on 
grammar and general usage of the language. Dis- 
cussions are supported by quotations. 
*RogetJs International Thesaurus. New York: 
T .  Y. Crowell Co. $5.95. 
Roget's principle was to group synonyms of 
all types, including slang and colloquialisms, 
under main subject headings and then show the 
different shades of meaning. 
STEVENSON, Burton E. Home Book of Verse, 9th 
ed. 2 vols. New York: Holt. $25. 
American and English verse. 
VANDERBILT, Amy. Amy Vanderbilt's Complete 
Book of Etiquette, rev. ed. New York: Double- 
day. $6. 
Well organized for reference. 
Who's W h o  in America. Chicago: A. N.  Marquis. 
$29.50. 
A biographical dictionary of notable living 
Americans. 
Suggested Reference Books for a Newspaper 
Library at  a Cost of $500 
(This library also contains all the books in the 
$100 and $200 libraries except where substitu- 
tions are indicated by *) 
Black's Law Dictionary, 4th ed. St. Paul, Minn.: 
West Publishing Co. $10. 
Definitions of the terms and phrases of Ameri- 
can and English jurisprudence, ancient and mod- 
ern, with a guide to pronunciation. 
Economic Almanac. N. Y.: T. Y. Crowell Co. $5. 
A compact annual handbook of the latest sta- 
tistical data about current economic problems. 
Editor b Publisher International Market Guide. 
New York: Editor & Publisher. $5. 
Lists cities (by states) where daily newspapers 
are published. Each entry includes city location, 
market area, transportation, housing, banks, etc. 
Editor 6 Publisher International Yearbook. New 
York: Editor & Publisher. $8. 
Comprehensive guide to the newspapers of 
U S .  and Canada giving personnel and circula- 
tion. 
Editorial Research Reports. Washington, D. C.: 
Editorial Research Reports. $65. 
Accounts of current controversial problems- 
daily and weekly. Cumulative yearly volume. 
Facts on File. New York; Facts on File. $95. 
World news digest with index. Consists of a 
weekly eight-page or more news digest, a cumula- 
tive index, and a cumulative appendix. Appears 
only about a week after present date instead of 
the month or more the hTew York Times Index 
takes to bring out its semimonthly issues. 
*GARDNER, Helen. Art Through the Ages, 4th ed. 
New York: Harcourt, Brace & World. $7.25. 
A standard history of art made useful for 
quick reference through a detailed index. 
Lincoln Library of Essential Information. Buffalo, 
N .  Y.: The Frontier Press. $32.50. 
Nearly equal in scope and comprehensiveness 
to a number of the major general encyclopedias. 
MENKE, Frank C. Ency~lopediu of Sport.r, 3rd rev. 
ed. New York: A. S. Barnes. $12. 
Comprehensive information on every sport 
played in America. 
Stedman's Medical Dictionary. Baltimore, Md.: 
Williams & Wilkins Co. $14.95. 
Frequently revised, this dictionary contains 
many thousand terms used in general medicine, 
dentistry, veterinary medicine, bio-chemistry, and 
related fields. 
STEINBERG, S. H., ed. Statesmen's Year Book. 
New York: St. Martin's Press. $10. 
Statistical and historical annual of the states 
of the world. 
* Webster's Biographical Dictionary. Springfield, 
Mass.: G. & C. Merriam Co. $8.50. 
Contains more than 40,000~.biographi~~l entries 
on very famous people. 
Webster's Geographical Dictionary. Springfield, 
Mass.: G. & C. Merriam Co. $8.50. 
An alphabetical listing of about 40,000 place 
names with brief data on each. 
Who's  W h o .  New York: Macmillan. $20. 
Biographical accounts of notable living Eng- 
lish men and women. 
Who's W h o  in the East (Midwest) (South and 
Southwest) (West ) .  Chicago: A. N. Marquis. $25. 
Select the one for your area. 
Recruitment of Fair Librarians 
Reference and children's librarians are being 
sought for the Library/USA Information 
Center at the New York World's Fair. Ap- 
plications are now being accepted for the 
1965-66 term of the Fair. Librarians chosen 
for the staff will receive two-week training 
- 
in data processing and information storage 
and retrieval as well as full round-trip air 
transportation and a $15 per diem ($5 for 
New York City residents). Librarians who 
have previously applied need not apply again 
as their applications will be considered if 
they have indicated their availability. Appli- 
cations should be submitted to Gordon P. 
Martin, Project Director, Library/USA, 
United States Pavilion, New York World's 
Fair, Flushing 52, by December 31, 1964. 
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Telephone Answering Recorder and 
Reproduction Service 
An automatic telephone answering tape re- 
corder called the Electronic Secretary has 
been installed as part of the expanded serr- 
ices offered by the Hughes Aircraft Company 
Culver City Library. Mr. J. W. Atwood, 
Manager of Hughes Office Services Depart- 
ment, suggested the use of this Electronic 
Secretary, which is tied closely with two 
other services offered by the library. 
The first of these services is the use of the 
Xerox Model 914 Copier for book and peri- 
odical copying. Reprints of periodicals, 
books, reports, or any other library material 
are made available to all Hughes technical 
personnel on request. This service has kept 
almost two 914s going at capacity for eight 
hours a day. The reproductions made by the 
914 are quite sharp in detail and are de- 
livered usually within four days if the library 
material is on the shelf. 
The second of our services connected with 
the automatic answering service is The COG 
tents of Selected Periodicals (CSP) . The 
CSP is a periodical publication that has re- 
productions of the table of contents of 26 
selected journals and is routed to about 750 
technical personnel twice a month. 
The ~iectronic Secretary acts as the auto- 
matic link between the patron reading our 
CSP and our reprint service. It also serves 
as the automatic link between all of our pa- 
trons, our collection, and our reproduction 
service. 
When the correct telephone number is 
dialed, a requester hears the following mes- 
sage from the Electronic Secretary's record- 
ing: 
"This is the library. Your request for re- 
production will be recorded by this machine. 
Please state clearly the name of the period- 
ical, author of the article, date, and page 
numbers. Also give your name, extension, 
mail station, and your source code. You may 
begin dictating after you hear the tone sig- 
nal." 
The requester repeats the bibliographic in- 
formation, his own name, and his Hughes 
identification into the tele~hone. This is all 
he has to do. 
The Electronic Secretary automatically an- 
swers the telephone, plays the recorded mes- 
sage to the patron and, then records the pa- 
tron's message. Once a day the messages 
that have been received are played back so 
that the information on the recorder may 
be transcribed onto reproduction request 
forms. Only reproduction requests are routed 
through the Electronic Secretary. A11 other 
requests are handled by either the circulation 
or reference desk. 
Once the requests have been transcribed, 
the magazine or bound volume is found, the 
article is checked, and the item is sent to 
our reproduction area. There is a constant 
flow of material in and out of the reproduc- 
tion area, which is located in the library. 
Normally when a truckload of material is 
sent for- reproduction, a completed load is 
brought back. These reprints are reproduced 
on vellum so that additional copies can be 
made more economically on an 0zalid blue- 
print machine. 
When the journal and reprint are returned, 
the reprint is sent through the company mail 
to the patron and the journal reshelved. 
The Electronic Secretary has been in op- 
eration for over one year, and in that time 
the service has been accepted and widely 
used by a large number of Hughes research 
and development personnel. The statistics 
we have kept on requests received by Elec- 
tronic Secretary have shown a steady and sig- 
nificant increase in its use since inception 
with as many as 1,000 requests in one month. 
The Hughes Culver City Library is proud 
of its collection and service. The Electronic 
Secretary is one more service that the Hughes 
library can point to with pride. 
MASSE BLOOMFIELD, Supervisor 
Culver City Library 
Hughes Aircraft Company 
Culver City, California 
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Planning the New Library: 
The Autonetics Library System 
VICTOR J. MICHEL, JR. 
UTONETICS, a Division of North Ameri- A can Aviation. Inc.. is a 27.000-man 
organization geared to research, develop, 
manufacture, and maintain space age elec- 
tronics. The division represents crystallization 
of an activity originated in 1946 when North 
American undertook programs for high per- 
formance weapon systems requiring autopi- 
lot, armament control, and navigation equip- 
ment more advanced than anv then available. 
An organization, which became part of a 
Missile and Control Equipment Division 
- (MACE), was set up to develop new elec- 
tronics and electro-m&hanical control equip- 
ment for such weapon systems. In 1956 
MACE was divided into four new divisions, 
and the embryo electronics group became 
Autonetics. 
The present library system was born at 
this time. Approximately 3,500 books and 
15,000 technical reports and pamphlets were 
assigned to the new library from the old 
MACE Library. Normal library growth con- 
tinued through the years with a proportionate 
growth in holdings, personnel, floor space, 
and circulation. 
Research Library 
In November 1959, the author was ad- 
vised of a management decision to establish 
a Research Center and was asked to submit 
recommendations for the size, design, layout, 
and physical features of a research library. 
The submission of the requested report 
marked the beginning of the research branch 
library and also the beginning of the branch 
library system. 
It was thought that this library should be 
designed to provide maximum service to 
users, the size and physical layout arranged 
Victor J. Michel, Jr., is Chief Librarian at 
Autonetics, a division o f  North Amevicaw 
Auiation, IIIC. ,  Anaheim, California. Of- 
hours h e  is the  mayor of Placentia, California. 
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to assist in providing the proper environ- 
ment for research scientists, and the location 
to be such that it would be easilv accessible 
to every potential customer. In short, it was 
proposed that the library be the blood stream 
- 
supplying the heart and lungs (the labora- 
tory and office) with its vital product-in- 
formation. These recommendations were sup- 
ported by Dr. Robert M. Ashby, then Vice 
President-Research & Development (a heavy 
library user), and in November 1961 the 
library was occupied with no changes to the 
original plan. 
Operationally, this library functions in the 
same manner as all other branch libraries 
with a notable exception-the book catalog- 
ing system. The Dewey Decimal Classifica- 
tion had been used in the Autonetics library 
system since the MACE days. Like so many 
Jther special libraries today, studies showed 
that the conversion of the cataloging system 
to either the Library of Congress or Uni- 
versal Decimal Classification system would 
prove to be quite expensive and time-con- 
suming. Since the holdings of this library 
were to be new and unique to the company 
and were to comprise a special purpose col- 
lection, the decision was made to catalog all 
" 
holdings in the Library of Congress system. 
This decision has not been regretted to date 
and, surprisingly enough, has created no 
control problems despite the fact that all 
book acquisition, cataloging, and processing 
functions are handled by the main library. 
Basically the research library comprises 
four rooms of approximately 2,600 square 
feet. The reading room and stack areas have 
floor-to-ceiling windows on the east side and 
windows on the north side approximately 
seven feet above the floor. Beige drapes 
soften the window areas and blend with ihe 
beige and yellow walls. The windows over- 
look a ~ a t i o  with multi-colored floral ar- 
rangements. T o  take advantage of this re- 
laxed environment, the drapes are left open 
at all times, providing natural lighting. at the new location, plans were made to 
Glare has been no problem since the second establish small branch libraries as buildings 
floor overhangs eight feet to reduce the rays 
of the early morning winter sun. Book and 
periodical shelving are lagoon blue; table 
tops, carrel tops, and charge desk tops are 
beige scrim; the table legs and other acces- 
sories are cordovan; the chair colors are 
equally divided between Nassau blue and 
lemon yellow. The carrels are separated from 
the balance of the reading area to provide 
the quiet atmosphere necessary for extensive 
research activities. 
The work area has been completely sep- 
arated from the reading room stock area 
with a solid wall construction. It is felt that 
this design reduces the level of normal office 
noise emanating from the work area and 
helps achieve the desired atmosphere for 
scientific research. 
The report storage area contains 30 verti- 
cal files, 20 five-drawer file cabinets, and a 
map case. These are arranged to provide 
quick access to that portion of the report 
collection housed in the research library. 
This area, which is immediately adjacent to 
the work area, is restricted to the use of 
library personnel only. 
The offices of the branch library supervisor 
and the research librarian are located in the 
work area to provide easy accessibility to 
the charge desk when necessary. 
Branch Libraries 
In 1960 the Product Divisions of Auto- 
netics began a relocation effort to Anaheim, 
California. To provide direct library service 
to the engineering and technical personnel 
0 
were erected at the new site. In accordance 
with this master plan, branch libraries were 
opened in January 1961 at the Armament 
Control Division; in June 1961 at the Data 
Systems Division; in October 1961 at the 
Minuteman Systems Management Division. 
In December 1962, two branches, which 
were established at the former site in 
Downey for the Navigation Systems Division, 
were moved to the Anaheim site. The new- 
est library, the Systems Division Branch, 
was established in April 1963, and plans 
now are in progress to relocate from tem- 
porary quarters to an area compatible with 
the other branches. 
The functions of all branches are identical 
in that they provide on-site distribution of 
reports generated by the parent division and 
current periodicals and selected books of in- 
terest to the division. Reference assistance 
and limited research efforts are offered as 
are liaison activities with the main and 
other branch libraries. 
The design features of the branches are 
quite similar to one another; each providing 
a reading and stack area, a combination work 
and report storage area, and occupancy of 
between 800 and 950 square feet. 
Main Library 
With the establishment of the research 
library in late 1959, the question arose, 
"Should branches be responsible for their 
own acquisitions, cataloging, and processing 
or should these functions remain a central- 
ized activity in the main library?" It was 
The reading area of the 
Armament control library is 
typical of the branch l i -  
braries' physical layout. 
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In the main library, the reading area i s  divided further into the periodicals reading room 
on the left and the refer.ence and stack room on the right. Study carrels are behind the 
stacks. 
felt that centralized services would be more 
desirable for the following reasons: I) re- 
duced costs through fewer personnel; 2) 
uniformity in cataloging; 3 )  better utiliza- 
tion of professional personnel; and 4) in the 
report area, the desire of the various distri- 
bution agencies to conduct business with an 
organization at one address. This decision 
has been very successful in that the acquisi- 
tion and cataloging librarians can devote full 
time to their specialty, and the reference and 
research librarians in the branches are not 
distracted from their duties with acquisition 
and cataloging problems. 
Since Autonetics is a Department of De- 
fense contractor, the services of the Defense 
Documentation Center, formerly ASTIA, 
and the National Aeronautics and Space 
Administration (NASA) are available 
through the Main Library. In addition, the 
library is currently on the approved distribu- 
tion lists for other major military and educa- 
tional agencies throughout the world. The 
sum of the services provided by these agen- 
cies insures a continuous receipt of current re- 
port literature. All reports, regardless of 
whether received automatically or in reply 
to a specific request, are cataloged in the 
manual retrieval system prior to processing 
and circulation. Standard operating proce- 
dure has required for years that when reports 
are received in response to a specific request, 
the cataloging, processing, and notification 
to the requestor will not exceed two working 
hours from time of receipt. Further, company 
procedure states that all reports received in 
the company will be routed to the library 
upon receipt for recording and cataloging. 
Interlibrary loan functions, primarily with 
Pacific Aerospace Library, are coordinated 
through the main library. 
In 1957 a request was made to manage- 
ment to authorize the addition of a biblio- 
graphic research function to the library op- 
eration. This professional team conducts 
extensive literature surveys on technical, ad- 
ministrative, and management subjects on a 
continuing basis. 
It is generally recognized that a trained 
bibliographer can produce a completed bib- 
liography at just one-fourth the cost of a 
survey researched by technical personnel. 
When one considers the salary differential 
together with the effective and knowledgea- 
ble use of the bibliographic tools, it would 
seen1 that a one-quarter cost figure would 
be a conservative assumption. Management 
did recognize the benefits to be derived and 
authorized the establishment of a biblio- 
graphic research unit consisting of two pro- 
fessional bibliographers and several clerical 
employees. Since that time a large number 
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The report storage area in the main library 
i s  a large "personnel only" room where cir- 
culation and processing control functions are 
also carried out. 
of bibliographies, formal and informal, have 
been generated on a wide variety of subjects. 
From its inception in 1956 to June 1962, 
the library was located in the headquarters 
building at Downey, California. While the 
physical location was more than adequate 
upon occupancy, the vigorous acquisition 
program instituted in 1958 quickly depleted 
all growth space. In 1961, Autonetics began 
a relocation of its facilities from Downey 
to Anaheim, California. The long-awaited 
day came in September 1963. Over 1,800 
transfer cases were used to move the library 
data, books, bound journals, periodicals, and 
reports. Packing began at noon on Thursday 
and was completed by quitting time Friday. 
The library opened for limited service at 
noon on Monday and for full service on 
Tuesday morning. 
The 6,300 square foot area is divided 
roughly into three areas-reading-stack area; 
report storage area; and the office work area. 
~ e w  library equipment identical to that 
used in the research library was obtained for 
the reading-stack area. The color scheme is 
also similar except that dusty blue was sub- 
stituted for the cordovan brown. Raised plas- 
tic relief maps of the United States and of 
the world decorate the wall, and a potted 
plant adds to the decor. A micro-reading 
room has been included. Although new to 
Autonetics, they have been used by many 
libraries in the past. The reading-printing 
equipment for microfilm and microfiche, 
Microcard reader, and the microstorage cabi- 
nets are located in this room. A handy light 
switch provides immediate darkness to allow 
maximum utilization of this rapidly growing 
method of data presentation. 
Immediately adjacent to the reading room 
is the work area housing the acquisition, 
cataloging, interlibrary loan, periodical con- 
trol, and bibliographic research functions, and 
the office of the main library supervisor. This 
room also serves as the receival and trans- 
mittal point for all mail, book shipments, 
and document control activities. 
The report storage area, affectionately 
called "the cage," provides the storage area 
for all report literature in 180 vertical file 
cabinets. The bindery stage and the bindery 
processing functions are located immediately 
adjacent. Those personnel responsible for 
processing and circulation control functions 
also operate from this large room. From the 
View of the report storage area in th.e main 
technical library, which is adjacent to the 
reading and stack area. Under the tables 
near stacks are the black transfer cases used 
to transmit books among the libraries in 
the system. 
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work-place-layout standpoint, this arrange- 
ment has proven to be very beneficial in re- 
ducing unnecessary steps to and from the 
various files. 
In an effort to inform potential library 
users of the services and holdings available 
to them, an unofficial library education pro- 
gram has been conducted quite successfully 
for a number of years. The primary elements 
of this program are: 
1. Employee indoctrination. A brief outline 
of the Autonetics Library System, its loca- 
tions, features, holdings, and services is 
given to each new scientific, engineering, and 
administrative employee as part of his initial 
indoctrination lecture. 
2. To help keep technical users informed of 
new acquisitions to the library system, a 
weekly accession bulletin is distributed to 
over 500 different offices. This listing is sim- 
ilar to the type used in many other special 
libraries and contains pertinent information 
on new books and reports and comes equipped 
with a handy order form. It also contains 
special announcements on library matters of 
general interest. In addition, the research li- 
brary publishes a bimonthly listing of new 
book acquisitions to provide a handy check- 
list for scientific and technical personnel in 
the Research Center. 
3. A brief brochure describing the library 
services is available at each charge desk to 
assist the new or occasional user in familiar- 
 zing themselves with the library. 
4. Special announcements on the library are 
periodically published in the company weekly 
newspaper Auto?zetics Skywriter. These an- 
Local high school students use the library as 
part of the Autonetics school-library assist- 
ance program. 
nouncements include such items as National 
Library Week participation and new or re- 
vised library services. Recently it published 
a full-page feature article on the library and 
its activities. In addition, the library has, 
since 1957, provided book abstracts for a 
regular feature called, most appropriately, 
"The Technical Book Shelf." This series has 
proven to be quite popular and, needless to 
say, usually books that are listed become 
"best-sellers" immediately. 
One program of which the library staff is 
extremely proud is the Autonetics school-li- 
Partial view of the reading 
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brary assistance program. This program 
opens the doors of the research library to the 
high school students of North Orange 
County several nights each month to use the 
open literature collection on a reference 
basis. It is generally recognized that most 
high school and smaller public libraries are 
many times unable, due to funding limita- 
tions, to keep abreast of the technical and 
scientific states-of-the-art today. Science stu- 
dents with a genuine interest and talent can 
be thwarted in their quest for knowledge 
without some assistance of the Iarger educa- 
tional institutions, public libraries, or indus- 
try. This program provides access to the 
needed current scientific information for on- 
site reference use and has proven to be quite 
popular. Library supervision is present each 
school night to provide assistance in using 
the library and the reference tools that are 
new to many of the students. In addition, 
very often members of the scientific staff of 
the Research Center will stand by to answer 
questions and assist students in their studies. 
Passes, which allow admittance to the li- 
brary, are controlled by the science instruc- 
tors of the various schools and are given to 
the students they feel will benefit by par- 
ticipation in the program. To date the pro- 
gram h3s been quite successful, and it ap- 
pears will grow even more in the future as 
benefits to the students (and the instructors) 
are realized. 
In summary, while the growth of the li- 
brary system at Autonetics has been rapid, it 
has developed from the standpoint of pro- 
viding maximum assistance to our customers 
-the scientist, the engineer, the administra- 
tor, and the executive-with the word "serv- 
ice," as the keystone of our existence. 
VITAL STATISTICS FOR THE AUTONETICS LIBRARY SYSTEM 
Total 
Total square foot area (Research, 2,400; Main, 6,300; Other branches, 3,900) 12,600 
Staff 43 
Professional 10 
Nonprofessional 33 
Employees served 25,000 
Annual circulation (1 963) 242,000 
items 
Volumes (Research, 4,600; Main, 26,300; Other branches, 7,200) 37,100 
Current subscriptions 
Different 700 
Total 1,350 
Technical Reports 60,000 
Planned with library supervision 
Special Facilities: photocopy; Microcard reader; microfilm reader-printer; topographic 
map collection 
DOD Information Centers Established 
The Department of Defense has set up 22 keep in contact with leading laboratory sci- 
information analysis centers in research in- entists in specialized fields, thus performing 
stitutions, universities, and government lab- a different function from existing documenta- 
oratories in various parts of the United tion centers, which are primarily concerned 
States. These centers will keep DOD's man- with the handling of documents and not the 
agerial, scientific, and engineering personnel information contained in them. The estab- 
and their contractors informed on the latest lishment of the centers represents one of the 
information available as well as answer re- first government policy statements in re- 
quests. The centers will collect and evaluate sponse to the recommendations made in the 
published and unpublished literature and 1963 Weinberg Report. 
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International Classification Research 
Study Conference 
T HE SECOND International Study Confer- ence on Classification Research brought 
together at the efficient Prins Hamlet Hotel 
in Elsinore, for the week of September 14 
through 18, 1964, an impressive aggrega- 
tion of practicing researchers (56 from 16 
countries) in various areas of classification. 
In me, Special Libraries has found either the 
most qualified or the least qualified of the 
attendees to report on the sessions. 
The week before the conference convened 
I went on a conducted tour of Scandinavia 
in the company of a motley group of people 
who had nothing at all in common except a 
desire to see unfamiliar sights in a designated 
part of the world and to return home again 
safely. Even our language was not as com- 
mon as we expected, since we had English- 
speakers from Australia, South Africa, Scot- 
land, England, Canada, and the United 
States. Everyone exhibited his best clothes 
and his best manners, expressed polite inter- 
est in the peculiar customs of everyone else, 
and felt comfortable in the most foreign 
countries only when others of the party were 
around. The favorite in-group sport was 
criticizing the depth and/or quality of the 
information imparted by the courier; all of 
us felt that we knew more about the subject 
of some part of his spiel than he was telling 
us. Each of us returned home to friends who 
wanted to be told "all about your trip," and 
I would venture to guess that there were as 
many variant reports as travelers, for one 
persbn's highligct is always another's Dulls- 
ville. 
The main difference between this week 
and the one at Elsinore was that on the first 
tour a courier did the talking, while on the 
second the passengers did. The sessions were 
concerned with various aspects of the con- 
ceptual, verbal, and notational planes in- 
volved in the organization of the information 
embodied in documents; furthermore, con- 
sidered as a whole, the conference had its 
own conceptual, verbal, and notational 
planes. 
During the last day, the participants in- 
dulged in what the interpreter (translating 
M. de Grolier) described as "the usual rite, 
the usual ritual engaged in at the end of 
conferences, expressing the group's hopes, 
which often turn out to be pious hopes." The 
conclusions could only be of the most gen- 
eral, and the value of the recommendations, 
apart from the weight imparted to them by 
the distinguished reputations of the members 
of the group, will of course be proven by the 
future success of whatever the individuals or 
organizations may decide to carry them out. 
All expenses for my week were paid by 
the National Science Foundation, and it was 
rumored that the crushing schedule was that 
august agency's attempt to ensure that it re- 
ceived its money's worth. However, I would 
challenge the wisdom of this idea, and in my 
doubting I am in good company. At break- 
fast one morning (attendees drew lots for 
tables at dinner, and at lunch too for a day 
or so), Dr. Ranganathan said that in his 
opinion the most productive conferences are 
those that partake of the nature of a retreat, 
in the religious and restorative sense. When 
the right people are invited to a meeting of 
their intellectual and professional peers (and 
neither he nor I would question the rightness 
of any of the people at Elsinore), they should 
be let alone to stretch their minds singly or 
in groups of their choosing-the less sched- 
uling the better, whatever the conference 
objectives might be. The results of such re- 
treats are often surprising, though some of 
them may take 50 years or so to make them- 
selves felt. Direction-even cobweb-light- 
of the work or thought of such individuals 
in the intervening period is equally inadvis- 
able. The best that can be hoped for is that 
a capable professional will take fire at an 
idea or its germ, and go off to do something 
important. There are never any guarantees. 
But certainly no one would question the 
success of the FID-sponsored Dorking con- 
ference which was conducted on the "re- 
treat" plan. 
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Dr.  B. V. Tell of Stockholm told a story 
which might, as h e  suggested, indicate the 
chief benefit derived from this conference. 
According to him, an important Swedish 
official traveling abroad checked in at his 
hotel and impressed upon the chambermaid 
the crucial necessity of his being wakened no 
later than 7:15 the next morning. Utterly 
convinced, she lay awake all night, checking 
the clock every other minute, waiting for the 
right moment to come. When at last it did, 
she tapped timidly at the Swedish gentle- 
man's door; from inside came an annoyed 
snarl, "Louder." Mystified, she rapped more 
boldly. Again came the angry voice, calling 
"Louder." Finally she kicked and pounded, 
heedless of propriety and neighbors alike. 
"Good," cried the Swede through the still- 
closed door. "Now I can hear you." 
BARBARA DENISON, Director 
SLA Special Classifications Center 
School of Library Science 
Western R e s e r ~ e  University 
Cle~eland,  Ohio 
Conclusions and Recommendations of Conference 
Approved at the Closing Session on September 18, 1964 
1. Present Situation 
The first International Study Conference on 
Classification for Information Retrieval was 
held at Dorking under the auspices of Inter- 
national Federation for Documentation (FID) 
in 1957. It  was the continuation of the efforts 
undertaken by FID over a number of years, 
in its CC and CA committees and at  its an- 
nual conferences, particularly at the Rome 
1951 and Brussels 1955 conferences. 
In the seven years since Dorking much 
progress has been made, both in the design of 
classification1 systems and in the application of 
machines to information retrieval. There were 
five nations represented at Dorking. Individ- 
uals from 16 countries and two international 
bodies attended the present conference. The 
scope of the second conference is much broader 
than the first. This reflects the growing interest 
and increased volume of research being car- 
ried on in this field. 
It is no longer necessary to insist on the 
role of classification in information storage 
and retrieval languages. The earlier doubts on 
the feasibiIity of machine retrieval have largely 
disappeared. Moreover, it has been widely rec- 
ognized that paradigmatical" organization is 
1. By "classification" is meant any method creating 
relations, generic or other, between individual 
semantic units, regardless of the degree in hier- 
archy contained in the systems and of whether 
those systems would be applied in connection with 
traditional or more or less mechanized methods of 
document searching. 
2. These terms being respectively equivalent to: 
lexical and syntactic structures, vertical and hori- 
zontal axes, etc. 
an essential feature of any effective machine 
system. Many theoretical issues have been clar- 
ified, and progress in engineering capabilities 
for the processing of large information files 
has been significant. 
Important contributions to classification 
theory have been made by various disciplines, 
such as structural linguistics, semantics, math- 
ematics, logic, and epistomology. EsperimentaI 
testing of existing classification systems has 
been pursued on an increasing scale. The in- 
dividuals at the present conference reflect this 
multi-disciplinary approach to the problems in 
classification. The purpose of the present con- 
ference has been to consider the situation and 
point the way toward productive future work. 
2. New Directions 
2.1 Theore t i cd l  R e ~ e d r c h  
The existing body of theory is in need of 
further elaboration on various lines, for both 
general and special classification systems, as 
well as for such established applications as 
shelf arrangement, card catalogues, indexes, 
and bibliographies on the one hand and ma- 
chine systems of various degrees of mechaniza- 
tion and automation on the other hand. 
This theoretical approach embraces among 
other things: 
a. the study of the mutual interrelationships 
between thought and language, i.e., the con- 
nection between concepts, relations between 
concepts, and their espression in the natural 
language; 
b. the linguistic study of terminology in scien- 
tific and technical fields; 
c. the construction of controlled vocabularies, 
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thesauri (with or without hierarchical rela- 
tions expressed) as well as classificatory pre- 
coordinated structures; 
d. the study of various methods for embody- 
ing "analytic" relations given by context (so- 
called syntactical structures) ; 
e. the analysis and evaluation of the func- 
tional relationship between the various com- 
ponents of systems (including classification, 
codes, and equipment) ; 
f. the study of the behavioral processes, eg., 
the inductive processes (both at the individual 
and group levels), which largely determine 
the choice of semantic categories. 
In this connection, a number of specific 
questions relating to classification theory 
should be investigated further, such as: 
a. the possible separation of paradigmatic and 
syntagmatic relations;' 
b. the use of universally applicable categories 
or categories applicable to several fields; 
c. the domains of application and conditions 
for the use of integrative levels; 
d. the formal (mathematical and logical) 
foundations of classification; 
e. the relevance of a classification system to 
the subject being classified, taking into account 
related semantic questions from the socio-psy- 
chological point of view; 
f. data classification (look-up systems) as con- 
trasted with document classification; 
g. the optimal stage of precision in classifica- 
tion language when expressing complexity. 
At the frontier of theoretical research and 
practical application we should investigate: 
h. symbolization (notation) problems; 
i. relationship between "general" encyclopedic 
classification schemes and "specialized" clas- 
sification schemes. 
2.2 Applications 
Theoretical studies mentioned above should 
be applied to: 
a. the improvement of existing classification, 
including work on methods for construction of 
thesauri and related tools; 
b. the achievement of better design in new 
classifications; 
c. the exploration and implementation of com- 
patibility among classification systems and 
thesauri, including standardized vocabularies; 
d. the convertibility of the records of material 
indexed in one system into another; 
e. the study of the interaction between the 
classification systems and computer technology 
in the process of system analysis and program- 
ming; and the effects of the cooperation be- 
tween the classificationist and the systems en- 
gineer. 
2.3 Evallration of Classification Systems 
The objective of work in this area should be 
to obtain generally recognized and standard- 
ized techniques for evaluation as well as the 
measurement of the dimensions of a classifica- 
tion system. It is necessary to devise: 
a. more adequate experimental and operational 
test designs, 
b. better evaluation techniques, 
c. mathematical models for the more precise 
and reliable description of systems, 
d. better methods for the comparison and eval- 
uation of classification systems. 
Tests and evaluations of existing systems in 
a variety of disciplines should be encouraged. 
An international cooperative effort should be 
made on collections of sufficiently large size to 
test the utility of classification systems. There 
is a need for further work along these lines: 
e. tests that include the users of classification 
systems, the classifiers, and indexers to un- 
cover divergencies between index description 
and the author's own analysis of his paper; 
f. studies of the reliability and consistency of 
results of classification performed by different 
classifiers within one classification system and/ 
or various systems; 
g. more precise and reliable methods of meas- 
uring documentary relevance to search queries. 
2.4 Automdted Classification 
The problems related to the construction 
and possible application of automated classifi- 
cations could have appeared under all the pre- 
ceding headings, but the high level of interest 
in this area at this time called for special and 
separate treatment. 
Automated classification includes: I )  the 
mathematical derivation of classification sched- 
ules (the work of the classificationist) and 2) 
the automated assignment of documents to 
categories (the act of classing, which is the 
work of the classifier), regardless of whether 
the categories were automatically derived or 
were chosen from a classification scheme pre- 
viously devised. 
The automated assignment of documents 
using a prepared classification schedule is al- 
ready operationally feasible. The other kind 
of automated classification has been subject 
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to some experimentation. Further experimenta- 
tion on an adequate statistical basis is desira- 
ble in order to determine the scope and limita- 
tions of these procedures in comparison with 
other classification methods. Statistically relia- 
ble studies are needed to determine how the 
automated classification compares with the vo- 
cabulary and the document distribution ap- 
plied by classifiers and users. 
3. Ways and Means 
3.0 Steps have been taken to systematize ter- 
minology on a national level, in order to 
standardise and simplify the vocabularies used 
for describing classification systems. It is rec- 
ognized that standardisation of terms requires 
prior coordination of concepts by the different 
specialists concerned. It is urged that this ef- 
fort be organized by an international body 
such as FID/CR or ISO. 
3.1 There is already some cooperation among 
research teams on an informal basis. This 
should be extended and placed on a more 
organized footing, particularly through inter- 
national exchange of research personnel, ex- 
change of data and computer programs, fel- 
lowships, etc. 
3.2 A register of classification research proj- 
ects in progress should be maintained by some 
suitable organization. A frequent and prompt 
publication containing information on new ac- 
tivities is needed. Clearinghouse arrangements 
should be made for the collection and provi- 
sion of information on classification systems 
and thesauri for special fields and materials 
available in machine code for the use in clas- 
sification research. Critical reviews of research 
progress should be encouraged. 
3.3 Shortage of personnel for classification re- 
search is a serious obstacle to progress. Meas- 
ures to improve this situation by training are 
being made and should be encouraged in in- 
stitutions of higher learning. Attempts should 
also be made to interest research workers from 
certain other disciplines in classification re- 
search problems. 
3.4 In accordance with the FID Bureau rec- 
ommendation of June 1964, the formation of 
national groups for the study of classification 
and retrieval languages should be encouraged 
where such groups do not exist. The FID/CR 
Committee is to be considered as the link be- 
tween these various groups. 
3.5 More financial support will be required 
for classification research and its supporting 
organizations. The responsibility for financing 
research projects is primarily in the hands of 
national organizations for scientific research, 
foundations, and international governmental 
organizations, like Unesco, and non-govern- 
mental organizations like FID itself. Eventual 
inclusion of this list of priorities for funda- 
mental research on classification problems in 
the FID Long Term Programme could stimu- 
late additional support and encourage further 
cooperation among the various organizations 
concerned. 
3.6 Further symposia or study groups should 
be organized at reasonably short intervals. 
They should be planned in such a way as to 
facilitate detailed study and critical review of 
work in progress. 
CLR Grants for Application Studies 
T h e  Council on Library Resources, Inc., has 
awarded a grant to Mt. San Antonio College, 
Walnut, California, fo r  an experiment in the 
use of teaching machines to instruct new 
students in the use of the college library. T h e  
grant will enable the college, which com- 
pleted a two million dollar library in 1963, 
Eo purchase five Videosonic teaching ma- 
chines and programming material that will 
imdement  five information stations. which 
I 
include index tables, subject card catalogs, 
and the main author-title catalog. Wi th  slides 
and t a w s  the machines will demonstrate how 
to locate material in the card catalogs and 
how to use periodical and other indexes. I t  is 
hoped that this type of instruction will free 
the library staff fo r  other tasks. 
T h e  American Bar Foundation has devel- 
oped, with the aid of a grant from the Coun- 
cL1 on  Library ~ e s o u r c e i ,  Inc., a set of mag- 
netic tapes containing more than 5,000 
decisions of the appellate courts in Massa- 
chusetts, N e w  York, Indiana, Ohio, and 
Illinois. The full text of the decisions of the 
highest and intermediate courts of appeal of 
these states for approximately three years have 
been recorded for use in  the Foundation's 
ex~er iments  in  automated information re- 
1 
trieval. Since comparative testing of retrieval 
systems is desirable, the tapes are available, 
for  research purposes, to qualified organiza- 
tions fo r  the cost of the tape and machine 
time for copying. Those interested may write 
the Foundation at 1155 East 60th Street, 
Chicago 60637. 
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Pittsburgh Chapter Award Entry 1964 
S INCE 1921 the PITTSBURGH SECTION OF THE AMERICAN CHEMICAL SOCIETY has 
helped the Technology Department of the 
Carnegie Library of Pittsburgh through an 
endowment fund raised by the Section. In 
connection with the recent drive for funds, 
each member of the SLA, Pittsburgh Chapter, 
received a letter from the Chairman of the 
Fund Committee asking if as a special librar- 
ian each would write a letter stating the value 
of the Technology Department to his library. 
A follow-up letter was later sent to the Chap- 
ter members urging that the Chapter itself 
make a monetary contribution to the Fund, 
since every member makes use of the resources 
in the Technology Department. A contribu- 
tion of $500 was sent to Dr. Rhodes as a token 
of the Chapter's recognition of this project 
and its desire to cooperate with ACS. 
Cooperation with the AMERICAN SOCIETY 
FOR TESTING MATERIALS has been in con- 
junction with the publication CODEN for 
Pe~iodicaL Titles. Our first contact with the 
CODEN was an exchange of letters we read 
in Special Libraries. A. D. Pratt, IBM, San 
Jose, commented that people outside of the 
library field are forced to do work that li- 
brarians should be initiating, such as pub- 
lishing the CODEN. When our Chapter Pres- 
ident came back from the SLA mid-winter 
meeting in Baltimore, she mentioned that 
ASTM was asking for assistance from pro- 
fessional librarians for work on the CODEN. 
This seemed to be a tailor-made cooperative 
effort between associations. 
The Executive Director of SLA forwarded 
a letter from Dr. Kuentzel, the ASTM mem- 
ber who edited the CODEN, in which he gave 
us an idea of what would be involved in the 
work. W e  met with Dr. Kuentzel and in our 
discussion he indicated that he was inter- 
ested in working on the CODEN for a year or 
two longer, but he would not be adverse to 
turning it over to a group which would be 
interested in it and would take the responsi- 
bility of publication for the future-since 
there does seem to be a definite need and use 
for the CODEN. After investigating the proj- 
ect at greater length, a proposal was submit- 
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ted at the annual business meeting. The 
Chapter voted to undertake the project if 
the Nonserial Publication's Committee and 
the Board of Directors of the Association 
approved, which they have done. 
The Pittsburgh Chapter of SLA and the 
Pittsburgh Section of THE AMERICAN U- 
CLEAR SOCIETY are cooperating on two proj- 
ects of mutual interest and benefit. ANS is 
attempting to interest the community in es- 
tablishing a High School of Science in the 
Pittsburgh area. At a spring Chapter meeting 
the project director encouraged members as 
librarians to serve as public relations as- 
sistants in promoting such a high school. Dr. 
Goodman assured us that when plans be- 
come firm, ANS will call on SLA for sup- 
port and cooperation. It is expected that 
ANS will consult the Pittsburgh Chapter 
for recommendations on the design of the 
High School of Science library and aid in 
selecting the special materials needed in a 
school of science library. 
ANS also requested assistance in gathering 
information for its forthcoming "Public Un- 
derstanding of the Atom" Program. A SLA 
member working in the field of atomic en- 
ergy was designated to work directly with 
the ANS project chairman. She searches the 
current literature for references of interest to 
the local ANS program. 
Recruitment was the theme for coopera- 
tion with the PENNSYLVANIA LIBRARY AS- 
SOCIATION. On April 14, Pittsburgh SLA 
joined with PLA and the Pittsburgh public 
schools in observing the PLA-sponsored 
"Librarian for a Day" program. To promote 
interest in librarianship as a career, out- 
standing high school students "took over" 
professional library positions in public and 
special libraries on this day. SLA members 
from ten special libraries cooperated and 
were enthusiastic about the results. 
In the fall of 1964, Pittsburgh radio sta- 
tion KQV is sponsoring a career opportuni- 
ties show for high school students at the 
Civic Arena, and the Chapter has made ar- 
rangements with PLA to staff a "Careers in 
Librarianship" booth at this show. 
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Psychiatric Librarians 
IBRARIANS AND INFORMATION specialists L in the mental health sciences joined with 
psychiatrists and administrators in a pilot 
round table discussion in conjunction with 
the 16th Mental Hospital Institute of the 
American Psychiatric Association in Dallas, 
Texas, on September 28, 1964. For the first 
time on a national level, psychiatric librar- 
ians, their clientele, and administrators dis- 
cussed together the special problems of psy- 
chiatric libraries and possible solutions. 
In a welcoming address, Dr. C. J. Ruil- 
mann, Director of Mental Health and Hos- 
pitals, Board for Texas State Hospitals and 
Special Schools, urged librarians to advertise 
within their communities and to communi- 
cate with medical and nursing personnel, 
many of whom are presently unaware of the 
library's informational resources. 
Dr. Walter E. Barton, Medical Director, 
American Psychiatric Association, offered to 
librarians APA leadership and support within 
the framework of the Mental Health Insti- 
tute and assured them of the Association's 
support in their efforts to meet the multi-spe- 
cialized needs of today's mental health scien- 
tists. Toward this end, he proposed that the 
APA conduct a preliminary survey of exist- 
ing mental health libraries and information 
centers, its findings to be published in the 
mental health literature. 
With this recognition of objectives and 
problems of librarians by their administrators 
and clientele, along with the proposal of co- 
operative action to obtain these objectives, 
the panel discussion that followed became an 
enthusiastic exchange of ideas, with partici- 
pants unanimously agreeing to accept APA 
leadership and to become an allied part of 
future Mental Health Institutes. 
The first discussion centered on education 
and training for psychiatric librarians. It was 
agreed that the psychiatric librarian's educa- 
tion should prepare him as administrator, re- 
searcher, and educator, and that the role of 
educator includes both giving informal in- 
struction within the library and the teaching 
of formal courses in library research method- 
ology at the residency level. There was dis- 
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Hold First Meeting 
agreement as to how far the librarian's se- 
lective responsibilities extend in retrieval and 
dissemination of information to scientists. 
The second discussion was concerned with 
the various approaches to control and dis- 
semination of the multi-disciplinary mental 
health literature. Subject analysis was ex- 
plored in its various forms: classification, in- 
dexes, subject headings, and categorizations 
of various types. 
It was agreed that the Library of Congress, 
in designing its subject headings for the gen- 
eral reader, employs a terminology totally 
inadequate for use in analyzing the psychiat- 
ric literature. Nor did psychiatric librarians 
find the National Library of Medicine's In- 
dex Medicus adequate in coverage of all sci- 
ences concerned in the various aspects of 
mental illness. I t  was generally felt that, as a 
result of the inadequate, general subject 
headings used, the library card catalog has 
broken down as a finding list for scholars 
and has caused them to turn to other sources. 
However, these sources, abstracts and in- 
dexes, were also seen as ineffectual because 
of wasteful duplication and time lag between 
an article's publication and its index or ab- 
stract. A proposed solution was depth index- 
ing of all mental health literature, an ap- 
proach that would center on mental illness 
and mental retardation in all their aspects. 
The third and final discussion on mental 
health information activities concerned im- 
plementation of ideas emanating from speak- 
ers and participants, and a new association of 
librarians was formed to carry them out and 
to effect future coordination of efforts. The 
Society of Mental Health Librarians held its 
first meeting, with Sherry Terzian, Neuro- 
psychiatric Institute Librarian at UCLA, as 
Chairman. A committee was then appointed 
to advise on significant information to be 
collected in the American Psychiatric Asso- 
ciation's survey of mental health libraries 
and information centers. 
BERNIECE M. CHRISTIANSEN, Librarian 
Psychiatric Research Library 
Houston State Psychiatric Institute, Texas 
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Human Voices on Automation the Library 
UTOMATION I N  THE LIBRARY-When, A Where and How" is being considered 
by more and more librarians to be a pressing 
question. About one hundred attended a 
meeting on this theme sponsored by the Pur- 
due University Libraries, with the coopera- 
tion of the Indiana Chapter of SLA and the 
Indiana Chapter of AD1 on October 2-3, 
1964. Facilities on the Purdue campus make 
it an excellent location for such a meeting. 
To provide basic information, Donald H.  
Kraft of the IBM Midwest Regional Ofice, 
Chicago, spoke on the capabilities of business 
machines.-Stressing the total system ap- 
proach, he showed how punched cards carry- 
ing bibliographical information can be used 
to activate machines to ~e r fo rm librarv ac- 
tivities. Machine applications to information 
retrieval and selective dissemination of in- 
formation were also mentioned. A giant step 
forward in familiarization with a -com~le i  
technical field was accomplished for many 
listeners through Mr. Kraft's smoothly ef- 
fortless  resenta at ion and liberal use of col- 
ored sliies. 
Applying general principles to specific sit- 
uations, however, reveals many problems that 
arise from the irregularities that characterize 
books and serials. This fact was made clear 
by the panel, which discussed efforts to auto- 
mate a t ~ u r d u e  and Indiana Universities. A 
description of work by Donald Hammer, 
Purdue's Acting Data Processing Head, in 
setting up serial check-in procedures and pro- 
ducing a catalog of serial holdings in book 
form was of particular interest. The check-in 
procedures are now functioning "in parallel" 
with traditional manual methods, which will 
be continued until the machine methods 
prove to be reliable. An evening inspection 
tour of the university computer laboratory 
and the library data processing room gave 
some notion of the complexity of an elec- 
tronic computer as well as the chance to 
quiz Mr. Hammer on some of his problems. 
These were two of the most valuable activ- 
ities of the meeting. 
In his speech at the banquet prior to the 
tour, Professor C. Dake Gull of Indiana 
University's School of Library Science spoke 
of the gulf between current research in auto- 
mation and the needs of libraries. He sug- 
gested a non-profit corporation or inter-so- 
ciety cooperation so that librarians can be 
sure their needs ate met. Otherwise, he 
warned, librarians will be forced to take the 
results of non-librarians since these will be 
the only results available. 
Professor Gull's point was emphasized on 
the following morning by a tour of an orga- 
nization that is not a library but has as one of 
its major functions the storage and dissem- 
ination of information. Professor Y. S. Tou- 
loukian, Director of the Thermophysical 
Properties Research Center, outlined his 
plans to put an extensive file of reports on 
l6mm microfilm, with retrieval by computer 
and dissemination by microfiche. Professor 
F. F. Leimkuhler of the Purdue faculty spoke 
at the final meeting on the advantages of 
-- 
Purdue News Bureau 
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Partici~ants at the Purdue 
meeting were (\.eft to right): 
Donald H. Kraft, IBM; Pro- 
fessor C. Dake Gull, Indiana 
University School of Library 
Science; Molete Morelock, 
President of SLA lndiana 
Chapter and Library Coor- 
dinator at Purdue Univer- 
sity; and Professor Donald 
Hammer, Serials Librarian 
and Acting Head of the Data 
Processing Unit at Purdue. 
having experts apply operational research 
methods to  library problems. 
Professor John Moriarity, Director o f  Li- 
braries, and  h is  staff a re  to  be  congratulated 
on this well-planned meeting.  I t  was  a n  ex- 
cellent example o f  t he  k ind  of orientation 
tha t  can be  o f  grea t  value to  those unfamiliar 
w i th  automation, combining talks by experts 
w i th  observations of actual efforts i n  their  
natural  settings. T h e  success of this meeting 
should encourage librarians i n  other areas t o  
ar range similar meetings, because such op- 
portunities presented o n  a regional basis 
provide a useful experience fo r  a minimum 
expenditure of t ime and  money. 
ROBERT N. YOUNG, Chief 
Acquisitions Depar tment  
T h e  John Crerar Library 
Chicago, Illinois 
Abstracts of Eastern European Library Literature 
For explanation o f  this abstracting and  previous abstracts, see Special Libraries, 
July-August 1964, page  394. 
CLIPPINGS AND POSSIBILITIES FOR THEIR USE IN 
TECHNICAL LIBRARIES AND TECHNICAL AND ECO- 
NOMIC INFORMATION DEPARTMENTS. Podzimek, 
J., Technicka Knihovna (Technical Library), 
1964, No. 1, pp. 8-10. In CZECH. 
A clipping service, effectively complementing 
information available through classical library 
methods, is the simplest form of building up a 
complex fund of information. It is also more eco- 
nomical than microfilm and photocopies. The arti- 
cle discusses the activities and extent of the 
services rendered by the clipping service of the 
Prague Information Service, the nationwide cen- 
ter for the processing of clippings. Clippings are 
recommended as a supplement to specialized liter- 
ature; they can supply information available on 
any given topic in print, both domestic and for- 
eign. The clippings are selected to meet the sub- 
scriber's needs, and may be used as a basis for his 
future activities. 
A COMPLETE LIST OF PERIODICALS EVALUATED 
BY DOCUMENTATION CENTERS OF EAST GER- 
MANY. TECHNOLOGY, NATURAL SCIENCES AND 
RELATED FIELDS. Institute for Documentation of 
the German Academy of Sciences, Berlin. Second 
revised and enlarged edition. Leipzig, Verl. fuer 
Buch und Bibliothekswesen, 1963. 528 pages. 
(Condensed from a review by W. Dux. D o h -  
mentation 1964, No. 1, pp. 28-29). In GERMAN. 
A total of 6,300 titles in this second edition 
reflects the expanded activity of the documenta- 
tion network in East Germany and the increasing 
number of new periodicals in the field of tech- 
nology and natural sciences. The main section 
gives reference data on each periodical, including 
code numbers of the evaluating documentation 
center and call numbers of the source library. An 
index section lists all the titles arranged by code 
numbers. The next section of the book is a list 
of all the documentation centers and libraries 
which participated in this project. Since the docu- 
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mentation centers process the majority of all the 
important publications of the whole world, the 
catalogue represents a selected international bibli- 
ography of technical and scientific periodicals of 
this branch. However, the list of periodicals in 
library holdings is not complete since a number 
of libraries, some of which are known to stock 
many periodicals, were not included in the survey. 
JOURNAL OF TECHNOLOGY AND ECONOMICS, 
Molnar, J., Tudomanyo~ es MuszuRi T~zjrieRoztatas 
(Scientific and Technical Information), Special 
Issue, Dec. 1963, pp. 16-27. In HUNGARIAN. 
Hungarian periodicals in the field of technology 
and economics are surveyed. Emphasis is placed 
on the great importance of publication and appli- 
cation of Hungarian and foreign achievements to 
advance technology. The majority of Hungarian 
technical journals are published by the Associa- 
tion of Technical and Scientific Societies, and 
many outstanding scientists and specialists are 
associate or contributing editors of these publica- 
tions. Once edited and printed, the periodicals 
are turned over for distribution to the Central 
Newspaper Bureau of the Post Office Department. 
A complete list of Hungarian periodicals surveyed 
is included. 
UNIFORM LIBRARY SYMBOLS, Roloff, H., Zentral- 
blatt fur Bibliothekswesen (Central Library Sci- 
ence Journal), 1964, No. 2, pp. 72-82. In GERMAN. 
To  simplify identification of libraries, criteria 
are proposed for an international code system 
which would identify the country, region, city, 
specific library, and type of library. Part of the 
notation uses the symbols for countries presently 
in use on automobile license plates. Another fea- 
ture is the grouping of city and library-type codes 
to streamline the notation. Several possible symbol 
combinations, based on the criteria presented, are 
listed. Also included is an analysis of symbols 
presently in use in various countries. 
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Comments Solicited on American Standard 
Librarians concerned with computer han- 
dling of information will be interested in, and 
may want to comment on, the proposed Amer- 
ican Standards developed by a Subcommittee 
of ASA Sectional Committee X 3  and recently 
published (Communications of the A C M ,  vol. 
7, no. 5 ,  May 1964, p. 284-7; and no. 6,  
June 1964, p. 333-9.) for the purpose of ob- 
taining general reaction to the proposals. The 
proposed standards are presented under the 
following headings: recorded magnetic tape 
for information interchange; specification 
for general-purpose paper cards for infor- 
mation processing; bit sequencing of the 
American Standard code for information in- 
terchange in serial-by-bit data transmission; 
perforated tape code for information inter- 
change; and one-inch perforated paper tape 
for information interchange. 
Industrial and Academic Libraries Study 
Harold J. Mason, a candidate for a Ph.D. 
in library science at Columbia University's 
School of Library Service, is the recipient of 
a $6,360 Department of Health, Education, 
and Welfare contract to study "The Rela- 
tionship between Academic Libraries and 
Industrial Research in the United States." 
The premise of Mr. Mason's investigation is 
that since industrial concerns have intensified 
the use of the resources and services of aca- 
demic libraries, they will rely on them more 
in the future. The major objective is to ascer- 
tain the nature of this relationship and also 
to I )  determine the extent of industry use of 
academic libraries ; 2) describe the conditions 
that have been created in the academic li- 
braries as a result of their use by industry; 
3) describe the methods industry is using 
to satisfy its own information needs; and 
4) to suggest possible solutions to problems 
of existing conditions. Data will be gathered 
from the existing literature, correspondence, 
and questionnaires. In addition, three li- 
braries will be studied in depth to show the 
variables of the problem. Mr. Mason will 
welcome comments and information from li- 
brarians in industry. 
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Stipend Program in Medical Librarianship 
The first stipend for study leading to a 
master's degree in librarianship including 
successful completion of the Medical Li- 
brary Association's approved course in med- 
ical literature has been awarded for 1964-65 
by the Louisiana State Department of Hospi- 
tals. The stipend, valued at $3,200, which 
covers tuition and fees at the school of the 
recipient's choice, will be awarded annually 
to Louisiana residents who meet certain aca- 
demic requirements and who agree to work 
in one of the state's hospital medical libraries 
for at least 18 months after graduation. 
Coming Event 
The AMERICAN TRANSLATORS ASSOCIATION 
will hold its fifth anniversary meeting at the 
Drexel Institute of Technology in Philadel- 
phia on November 20-21, 1964. The con- 
vention theme is "The American Translator 
Comes of Age." 
Library Statistics to be Compiled for ALA 
Meeting 
One feature of the American Library As- 
sociation's 1965 convention in Detroit, July 
4-10, will be a general session and workshop 
on a nationwide inventory of library re- 
sources now being assembled. With informa- 
tion from surveys made by the Library 
Services Division of the United States Office 
of Education, ALA hopes to present a "bal- 
ance sheet" of library needs, including a 
figure of expenditures needed on a nation- 
wide basis to bring all types of libraries up 
to the minimum ALA standards. The sta- 
tistics will be organized by college and uni- 
versity, school, public, state extension, hos- 
pital, and institutional libraries with a 
breakdown by states where feasible. Data will 
cover staff, materials, facilities, and operat- 
ing expenditures. Workshop participants will 
consider the statistics available and discuss 
the disseminating of the information and 
possible effective use, present, in a useful 
format, the findings, which will be presented 
at a general session, and will include projec- 
tions of the 1963-64 statistics and new statis- 
tics available on public library facilities. 
Package File for Personnel Managers 
Shaw-Walker, manufacturer of office fur- 
niture and filing equipment, has recently de- 
veloped a "subject index for personnel man- 
agers," which is a package including guides, 
folders, labels, and other file supplies, to 
equip eight to ten file drawers. An instruc- 
tion manual is part of the package. The sys- 
tem is set up to handle correspondence by 
subject in any size and sort of company. For 
further information write to Shaw-Walker's 
Products & Systems Application Division at 
405 Lexington Avenue, New York 10017. 
Members in the News 
DONALD V. BLACK, formerly Director of the 
Library Operations Survey and Head of the 
Physics Library at the University of Califor- 
nia, Los Angeles, has recently been appointed 
Head of Technical Processes for the Library 
of the University of California, Santa Cruz. 
HELEN T. GEER, former Assistant Librar- 
ian at Wheaton College, Norton, Massachu- 
setts, has become Associate Professor of Li- 
brary Science at the University of Rhode 
Island Graduate School of Library Science, 
Providence. 
PHILIP LESLIE, formerly Chief of Technical 
Information Services at Ryan Aeronautical 
Company, San Diego, has accepted the posi- 
tion of Technical Assistant to the Director 
of the NASA Facility, Documentation Incor- 
porated, Bethesda, Maryland. 
CHESTER M. LEWIS, Chief Librarian of the 
New York Times since 1947, has recently 
been named General Services Manager. In 
this new position he will continue to direct 
the editorial reference library and will devote 
much of his time to developing more effec- 
tive communication methods. 
KURT SCHWERIN, Professor of Law and As- 
sistant Librarian at the Northwestern Univer- 
sity School of Law, Chicago, was recently 
appointed Professor of Law and Librarian. 
ELAINE TEIGLER has been named to assume 
the position of Assistant Librarian. She also 
is Head of the Readers' Services Department. 
In Memoriam 
G. MILES CONRAD, Director and Trustee 
of Biological Abstracts, Philadelphia, died 
September 9. Mr. Conrad was a world-recog- 
nized expert in the fieId of communication of 
scientific information and contributed to sev- 
eral science information organizations. 
Letter to the Editor 
I am compelled by my deep respect for com- 
puters to make comment on the book review pub- 
lished in  your September 1964 issue of Special 
Libraries, by Morton N .  Wasserman (p.  520-1) .  
T o  quote him specifically, "a librarian is men- 
tioned no place in this report. Presumably he is 
placed in the archives along with the few re- 
maining books as a vestigial product of former 
days. . . ." Nothing could be further from the 
truth! The  absolute proof of a librarian's ability 
is in the acquisition, bibliographic control, re- 
trieval of information, and dissemination of in- 
formation. Can any person informed in library 
science matters say otherwise? Then, we  must 
accept the fact that it is not W H A T  a librarian 
does that will change in the future computer age, 
it is HOW it is done. Mr. Wasserman, and all 
the librarians who slyly refer to computers as if 
they were monsters that are capable of creating 
serious unemployment conditions, should really 
try to become more informed about them. Com- 
puters have not completely done away with jobs 
where they have been installed. What unemploy- 
ment is discerned by the public is from lack of 
retraining, not true unemployment. Any library 
that has been forced, by volume of library ma- 
terials, to automate will testify to this. The intel- 
lectual effort necessary to acquire and prepare 
and catalog information is still a human function. 
The interpretation of the information into ma- 
chinable records (such as punched paper tape, 
punched cards, etc.) is a human function. The 
preparation of search requests, the transmitting of 
search requests, the liaison necessary between com- 
puter operators and engineers and library man- 
agement requires direct human effort. I feel that 
the picture of an automated library is a rewarding 
one. At last, with the help of some very fast 
'thinking,' but otherwise rather dumb machines, 
we  will now be able to retrieve information from 
our libraries to the extent never realized before. 
Instead of being the static librarians who have 
collected and dispensed literature in standard 
manner for centuries ( i t  seems), now there will 
be the help they have always needed to prepare 
bibliographies, to search the literature, to gen- 
erally be at their demand, all for the feeding and 
care of it. 
DOROTHEA S. PFEIL, Documents Library Supervisor 
General Electric Company, Valley Forge, Pa. 
SPECIAL LIBRARIES 
Book Review 
MICROCOPY~NG METHODS. H .  R. Verry. London 
and New York: Focal Press, 1963. 175 p. $10.50. 
(Distributed in U.S. by Pitman Publishing Corp.) 
The ideal microreproduction system is one the 
user can design to fit his immediate requirements 
but be flexible enough to permit future improve- 
ments and developments to be incorporated into it 
at a later date. Special needs therefore require spe- 
cial methods. The choice of method will depend 
upon the intended purpose of the copy, the re- 
quirements for access to the microfilmed material, 
frequency and format needed, and finally the 
funds available. 
The author states that his chief purpose in writ- 
ing the book was to "outline existing methods in 
the hope that they might be applied more widely." 
He covers processes, methods of printing, indexing 
and classifying, comparative costs, and methods of 
storage. H e  docs not discuss methods for prepar- 
ing material for microcopying to achieve best re- 
sults. H e  has provided a guide that is aimed at 
those concerned with administrative planning and 
costs that they may obtain some knowledge of 
microcopying with a minimum amount of techni- 
cal explanation. The purposes of microrecording 
are briefly explained in terms of security, economy 
of space, reduction of weight to lessen cost of 
transport as well as storage, preservation, and re- 
production for educational purposes. 
Mr. Verry has been a consultant on new proc- 
esses of documentation and reproduction for the 
Organization and Methods Division of the British 
Treasury and Chairman of the Education Com- 
mittee of Britain's Institute of Reprographic Tech- 
nology. An earlier book, Document Copying and 
Reproduction Processes, was published in London 
by Fountain Press in 1958. The present work is 
not a revision of the 1958 book but an entirely 
different work dealing more specifically with mi- 
crocopying. 
The chapter on microfilm costs should be of 
value to British users. The author points out the 
difficulty in assessing costs. Some of the important 
factors to be considered in determining costs are 
the type and size of the documents, type of filing 
system in use, and the prevailing labor and storage 
costs in geographic area. A comparison is made 
between the cost of the conventional filing storage 
methods and the storage of microformats. In each 
case appropriate and useful formulae have been 
derived to express costs, and examples of these 
are given in tabular form. In this country such 
cost figures can be obtained from various manu- 
facturers of equipment, their local dealers, the Ex- 
ecutive Secretary of the National Microfilm Asso- 
ciation, and articles on cost studies published in 
the literature. 
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The survey of the so-called rapid selector de- 
vices might have been better presented ~f the 
systems had been discussed under type of system. 
such as roll film, strip film, unit record, card sys- 
tems, and address selection systems. NBS Tech- 
nical Note 157, Information Selection Systems 
Retrieving Replica Copies: A State of the Art Re- 
port, 1961, $1.25, by T.  C. Bagg and M. E. Ste- 
vens surveys 15 specific systems in operation in 
this country and cites 311 references. It was not 
included in the author's bibliography but would 
be very useful to those to whom the book is di- 
rected. 
The book has five appendixes. In Appendix 111 
the author has listed types of documents under 16 
headings and given a retention period for each. 
Unfortunately the bibliography and index have 
suffered due to the proofreader's eye, and a num- 
ber of omissions and errors are apparent. A num- 
ber of useful current American references are not 
included in the bibliography. The well-known 
Guide to Microfilm Eqz/ipment, second edition, 
1962, and its supplements by H. W. Ballou, is not 
listed (available from National Microfilm Associa- 
tion, P.O. Box 386, Annapolis, Maryland). How- 
ever, the entire work will undoubtedly serve its 
purpose in Britain. A similar publication ad- 
dressed to the audience this side of the Atlantic 
is needed. 
LORETTA J. KIERSKY, Librarian 
Air Reduction Company, Inc., Murray Hill, N. J., 
Special Representative to 
The National Microfilm Association 
Franklin Institute Periodical Holdings 
The Franklin Institute Library, 20th and the Park- 
way, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19103, recently 
published Current Periodicals, a checklist of all 
journals, annuals, and government serials sub- 
scribed to by the Library. A limited number of 
copies are available for $3, and a check should be 
sent with the order to the Library's Photoduplica- 
tion Unit. 
British Indexing Standard 
British Standard 3700, Recommendations for the 
Pfeparation of  Indexes for BooRs, Periodicals and 
Other Publicittions, 1964, is a result of the coop- 
eration between the British Standards Institution 
and the Society of Indexers, which has an inter- 
national membership. The Standard, an attempt to 
initiate uniform practice among indexers, includes 
definitions of an index and its components, recom- 
mendations on the content, construction, arrange- 
ment, and presentation of indexes, and an outline 
of basic indexing principles and practices. Copies 
of the Standard are available from the BSI Sales 
Branch, 2 Park Street, London, W. 1. The cost is 
ten shillings plus postage, which is  extra for 
nonsubscribers. 
Supplement to CODEN 
The Supplement to CODEN for Periodical Tit1e.r 
-STP 329-Sl, which lists the four-letter codes, or 
CODEN, that were assigned to new or uncoded 
periodical titles since 1963 when the original pub- 
lication (STP 321) became available, was recently 
published by the American Society for Testing and 
Materials. The supplement contains 6,534 more 
codes than the original 18,561, including correc- 
tions for the titles in STP 321, and there is also a 
cross-reference listing to facilitate the location of a 
given title. Cost of the supplement is $8.50 if pre- 
paid and $6 to members; STP 321 is $20 if pre- 
paid and $18 to members. 
Special Libraries Theme of Master's Thesis 
Reference questions most frequently asked in the 
library of a glass manufacturer, the information 
services of special libraries, the definition, devel- 
opment, objectives and advantages of special 
libraries in general, and the qualifications, oppor- 
tunities and duties of special librarians are de- 
scribed by Portia E. Kieser in a 1964 thesis for a 
M.A. in library science from Toledo University, 
"Special Libraries: Their Organization, Adminis- 
tration, and Services." The new degree holder 
works in the Executive Office Library at Libbey- 
Owens-Ford Glass Company in Toledo, Ohio, and 
her thesis may be borrowed from SLA. 
Research Issue of "Library Trends" 
The July 1964 issue of Library Trends is devoted 
to "Research Methods in Librarianship," and con- 
sists of ten papers prepared for the Conference on 
Research Methods in Librarianship, September 
8-11, 1963, at the University of Illinois, and an 
additional paper by Jesse Shera written especially 
for the issue. Guy Garrison, Conference Chair- 
man, was editor. Copies are available with the 
regular subscription, and additional copies may be 
ordered from the Subscription Department, Uni- 
versity of Illinois Press, Urbana. 
"Biological and Agricultural Index" 
The H. W. Wilson Company has just issued Bi- 
ological and Agricultural Index, a successor to 
Agricultural Index. A detailed alphabetical subject 
index to 146 periodicals (78 biology oriented and 
68 agriculture oriented), the Index is published 
monthly, except September, with bound annual 
cumulations. I t  is sold only by annual subscription 
o n  a service rate. Subject headings are based on 
those used in the dictionary catalog of the Li- 
brary of Congress and include numerous subhead- 
ings and cross references. Entries list article title, 
author, periodical, volume, inclusive paging, and 
,date; bibliographies, illustrations, tables, graphs, 
and diagrams are also noted. 
New Serials 
COMPARATIVE DUCATION, just published in Oc- 
tober 1964, is an international journal appearing 
in March, June, and October. Each issue will con- 
tain features on significant educational trends, 
news notes, and book reviews. Subscriptions may 
be obtained from Pergamon Press Ltd. at its New 
York office for $15 a year. Single copy cost is $6. 
EURONUCLEAR is a monthly journal of nuclear 
science and engineering devoted to European nu- 
clear developments, including the United King- 
dom and the Soviet bloc countries. News notes, 
technical articles, and industrial activities are in- 
cluded. English is used but contents page 2nd 
summaries are in French and German. The  annual 
subscription rate is about $6; three years, $15, 
available from Morgan Brothers, Ltd., 28 Essex 
Street, Strand, London, W.C. 2, England. 
LIBRARY SCIENCE WITH A SLANT TO DOCUMEN- 
TATION is a quarterly published in India and 
sponsored by the Sarada Ranganathan Endowment 
for Library Science in collaboration with the Doc- 
umentation Research and Training Centre. The 
journal, which is edited by Dr.  Ranganathan, cov- 
ers all aspects of library science-classification, 
documentation, administration, etc. Annual sub- 
scriptions are $8, available from the sponsors at 
112 Cross Road, 11, Malleswaran, Bangalore 3. 
REPROGRAPHICS, a bi-monthly journal of services 
for engineering, R&D, manufacturing, and design 
operations, is devoted to articles and news notes 
concerning materials and methods of microrepro- 
duction and photoreproduction. The journal is 
published by United Business Publications, Inc., 
200 Madison Avenue, New York 10016, and the 
yearly subscription rate in the United States and 
possessions is $3;  Canada, $4;  elsewhere $ 5 .  
SOVIET ELECTROCHEMISTRY is the name of the 
cover-to-cover Consultants Bureau translation of 
the new monthly USSR Academy of Sciences Elek- 
trokhirniya. The journal will be devoted to Rus- 
sian research in the field. The  annual subscription 
rate is $125, and a table of contents of the first is- 
sue, which is expected in January 1965, and a 
prospectus are available from Consultants Bureau, 
227 West  17th Street, New York 10017. 
THEORETICAL CYBERNETICS ABSTRACTS is the 
monthly English Translation of the Russian The- 
oretical Cybernetics Section of Referafiz~nyy zhur- 
nal-Matematika. The original issue and abstract 
numbers are retained. Volume I, 1964, which was 
published in May and based on the original re- 
ceived in February 1964, contains abstracts on 
mathematical methods in engineering, control sys- 
tems theory and application, automatic control, 
computer, and information theory, operations re- 
search and mathematical economics, mathematical 
and cybernetic programs of biology and psychol- 
ogy, and mathematical linguistics. An author in- 
dex is included. The  cost for one year is $135 and 
may be ordered from Scientific Information Con- 
sultants Ltd., 661, Finchley Road, London, N . W .  
2, England. 
SPECIAL LIBRARIES 
RECENT REFERENCES 
Prepared by JOHN R. SHEPLEY 
Librarianship 
AMERICAN ASSOCIATION OF LAW LIBRARIES. The 
Law Library: A Living Trust (AALL Publications 
Series, No. 7 ) .  South Hackensack, N. J.: Fred B. 
Rothman & Co., 1964. vi, 58 p. pap. $4.50. (L. C. 
64-21084) 
Proceedings of the Sixth Biennial AALL Insti- 
tute for Law Librarians, held June 28-July 2, 
1963, in Chicago. First section is concerned with 
problems of the academic law librarian, the second 
with private practice and public service, and the 
third assesses the professional assets and liabilities 
of law librarianship. Bibliography. Unjustified mar- 
gins. 
AMERICAN LIBRARY ASSOCIATION. Student Use of 
Libraries; An Inquiry into the Needs of Students, 
Libraries, and the Edvcational Process. Chicago: 
1964. xii, 212 p. pap. $3. (L. C. 64-17921) 
Papers of the ALA Conference within a Con- 
ference held in Chicago in July 1963: texts of the 
general session addresses, background papers and 
commentaries, and summary of recommendations 
made by 123 discussion groups. Unjustified mar- 
gins. 
DOMINION BUREAU OF ST.~TISTICS, EDUCATION 
D l v r s r o ~  (Canada). Survey of Libraries. Part I ;  
Public Libraries-1962. Ottawa: 1964. 55 p. pap. 
75t. 
English and French. Information on 874 Cana- 
dian public libraries for the calendar year 1962. 
Forty-one statistical tables. 
, Survey uf Libraries, Part 11; Academic 
Libraries-1961-62. Ottawa: 1964. 55 p. pap. 754. 
English and French. Results of three surveys 
covering university and college libraries and cen- 
tralized school libraries for the academic year 
1961-62, and library school graduates in 1963. 
Thirty-five statistical tables. 
HAYES, R. M. and SHOFFNER, R. M. The Eco- 
nomics of Book Catalog Production: A Study Pre- 
pmed for Stanford University Libraries and the 
Council on Library Resources. Sherman Oaks, 
Calif.: Hughes Dynamics, Inc., Advanced In- 
formation Systems Division, 1964. ii, 110 p. pap. 
unbound Xerox $10; positive 35 mm microfilm 
$5. (Available from Stanford University Libraries, 
Stanford, Calif .) 
Analyzes economics and procedures for book 
catalog publication and gives general formulas 
for estimating costs for a number of manual and 
mechanized methods, with sample pages from 
book catalogs so produced. Specific application is 
made to the Stanford University Undergraduate 
Library. Short annotated bibliography and selected 
references; list of manufacturers and service or- 
ganizations. 
HUNT, Donald H.,  ed. Libraries and Reading; 
Their Impor/ance in the Lives of Famous Amer- 
icans. Philadelphia: Drexel Institute of Technol- 
ogy, 1964. 29 p. pap. $1. (Available from DrexeL 
Book Store, Philadelphia, Pa., 19104) 
Articles by these famous Pennsylvanians: Mar- 
guerite de Angeli, Roger M. Blough, Pearl Buck, 
Sen. Joseph S. Clark, Maureen Daly, Gaylord P. 
Harnwell, Carolyn Haywood, Sara Henderson Hay, 
Conrad Richter, and Mayor James H. J. Tate, 
written for National Library Week in Pennsylvania 
1964 to explain why reading is a Good Thing. 
KATZ, William A. and SWARTZ, Roderick G., eds. 
Problems in Planning Library Facilities: Consult- 
ants, Architects, Plans and Critiques. Chicago: 
American Library Association, 1964. 208 p. pap. 
illus. $4.25. (L. C. 64-19851) 
Proceedings of the Library Buildings Institute 
held in Chicago, July 12-13, 1963, and sponsored 
by the Library Administration Division of ALA. 
Discussions cover college and university, public, 
school, and hospital and institution libraries. De- 
signs, plans, and elevations. Unjustified margins. 
LIBRARY ASSOCIATION, Reference, Special and In- 
formation Section, North Western Group. Three 
Short Papers Presented at a Colloquium to  Dis- 
cuss Some Special Library Problems, 3rd Decem- 
ber 1963. Risley, England: 1964. 16 p. mimeo. 
unbound. Gratis. (Available with stamped self- 
addressed envelope from Library Association In- 
formation Section, U. K. Atomic Energy Author- 
ity, Risley, Nr. Warrington, Lancs., England) 
"Identifying and Locating Standard Specifica- 
tions," by R. Astall; "Some Shortcomings of 
'Chemical Abstracts,' " by D. Kaye; and "Trade 
Marks," by A. L. Smyth. 
MOORE, Everett T. Issues of Freedom in American 
Libraries. Chicago: American Library Association, 
1964. 80 p. pap. $1.75. (L. C. 64-17056) 
Thirty editorials first published in the "Intellec- 
tual Freedom" Department of the ALA Bulletin 
between June 1960 and June 1963, and here re- 
grouped under the headings: "The Nature of 
Our Problem," "Charges of Subversion," "On De 
fining Obscenity," "Concerning Our Children," 
and "Who May Use the Library?"-the last con- 
cerned with the problem of racial discrimination. 
NICHOLS, Charles L. The  Library of Rameses the 
Great. Berkeley, Calif.: Peacock Press, P. 0. Box 
875, 1964. 43 p. pap. $1.75. (L. C. 64-20507) 
Reprint of a paper published in 1909 by the 
Club of Odd Volumes in Boston. The library of 
Rameses, established at Thebes, is said to be the 
oldest public library building still standing and 
is believed to have contained 20,000 papyri. 
PFDLEY, Katharme Greenleaf The  Lzbrary at 
Qumran A Lrbrartan Looks at the Dead Sea 
Scrolls (Peacock B ~ b l ~ o  Series No 1 )  Berkeley, 
Cahf . Peacock Press, P 0 Box 875, 1964 23 p. 
pap ~ l lu s  $1 25 (L C 64-19647) 
Reprinted from Revue de Qumran, Pans, Oc. 
tober 1959, and the first of a series of reprmt6 
and translations of scholarly works on libraries 
and the world of books. The author considers the 
remains of the library of the Qumran community 
from the librarian's point of view and speculates 
on the nature of these ancient librarians' prob- 
lems and procedures. 
WHITE, Carl M., ed. Baser of Modern Librarian- 
ship: A Study o f  Library Theory and Practice i n  
Britain. Canada, Denmark, T h e  Federal Republic 
of Germany and the United States (International 
Series of Monographs on Library and Informa- 
tion Science, vol. l ) .  New York: Macmillan Co., 
1964. x. 126 p. illus. $6. (L. C. 64-12831) 
Proceedings of an international series of lectures 
on librarianship sponsored by the Faculty of 
Letters of the University of Ankara during the 
academic year 1960-61. Lecturers were librarians 
of international standing selected by their govern- 
ments. Dr. White adds two chapters on "The 
Intertwined Destiny of Literate Society and Li- 
brarianship" and "Comparative Study of Library 
Systems." Index. 
Bibliographic Tools 
Catalogue of the Colonial Ofice Library, 15 vols. 
Boston: G. K. Hall & Co., 1964. Prepublication 
price (U. S. and British Isles) $700; after OC- 
tober 31, 1964, $875; 10% additional charge on 
orders shipped elsewhere. 
A union catalog of books, pamphlets, reports, 
official publications, periodical titles and articles, 
relating to all aspects of the organization and de- 
velopment of the countries that are members of 
the British Commonwealth or have formed part 
of the empire at any time during the last three cen- 
turies. Material acquired before 1950 is listed in 
a sheaf subject catalog, with an author index on 
cards. Material after 1950 is on cards and classi- 
fied under Library of Congress subject headings. 
COLKET, Meredith B., Jr. and BRIDGERS, Frank E. 
Guide to  Genealogical Records in  the National 
Avchives (National Archives Publication NO. 
64-8). Washington, D. C.: General Services Ad- 
ministration, National Archives and Records Serv- 
ice, 1964. x, 145 p. pap. 504. (L. C. A64-7048) 
(Available from Government Printing Office) 
Describes Federal Government records in the 
National Archives which, although not created 
for the purpose, can be of use in genealogical re- 
search. Population and mortality census schedules, 
passenger arrival lists, United States military, 
naval, and marine records, Confederate records, 
land-entry records, etc. Unjustified margins. 
Cumulated Magazine Subject Index, 1907-1949, 
2 vols. Boston: G. K. Hall & Co., 1964. 5490; 
outside U. S. $539. 
A cumulation of the 43 annual volumes, most 
of them out of print, of the Magazine Subject In- 
dex published by the F. W. Faxon Co. Material 
from American, Canadian, and English magazines 
is indexed by subject and reprinted in one alpha- 
betical sequence. Emphasis is on United States 
local and state history; also art, architecture, out- 
door life, forestry, education, and political science. 
DODGE LIBRARY, NORTHEASTERN UNIVERSITY. Se- 
lective Bibliography in Science and Engineering. 
Boston: G. K .  Hall & Co., 1964. $25;  10% ad- 
ditional charge for outside the U.S. 
More than 15,000 American and foreign titles 
in the main areas of science and engineering, 
published primarily between 1953 and 1963. Ar- 
rangement is by subject, classification according to 
the Dewey Decimal system. Material is for use in 
strong undergraduate programs ; some publica- 
tions at the graduate level included. 
DONALDSON, Gordon and STUBBS, Carolyn, comps. 
Corporate and Business Finance: A Classified 
Bibliography of Recent Literature. Boston: Baker 
Library, Harvard University Graduate School of 
Business Administration, 1964. 85 p. pap. $2. 
Books and articles of the past ten years classi- 
fied by subject. No annotations, but the reader is 
referred to book reviews in the financial journals 
when possible. Directory of publishers. Index of 
authors. 
EAGER, Alan R. A Guide to Irish Bibliographical 
Material: Being a Bibliography of Irish Bibliogra- 
phies and Some Sousces of Information. London: 
The Library Association, 1964. xiii, 392 p. $13.44; 
$10.08 to members. 
The author notes that there is no bibliography 
of Ireland as a whole and offers his book as "an 
exploratory volume to help fill this gap." Catalogs, 
bibliographies completely devoted to Irish ma- 
terial, bibliographies appended to books and ar- 
ticles, general bibliographies containing some 
Irish material, bibliographies printed in Ireland 
but not Irish in character, periodicals and indexes, 
unpublished material and work in progress, other 
primary sources-3,803 entries in all. Author and 
subject indexes. Cover in leprechaun green. 
GLAZIER, Kenneth M. Africa South of the Sahara; 
A Select and Annotated Bibliography, 1958-1963 
(Hoover Institution Bibliographical Series: XVI). 
Stanford, Calif.: Hoover Institution on War, Rev- 
olution, and Peace, 1964. iv, 65 p. pap. $1.50. 
(L. C. 64-20983) 
150 books published in English or reissued be- 
tween 1958 and 1963 and still in print, covering 
a variety of general topics and including many 
African writers. Intended as a guide for libraries 
in selecting a basic collection of Africana and as a 
general reading list. Title and subject indexes. 
GUSTAFSON, R. Stephen, ed. Index t o  Legal The-  
ses and Research Projects (Publication No. 10.) . 
Chicago: American Bar Foundation, 1155 East 
60th St., 1964. xi, 137 p. pap. $3.50. (L. C. 54- 
14889 rev.) (Also available from Bobbs-Merrill 
Co., Indianapolis) 
Lists legal research in progress and graduate 
theses and dissertations in the American law 
schools for 1961-1963. Title entries arranged by 
the KWIC system, as in the 9th edition last year. 
General bibliography lists sources. Author index. 
Earlier numbers in the series are still available 
from the American Bar Foundation. 
SPECIAL LIBRARIES 
HARVARD LAW SCHOOL LIBRARY. Catalog of In- 
ternational Law and Relations, 20 vols. Cam- 
bridge, Mass.: 1964. $50 each volume; $1,000 the 
set. 
Complete dictionary catalog of 360,000 cards re- 
produced in book form. The private library of the 
Spanish diplomat, the Marquis de Olivart, ac- 
quired in 1911, formed the nucleus of the Har- 
vard collection, now grown beyond 100,000 vol- 
umes. Holdings include sets of treaties of the 
principal countries of the world, published diplo- 
matic correspondence, documents of international 
organizations and agencies, and recent material in 
the fields of foreign trade, international taxation. 
foreign investments, and the economic growth of 
underdeveloped countries. 
How to Find L;. S.  Statutes and U .  S .  Code Cita- 
tions. Washington, D.  C.: Committee on the Ju- 
diciary, House of Representatives, [1964]. 8 p. 
pap. lo$. (Available from Government Printing 
Office) 
A step-by-step guide in tabular form designed 
to facilitate research in the United States Statutes 
at Large and the United States Code. 
INSTITUTE FOR SCIENTIFIC INFORMATION. Science 
Citation Index, 1961, 5 vols. Philadelphia: 325 
Chestnut St., 1963. Vol. 1 (AABE-CAPL) xxx, 
496 p.; vol. 2 (CAPL-GUTO) -1040 p.; vol. 3 
(GUTS-MANN) -1584 p.;  vol. 4 (MANN- 
SCHU) -2128 p.;  vol. 5 (SCHU-ZYTK, Anony- 
mous) 2625- p. $700. (L. C. 63-23334) 
An international, interdisciplinary index to the 
literature of science, and a new technique of in- 
dexing and searching. Using a specific paper as a 
starting point, the searcher is referred forward in 
time to subsequent papers relating to the earlier 
one. 
INSTITUTE OF LIFE INSURANCE. A List of Worth- 
while Life Insurance Books. New York: 277 Park 
Ave., 1964. 48 p. pap. Gratis. 
An annotated listing under such headings as 
Consumer Information, Textbooks, Operations, 
Careers, History, Annual Publications, etc. Direc- 
tory of publishers; index of titles. 
JONES, Robert Huhn. The American Civil IV'ar in 
the British Sessional Papers: Cdalog and Com- 
mentary. New York: Readex Microprint Corp., 
5 Union Square, 1964. 1 2  p. pap. Gratis. 
Reprinted from Proceedings of the American 
Philosophical Society, vol. 107, no. 5, October 
1963. A commentary on the wealth of material 
concerning the Civil War  period to be found in 
the British Sessional Papers, with a catalog of 
those papers that relate to the United States for 
the years 1861-1865. 
KAMAL, A. K. h s e r  Abstracts, v01. 1. New York: 
Plenum Press, 1964. 177 p. $12.50. (L. C. 64- 
20745) 
Annotated bibliography of laser literature pub- 
lished up until mid-1963. Over 700 entries. Au- 
thor and subject indexes; list of other bibliogra- 
phies. Unjustified margins. 
KOSA, Gyozo, ed. Periodical Holdings of the Cen- 
tral Library of the Technical University of Buda- 
pest: A Descriptive Catalogue with an Alphabet- 
ical Index of Editing Bodies. Budapest: Textbook 
Publishing Co., 1963. 188 p. Apply. 
Introductory text in Hungarian and English. 
Lists holdings as of the end of 1960. Supplements 
to be published every five years to show new ac- 
quisitions and subsequent changes. 
LADD, Richard S., comp. A Descriptive List of 
ir~easure Maps and Charts. Washington, D. C.: 
Map Division, Library of Congress, 1964. vii, 29 
p. pap. 300. (L. C. 64-60033) (Available from 
Government Printing Office) 
A three-part list covering cartographic works 
issued by private and commercial publishers, nauti- 
cal and wreck charts officially published, and se- 
lected books on treasure trove, all in the perma- 
nent collections of the Library of Congress and 
available for consultation. Not guaranteed to aug- 
ment one's financial resources, but the romantic 
appeal is undeniable. Index. 
NATIONAL HOUSING CENTER LIBRARY. Apart- 
meizt Houses: A Selected List of References, 2nd 
ed., rev. (Reference List #65/66). Washington, 
D .  C.: 1964. 39 p. pap. $2. 
619 books, pamphlets, and periodical articles, 
both general and specialized (acoustics to zoning). 
NATIONAL SAFETY COUNCIL. 1964 Guide to Traf- 
fic Safety Literature, vol. 8. Chicago: 425 North 
Michigan Ave., 1964. 57 p. pap. Apply. 
Books, pamphlets, and magazine articles printed 
during 1963 and contributing either to the tech- 
nical aspects of traffic safety or to the develop- 
ment of traffic safety programming. Addresses of 
periodicals indexed; directory of publishers and 
organizations; author index. 
Newspapers in the University of Minnesota Li- 
b r a ~ ~ ~ :  A Complete List of Holdings. Minneapolis, 
Minn.: University of Minnesota Library, News- 
paper and Microform Division, 1964. iii, 52 p. 
pap. mimeo. spiral binding. Apply. 
Includes materials in the original, in photo- 
copy, on microprint, and on microfilm as of July 
1, 1963. The approximately 880 entries cover both 
United States and foreign newspapers. List of 
newspaper indexes held by the library; title index. 
SIDDALL, William R. Transportation Geography: 
A Bibliography (Bibliography Series. No. 1 ) .  
Manhattan, Kan.: Kansas State University Library, 
1964. 46 p. pap. mimeo. 500. 
Articles and books in English on transportation 
geography or of direct interest to transportation 
geographers, classified under "General," "Trans- 
portation Facilities," and "Regional Studies." No 
index. 
I n f o r m a t i o n  H a n d l i n g  Techniques 
ENGINEERS JOINT COUNCIL. Thesaurus of Engi- 
neering Terms: A L i ~ t  of Engineering Terms and 
Their Relationships for Use in Vocabulary Con- 
trol in Indexing and Retrieving Engineering In- 
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formation. New York: 345 East 47th St., 1964. 
xvi, 302 p. pap. Apply. (L. C. 64-22438) 
Designed primarily as a vocabulary reference 
for indexing and retrieving engineering literature. 
Contains 10,515 main terms and their cross-ref- 
erence relationships. More than 80,000 entries, 
drawn from vocabularies, thesauri, and word lists 
submitted by 18 engineering societies and organ- 
izations. 
FROESE, Charlotte. Introduction to Programming 
the  IBM 1620. Reading, Mass.: Addison-Wesley 
Publishing Co., 1964. vii, 72 p. pap. illus. $2.50. 
In the author's opinion, the IBM 1620 is a par- 
ticularly suitable computer for the beginner. Em- 
phasis here is on programming concepts rather 
than hardware or the operation of the equipment. 
No prior knowledge of computers is assumed, and 
there is little mathematics beyond the freshman 
level. Index. 
GOLDHOR, Herbert, ed. P~oceedings uf the 1963 
C h i c  on Library Applicatioizr of Data Processing. 
Urbana, Ill.: University of Illinois Graduate 
School of Library Science, 1964. viii, 176 p. $3; 
pap. $2. (Distr. by Illini Union Bookstore, 715 
S. Wright St., Champaign, 111.) 
Case reports on data processing as applied in 
the mechanization of library routines in a number 
of individual libraries, plus three general papers 
on current trends, techniques of flow charting, and 
possible applications of IBM equipment. Appen- 
dix contains a bibliography on mechanized library 
processes with its own author index and library 
location index. Unjustified margins. 
HAMMOND, William and ROSENBORG, Staffan. 
Indexing Terms of Announcement Publications for 
Government Scientific and Technical Research Re- 
ports: A Composite Vo.cabulary, 2 vols. (Technical 
Report IR-15). Silver Spring, Md.: Datatrol 
Corporation, 1964. (12),  439; ( 8 ) ,  458 p. pap. 
$8 per volume; $2 microfilm. (Available from 
OTS, U.S. Department of Commerce, Washington, 
D.  C.--Order Nos. PB 181 712, PB 181 713) 
Essentially a composite of the subject indexing 
vocabularies used by AEC, DDC, NASA, and OTS 
to index their research report announcement publi- 
cations. Volume I lists these terms alphabetically; 
in Volume I1 they are structured to a common 
subsumption scheme. Prepared for the Office of 
Science Information Service, NSF. 
NICOLAUS, John J. T h e  Automated Approach t o  
Technical Information Retrieval-Library Applica- 
t ion (Navships 250-210-2). Washington, D .  C.: 
Department of the Navy, Bureau of Ships, 1964. 
44 p. pap. 304. (Available from Government 
Printing Office) 
Describes the information storage and retrieval 
system of Project SHARP (SHips Analysis and Re- 
trieval Project) developed for the Bureau of Ships' 
Technical Library. Documents can be retrieved 
using bibliographical data, subject matter, and 
combinations of both. The system of soles and 
links advocated by the Engineers Joint Council 
has been utilized as the method of indexing. 
SIEVERS, Patricia T., and FASANA, Paul J. Auto- 
mated Routines i n  Technical Services (AFCRL- 
64-70). L. G. Hanscom Field, Mass.: Air Force 
Cambridge Research Laboratories, Office of Aero- 
space Research, U. S. Air Force, 1964. vi, 16 p. 
pap. Apply. (Distr. by U. S. Department of Com- 
merce, OTS, Washington, D .  C.) 
Discusses the approach to automation taken by 
the AFCRL Research Library, which is applicable 
to libraries in general. Briefly reviews the current 
market of equipment and techniques, and indi- 
cates the guidelines this library will use to effect 
"total systems automation." The AFCRL Research 
Library monograph processing system is discussed 
as an application of the techniques described. 
RENWICK, William. Digital Storage Systems. New 
York: John Wiley & Sons, 1964. x, 212 p. $8.50. 
By a British authority in the field. Describes the 
areas of application of various storage systems, 
the physical principles on which they are based, 
their merits and drawbacks, and recent research 
developments. Diagrams ; bibliography; index. 
THURNAU, D.  H., et al. A L G O L  Programming: 
A Basic Approach. Denver: AIan Swallow, 1964. 
158 p. pap. illus. $2.50. 
A textbook on the Burroughs ALGOL system of 
computer programming aimed at the non-profes- 
sional programmer. 
UNIVERSITY LIBRARY AND COMPUTER CENTER, 
UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA, SAN DIEGO. Find  
Report-Serids Computer Project. La Jolla, Calif.: 
1964. Various paging, pap. unbound. Apply. 
Second and final report describing the second 
stage of a project for the maintenance of records 
for serials holdings using general purpose com- 
puters. 
Classification 
BAER, Karl A,, ed. List of Subject Headings i n  
Homebuilding and Allied Fields, 2nd ed. rev. 
Washington, D. C.: National Housing Center Li- 
brary, 1964. v, 80 p. pap. spiral binding. Apply. 
Useful tool for special libraries in the construc- 
tion field. Expands and improves on the first edi- 
tion, issued four years ago. 
National Library of Medicine Classification: A 
Scheme for the Shelf Arrangemen2 of Books in  the 
Field of Medicine and Its Related Sciences, 3rd 
rev. ed. (Public Health Service Publication No. 
1108). Bethesda, Md.: U. S. Department of 
Health, Education, and Welfare, Public Health 
Service, National Library of Medicine, 1964. xxi, 
286 p. pap. $2. (Available from Government 
Printing Office) 
Schedules have been expanded to provide more 
adequately for medical material published in the 
fields of psychopharmacology, space medicine, and 
radioactivity, and terminology has been modified 
to agree more nearly with the National Library of 
Medicine's related publication, Medical Subject 
Headings. Index. 
SPECIAL LIBRARIES 
CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING 
Positions open and wanted-50 cents per line; 
minimum charge $1 .SO. Other classifieds-75 cents 
a line; $2.25 minimum. Copy must be received by 
tenth of month preceding month of publication. 
POSITIONS OPEN 
ASSISTANT CATALOGER-Position Open at the Uni- 
versity of Wyoming. Two years experience and a 
knowledge of two foreign languages preferred. 
Salary range: $6,564-$6,828, depending on qualifi- 
cations. A new library provides excellent working 
conditions. The appointment carries faculty rank 
and privileges. Apply: Director, University of 
Wyoming Libraries, Laramie, Wyoming 82070. 
C A T A L O G E R - S ~ ~ ~ ~ C ~  background preferred. Le- 
high University. Department well organized with 
adequate clerical assistance. Library has newly es- 
tablished Center for the Information Sciences. Beth- 
lehem, Pa., 90 miles from New York City, 50 
miles from Philadelphia. James D .  Mack, Librar- 
Ian. 
ASSISTANT L I B R A R I A N - R ~ ~ U ~ ~ ~ ~  immediately for 
scientific research organization. Applicant must 
have L.S. degree. Experience in cataloguing an 
ncjct. I:x;ellcnt opportunity for young lad\ to 
o b t . ~ ~ n  divcrs~hc;l txpcritnct. Sdl.~r\. comtncnsurare 
with qualifications. Please supply complete details 
of qualifications to the Personnel Officer, Ontario 
Research Foundation, 43 Queens Park Crescent, 
Toronto 5 .  Ontario, Canada. 
INDUSTRIAL RESEARCH LABORATORY LIBRARIAN- 
T o  manage a technical library serving the research 
and development departments of the American 
Oil Company and the Amoco Chemicals Corpora- 
tion. Both companies are subsidiaries of the 
Standard Oil Co. (Indiana). The library consists 
of about 18,000 bound volumes plus patents, pe- 
riodicals, and technical documents concentrated in 
the fields of petroleum refining and chemical tech- 
nology. It is located 30 minutes from Chicago in 
Whiting, Indiana. Duties of the position include 
selecting and cataloging books, journals and other 
reference materials, supervising the nonprofes- 
sional library staff, and answering reference ques- 
tions from research and other company sources. 
An interest in establishing computer mechaniza- 
tion of records and catalogs is desirable and some 
knowledge of chemistry is preferred. Salary is con>- 
mensurate with qualifications. Applicants with a 
degree in library science are invited to contact: 
Mr. R. A. Dinerstein, American Oil Company, 
Research & Development Department, Box 431, 
Whiting, Indiana. W e  are an equal opportunity 
employer. 
TECHNICAL INFORMATION SPECIALIST-Our ex- 
panding research activities offer excellent oppor- 
tunity for Technical Information Specialist. Duties 
include complete responsibility for technical li- 
brary operations, information retrieval services, 
patent search assistance, and related functions. 
Prefer degrees in chemistry and library science 
plus 3-5 years technical experience. Pleasant work- 
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ing environment in new suburban research center. 
Please send resume and salary requirements in 
confidence to Employment Office, Kerr-McGee Oil 
Industries, Inc., Oklahoma City 2, Oklahoma. An 
equal opportunity employer. 
POSITIONS WANTED 
L I B R A R I A N - A S S ~ S ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  Librarian, Cataloger, M.S. 
in L.S. and M.A. Columbia University, French 
language, Sorbonne. 10 years experience in busi- 
ness-technology libraries. Knowledge of govern- 
ment documents, technical literature, and statistics. 
Seeks position in New York, Washington, Hawaii, 
Florida. California. Write Box C 4. 
- 
LIBRARIAN-M.S. in L.S., Columbia University, 
U.  S. Government GS-9, ten years experience, 
seeking position in medical, hospital, technical, 
general library work in Denver, Colorado area. 
Call Area Code 303, 534-7977. 
LIBRARIAN-Male, B.S., M.A.L.S. Varied experi- 
ence in technical and academic libraries including 
indexing, abstracting, and report writing, seeks 
challenging and responsible position. Midwest 
preferred. Write Box B ~ M .  
SEEKING LIBRARY WORK-In Chicago area. Work- 
ing for Ph.D. minor in Library Science. Experi- 
ence in reference, cataloging, classification. medical, 
scientific, drug, and general areas of knowledge, 
also electronic data processing and computers. 
Write Box B149. 
TECHNICAL I B R A R I A N - I ~ ~ U S ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  and college li- 
brary experience: literature and patent searching, 
information retrieval, reference, cataloging. M.S. ... 
in library science, B.S. in biology, chemistry. De- 
sires responsible technical library position in New 
York metropolitan area. Write Box C 2. 
WANTED TO BUY 
PERIODICALS, duplicates, surplus for cash or ex- 
change. Write for free Library Buying List. Can- 
ner's SL, Boston 20, Massachusetts. 
-- 
FOR SALE 
BACK ISSUES-Engineering and Mining lournal, 
1940 to present. Some bound. Write Box B 150. 
LIMITED BUDGET?-Unlimited wants? Try our 
specialized book-find service and solve both prob- 
lems. Astonishingly successful finds and low prices 
make you happy. Send want lists (no obligation!) 
to Martin Gross, Booksellers, One Beekman Street, 
New York 38, New York. 
PHYSICS JOURNALS-Bound; about 50 volumes. 
Details of collection and of sale conditions upon 
inquiry. F. Abell, Box 1025, Alfred, New York 
14802. 
TECHNICAL & SCIENCE BOOKS-Used & OP. All 
subjects. Worldwide sources. Aviation/Space a 
specialty; catalog available. Want and discard lists 
solicited. John Roby, 1811D Carfax Avenue, Long 
Beach, California 9081 5. 
L O W  COST PERIODICAL 
A N D  P A M P H L E T  FILES 
ALL SIZES S A M E  PRICE 
$3.18 per doz. any assortment desired. 
1 2  doz. or more, $2.88 per doz. 
FREE S A M P L E  M A G A F I L E  sent upon 
request. You will receive it by return 
mail along with handy size-chart and 
additional details. No obligation or sales- 
man follow-up. 
w d -  
T H E  MAGAFILE CO. 
P. 0. B O X  3121 ST. L O U I S  30, M O .  
Expert Service on 
MAGAZINE SUBSCRIPTIONS 
for 
SPECIAL LIBRARIES 
0 
Faxon's Librarians Guide 
Available on Request 
0 
:or the very best subscription service 
-ask about our Till Forbidden Auto- 
natic Renewal plan. 
F. W. FAXON CO., INC. 
15-525 Hyde Park Avenue Boston, Mass. 02131 
Continuous Service To  Libraries Since 1886 
SWETS & ZElTLlNGER 
Keizersgracht 471 & 487 
Amsterdam-C. Holland 
Publishers and  Library Agents 
Current Subscript~ons 
I Periodicals, Sets, Backfiles, and Separate Volumes. I I American Representarrue 1 
WALTER D. LANTZ 
555 WOODSIDE AVE., BERWYN, PA. 
Suburban Philadelphia Phone: Niagara 4-4944 
- -  
Hundreds of Libraries-big and small-now print 
3 x 5 professional catalog cards and (any 
quantities) with new precision geared stencil printer 
especially designed for Library requirements.Buy di- 
rect on Five Year Guarantee. FREE- Wrlte TO- 
DAY for description, pictures, and low d~rect price. 
CARDMASTER, 1920 Sunnyside, Dept. 411, Chicago 40 
! Complete composition, press 
and pamphlet binding facilities, cou- 
pled with the knowledge and skill 
gained through fifty years of experi- 
ence, can be put to your use-profitably 
THE VERMONT 
PRINTING COMPANY 
Brattleboro, Vermont 
PRINTERS O F  T H E  OFFICIAL JOURNAL 
O F  SPECIAL LIBRARIES ASSOCIATION 
SPECIAL LIBRARIES 
Presenting 
a Master Key to 
the greatest treasure house 
- 
of applied scientific 
knowledge 
in the 
An important development in information retrieval 
. . . as beneficial to  the reference librarian 
as the Cumulative Book Index. The International 
Index of Patents is the shortest route to 
al l  of the information, engineering and scientific 
technology to be found in patent literature. 
Developed by the lnterdex Corporation wi th the 
cooperation of the U.S. Patent Office, and 
distributed through Bro-Dart Books, Inc., these 
directories are fully cross-referenced to enable you 
to answer any question 
Material is  indexed by Da te .  . . by Patent Number 
. . . by Subject. . . by Class and Subclass . . . by 
Standard Industrial Classification. There is  even a 
world. 
l ist of those patents, in  each field of interest, 
issued before the inception of the numbering 
system in 1836. 
Subscriptions are being accepted now for the f irst 
six volumes, covering every United States 
Chemical Patent issued from 1790 through 1960. 
Three additional units are in  orocess, coverinn 
You can't when you consider that the new 
edition's 1,232 pages and 12,910 listings 
mean 212 rnorr pages and 1,428 neir. cntri~.t 
not carried in the 3rd edition-and an in- 
crease of 516 pages and over 6.000 new list- 
ings since the 2nd edition. 
You can't when you want a major reference 
source of current, complete, and convenient 
information about the organization and 
staffs of the country's national associations. 
In one volume, researchers have at their fin- 
* More than 1,000 new entries 
26,000-entry keyword index 
gertips the pertinent data about not only the 
older associations but also the new ones 
formed to deal with many of the problems 
and subjects that were unrecognized or non- 
existent when earlier editions were com- 
piled. 
You can't if you need the accuracy of the 
completely revi.c.ed listings that update the 
3rd edition's information about association 
objectives, activities, staff, membership, pub- 
lications, conventions. and committees. 
* All entries revised, updated 
Over 12,500 listings 
Volume 2: Geographic-Executive Index. Th19 suppleniental volume provide\ 
access to a state and city breakdown of all the national associations listed in 
Volume 1 and includes the headquarters address for each. In addition. as- 
~ociat ion executives are  listed with the name of their as\ociation and the 
city in which they are located. $15 
ORDER ON APPROVAL 
